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► FORECASTCloudy with scatered showers 
or thundershowers this afternoon 
and again Thursday afternoon, 
Mostly clear at night. ' A little 
cooler. Light winds reaching 
southwest 30 in thundershowers.
The Daily Courier HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Thursday at Kelowna 50 and 75. Tempera­tures recorded Tuesday 57 and 80.
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CALLING ALL MAGISTRATES! 
HERE'S A REAL DRIVING RAP
MELBOURNE (AP) —  A M elbourne m agistrate 
today came up w ith  a new sentence for dangerous 
driving—a hvo-hour stin t every two weeks in the 
casualty section of a city hospital.
“Then you m ight realize the damage caused by 
dangerous driving,” the m agistrate told longshore­
man John Thomas Craig.
TOURIST BAIT, first class, 
the Okanagan Lake bridge will 
have its first big year this 
summer when thousands of 
tourists pour over its graceful
surface to and from Kelowna. 
In the striking photograph 
above, taken in late after­
noon by photographer Kent 
Stevenson, the lift section is
raised to permit boat traffic 
to pass. Ojjened last year dur­
ing the visit to Kelowna of HRH 
Princess Margaret, the bridge
Water
took the place of the ferries 
that plied from Kelowna to 
Westbank for years. (Courier 
photo—prints available)
Green To Get 
Foreign Post
Safe, Investigators
Water at the Aquatic has beenlAquatic, had proven satisfactory.!ately informed,” Dr. Athans de- 
declared safe for swimming. I "At present the water is com-| clared.
pletely safe for swimming. Tests 
Announcement was made by will continue throughout the sum- 
the president, Dr. George Athans! mer, and if at any time the ques- 
who said tests conducted by thejtion of contamination again a- 
health department and the!rises, the public will be immedi-
B.C. ROUNDUP
REVELSTOKE (CP) — Fire 
has destroyed the $200,000 junior 
high school here.
The fire, believed to have been 
started about 5:30 a.in, by a 
transient's cigaret, had a good 
hold on the interior of the brick 
building when volunteer firemen 
reached the scene.
They battled the blaze for six 
hours and only the brick shell
remained when the fire was! disturbance at a drive-in theatre
believe the blaze had been start­
ed intentionally.
The blaze left 250 children with­
out classrooms. Arrangements 
are being made to use the civic 
auditorium and the auditorium 
of the elementary school in this 
Rocky Mountain community to 
accommodate students,
PENTICTON (CP) — Teen­
agers have been blamed for a
brought ' under control.
Fire Chief San Needham said 
the door of the. school had been 
pried open and he believed a 
transient had broken into -the 
building, ,He vsaid the fire start­
ed In the main hall. He did not
here,
Mrs. Frank Soltiec, co-owner 
of the Pines ! Drive-In Theatre, 
said youths, who gathered at trie 
theatre for an unofficial graduar 
tion party, drank beer and gin, 
set off fireworks during the show 
and threw shredded paper over 
the grounds.
’ She also said they tore down 
signs in. a washroom, defaced the 
Walls with writing and threw 
loudspeakers on the ground,
VWe’ve had rowdy adults, blit 
never ns bad as, this,” Mrs. Sol- 
tico said, "Every piece of paper 
and cardboard , container had 
I  I  Ik. I " *  |  I  been shredded and scattered.”
H f l l l  h t j | h f  VERNON (CP) -  The North
■ ■MR I  ■ R V I l l I  Okanagan, regatta will be held
here July 13 in conjunction with 
NELSON, fCP' — A statement'«' revival of the Vernon Days 
by John Lnrlnn Popoff, 2,7, eon-'celebration. Horse racing, street 
tending that he tried to break' dancing, « carnival and fire- 
up n fight which ended in the works'are planned for the July 
death o[ n man whoop he Is I 11-15 program, coinciding with 
charged, with murdering, was! the nrrlvnl of Queen Elizabeth 
rend to Assize Court here Tue.x-i nnd Prince Philip for n one-hour 
day, I stop-over July 11, , , '
The statement highlighted the ; .  _  , . ,
tilled dny of the trial of John , V KRNON iC P '—rhUnys broke 
Popoff, charged'with 'the 'murder int0 six stores here within three 
of Clarence Douglas’Cinrrett, 35, days,1 but loot was goncmlly 
of Cnstlegnr, I U '„ ’.m, tlie night. Nmall, Police said It whs the 
of October 4-5 Inst year, 1 , | hlggcst cash of burglaries in ,18
Lurry Popoff, '23,. John's foro- .months, 
ther, has been convicted ,pf the I KAMI oops 
murder mid has been sentenced' n
Coinciding with the announce­
ment is the fact that Aquatic La­
dies’ Auxiliary today is launch­
ing an all-out membership cam­
paign. The drive will continue 
throughout June.
A spokesman for the Aquatic 
said the organization would be 
unable to operate were it not for 
membership sales!
Water tests were made at the 
Aquatic following charges by 
Medical Health Officer Dr. D. A. 
Clarke that the effluent from 
the sewer disposal plant and 
other contaminated sources was 
polluting the lake water.
Bob Gordon 
'59 President
Robert Gordon has been elect­
ed president of Kelowna Junior 
Chamber of Commerce, succeed­
ing Arthur Hughes-Games.
Vice-president is David Kin­
ney and directors, George Hun­
ter, Bob Beairsto, David Whit­
bread, Walter, McKay, Tony Liv- 
eft and Terry Burnett.
New officers will be installed 
in September, '
Several members of the club, 
including Edward Dickens, Ro­
bert Gordon i,md Arthur Hughes- 
Games are now in Nelson attend, 
ing the provincial Jaycee con­
vention, The parley concludes 
Saturday.
VICTORIAN AHEAD 
IN B.C. GOLF PLAY
VANCOUVER (CP) — Col. 
Larry McCooey of Victoria and 
Trail players Stan Angus and 
Pete McIntyre were among 
eight qualifiers who moved in­
to the first round today in 
the British Columbia Seniors 
Golf Tournament champion­
ship play.
Col. McCobey finished fast 
with a one-over-par 36 on the 
back nine to place second at 
78, two stroke^1 behind as­
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OLYMPIA (AP)—Joe Dwyer, 
state director of agriculture, 
says eproduction of some of 
Washington’s major crops will 
be down this year compared to 
1958.
And, he said, if production 
isn’t down, the net income to 
farmers wlil drop because the 
farmer has to sell his products 
at wholesale and buy at retail.
Dwyer said the cherry crop, 
one of the first to be harvested, 
will be lighter than last year,
Apple, production will be 
down, and there will be a sharp 
reduction in winter wheat and 
potatoes,
He forecast good crops fo r, 
apricot, pear; peach and berry 
growers. .
The director said at a press 
conference there is a plentiful 
supply of eggs and poultry but 
price conditions for the .grow-, 
ers , are what 1 he termed 
‘'wretched,” '
No Progress -  Ike
WASHINGTON (AP! — Pres­
ident, Eisenhower said today there 
has been no detectable progress 
at the Geneva talks tthnt would 
Justify n summit conference,
OTTAWA (CP) — Works Min­
ister Howard Green, one of Prime 
Minister Diefenbaker’s top lieu­
tenants, has been picked as Can­
ada’s next external affairs min­
ister.
The announcement, expected 
shortly, could well touch off the 
first big cabinet shuffle since the 
Progressive Conservatives took 
office nearly two years ago.
The 64-year-old Vancouver law­
yer, who since June 21, 1957, has 
been works minister and also act­
ing prime minister in Mr. Diefen­
baker’s absence, would fill the ex­
ternal affairs vacancy caused by 
the death of Sidney Smith March
n .
Informants said the move may 
be accompanied by a shift of 
Trade Minister Gordon Churchill 
to the works portfolio with Trans­
port Minis terQeorgeiHees--becom- 
ing trade minister.
TROUBLE-SHOOTER
Mr. Green, a tall, angular 
grandfather with nearly a quar­
ter century of continuous Com­
mons service, has been, a trouble­
shooting right-hand man for Mr. 
Diefenbaker.
Once, as acting prime minister 
during Mr. Diefenbaker’s world 
tour last fall, he smilingly de­
scribed himself as "just an act 
ing lance-corporal without pay.”
But he is also government 
House leader in the Commons— 
a delicate, diplomatic job of steer­
ing government business through 
the House without arousing oppo- 
Hc also is
Irish Luck Favors 
Three BC Tickets
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Two Canadian women won $140,(XX) each today and 
three men—a group of Torontonians who will share the same 
amount—hit the money jackpot with the running of the Derby 
in England.
They will casli in as holders of tickets in the Irish Hospital 
Sweepstakes on the winning horse, Parthia.
Mrs. Audrey Jackson, a Montreal widow; Mrs. Richard 
Stevens, a Sardwich West, Ont., housewife, and three em­
ployees of a Toronto clothing store who banded together for 
a ticket were the big winners.
The three Torontonians arc Harry Crystal, Dave Hersh 
and Morris Binstock.
Eight other Canadians will collect $56,000 each as hold­
ers of tickets on Fidalgo, second-place horse. Another six 
will collect $28,000 each as ticketholders on third-place Shan-
nON. HOWARD GREEN
tung.
Registrations on tickets for the 
winning horse were: CMK 60970 
for H. Crystal; CMN 40833 for 
Nickey, and DXH 74167 for Gin­
ger.
Registration of those with tick­
ets on Fidalgo: CMB 72075, Black 
Beauty, Toronto; CLH 58614, Tom 
Thumb, Brantford; CLC 04208, 
Haywire, Minstrel Island; CCN 
14278, E. G. E. Farrar, Rossland; 
CLT 37940, Bergeron Germain, 
Montreal; CMA 73271, D e l t a ,  
Sask. (no name or nom de plume 
Indicated); DXC 75785, O b le y  
.Gobley, Toronto; DXZ 36122, Race 
Horse, Alberta.
Registrations of those with tick­
ets on Shantung;
CLQ 39662, Mercury, Ontario; 
CHS 63972, Once Again, Van­
couver: DXC 91359, Okay, On­
tario; CKR 53142, Jerrys, Quebec; 
DZE 78358, M i n o u, Montreal; 
DXE 86303, Ken Morey, Ontario. 




OTTAWA (CP) -  The Canada 
Council today announced cash 
(CP)—Fire Chief!nwnirds' for winning Canadian 
iirX m h""A  "third' ".mm ,,nkrrviT‘'m Slater Kays more than 200 'plays’ at next year’s regional
,,f mn,Ph‘,fi stolen’ 'from n|competitions of the Dominion
charged with the'murder,
sition antagonism 
chairman of the Conservative 
MPs caucus.
He was t h e  Conservative 
spokesman on external affairs in 
opposition after Mr, Diefenbaker 
was chosen party leader.
NEAR COLUMBIA PROJECT
As external affairs minister he 
would be in direct contact with 
Canada - United States negotia­
tions on Columbia River power 
development — a subject he has 
been close to while works minis­
ter.
Since Mr, Smith's death the 
prime minister has taken acting 
control of the external affairs 
portfolio,
Mr, Green has been a Com­
mons member since 1935, repre­
senting Vancouver South constitu­
ency until 1949 and since then 
Vancouver Quadra. Among other 
cabinet ■ ministers , only Veterans 
Affairs Minister A, J. Brooks has 
served in the Commons as long,
He adapted himself, in the 1957
switch from opposition to govern­
ment ranks, with a marked 
change in his manner of. Com­
mons operation.
. In opposition he was known as 
a dour, rather humorless MP who 
pursued the Liberal government 
with dogged questionings and 
criticisms. Liberal Trade Minister 
C. D. Howe once said the Vancou­
ver member reminded him of a 
perambulating prognosticator of 
gloom who stalked the halls of 
Parliament with a Bible in one 
hand and a stiletto in the other.
But once in government Mr, 
Green blossomed out with smiles, 
a ready wit and an easy way of 
turning aside opposition criticism 
with a joke.
TOWN TOPICS
ners will be cabled later from 
Dublin.
Canadians also won $131,700 in 
sweepstakes sponsored by tha 
army and Na\y and Air Forca 
Veterans Association of Quebec.
Ellen Rowney of Toronto won 
first prize of $37,100. Second prize 
of $19,000 was won by Antoinette 
Allain of Chicoutimi, Que. Third 
prize of $12,600 was won by Ed 
Issett, 952 Lorette Ave., Winnipeg-
Remainder of the $131,700 was 
distributed to persons holding 
tickets on horses which were 
scratched, did not start or failed 
to finish.
In the Irish Hospital Sweep- 
stakes a total of 102 Canadians 
held tickets on horses entered 
when the official draw was made 
May 29 in Dublin.
Those with tickets on horses 
that failed to start or to place in 
the running will receive $1,150 
each. There was also a total of 
1,680 prizes of $280 each and 3,600 
consolation prizes of $50 each.
uses roar
Final reading was given by 
city council this week to three 
bylaws to collect the costs of 
construction ;of sidewalks and/or 
boulevards.
City council this week sent a 
letter of congratulations to form­
er Vernon Mayor David Howrie 
Sr, and Mrs, Howrie on the re­
cent occasion of their fiftieth 
wedding anniversary, •
Congratulations were sent this 
week, from city council to S, Sgt, 
W. B. Irving,, head of the Kel­
owna RCMP detachment, who is 
being promoted to the rnnlt of 
sub-inspector. ,
OTTAWA ((P )—The four Lib­
erals on the Commons industrial 
relations committee today staged 
a temporary walkout as Progres­
sive Conservatives demanded the 
members ?it for an extra hour.
In the uproar that followed, 
CCF House Leader Hazcn Argue 
said the Conservatives were mak­
ing a "great mistake" in using 
their huge majority to "railroad’ 
unemployment insurance amend­
ments through the committee.
He said it wns a "great 'm is­
take” for the Conservatives, to 
"kid themselves” that an extra 
hour’s study of the bill was so 
important.
Amid new attacks and protests
by the Conservatives, chairman 
R. Hardy Small (PC — Toronto- 
Danforth) entertained a Conserv­
ative motion to begin evening ses­
sions on the bill w h i c h  would 
boost unemployment insurance 
costs to employers and employ­
ees.
The motion was voted through 
by the Conservatives, with the 
Liberals absent. Mr. Argue was 
the lone opposer.
MARTIN LED
The committee will begin even­
ing Sessions tonight, sitting from 
7 p.m. to 8:30 EDT. The Conser­
vatives wanted to sit longer but
I See JOBLESS PAY Page 10
Mayors Shelve Three-Level 
Parley Bid -  Ask School Aids
NORTH BAY, Ont. (CP!—The 
Canadian, Federation of Mayors 
and Municipalities decided today 
not to make a new bid at this 
time for a fedoral-provlncial-inu- 
nlcipnl conference,
With many delegates abstain-
ELECTRODE REMOVED FROM SIMIAN
WASHINGTON (AP) 
made it. Able' didn’t . ,
Baker,No anaesthetic was used, None,to get the heart boating again, showed "absolutely no evidence
of nny Injury" from the rocket
, truck' have '•.been ' turned In J>yi^rn,nw Festival,, 
u children or found on the ground! The council wJohn Popoff’ said an argument: ,,r " T "  '"1 "W k™ ' j fl*7h.V J.lH lnnY ?!. 2
between Larry and Garrett In a 1 1,,lln a (‘uiut,'r t,f il mll,; of^ "  induction (of a play__ .1 * * ....j ... .i « tint* si't'in
clime back without a scratch, 
Baker, n liny one-pound squirrel
cay was climaxed when the fcono rif.« flre w ^  1Tu!°olo<>
got out of the cab, walked a short v ’ MlbS,'’,'il,:lfes Ivlils A Khe $1)0 i S  Dad been planted
dlstknce and started to fight, 1 I,Jr niV  ’ , . . hi", nwnni.-.i m 'n Y’lnmillnn dor,the skins of ixith for the trp.
The statement ' said .the8 two The bids had enough matches ; ^  !S  '
men fought for 15 or 20 mlqutro.1 See. B.C. ROUNDUP Page 10 : j,, ’
was considered necessary for the [One oven, plnced his mouth over
The'two mniikevM rod..'wo mil. J t!,'n" ,lc1’ «M«», ’ ' dthe monkey's and breathed Into
In! Urn r  Imd . r „„Vi »"t when Able, a seven,pound her lungs. It was'no use.Into s|ia<ciin i; Jupiter rocket and H|r ,h1)̂  ,imlllu,Vi wns |lllu.(.(, 'lm(„.r
nn anaesthetic for a similar op­
eration Monday night her heart 
went into n Hpasmodle vibration,
Victoria Mayor Chosen As 
To Berlin Parley
NORTH BAY, Chit ,KT' -The 
delegation to represent the Canh- 
dlan Federation of Mayors and 
..Municipalities , at the Interna­
tional Congress of T-oenlvAuthor­
ities In Berlin of Local Author-.
air June 5. It will visit Madrid, 
Rome. Venire, Vienna, Munich, 
Berlin and Paris,
Delegates and those accom­
panying them include: Mayor 
Perry Seurrah of Victoria and
NO TROUBLE
Baker laid no trouble at
when.'navy scientists ,at Pensii'
, . , , cola, Fla,, removed two of the
For more than two hours doctors f„ur electrodes from her Tuesday
yldc,
They will give the body a pain­
staking microscopic examination 
nil that could show immediately who-
did everything, humanly possible
Vernon Stages 
Golf Tourney
VERNON-Tlu* , sixth , , annual i 
Interior-Seniors Golf Tournament 
will be held Juno 14 at Ycr'noa 
Golf Club, open to age, classes! 
of ft!) to 70 and over,, ' ,
Official handicaps (besides b(  ̂
Ing 50 pnd’ oven of ?() liriv'ne- 
ceptable, ’ ,
, Events, Include grand cham­
pionship for Hotel Plaza iKnm*
...............................loops), trophy; Three Gables
The 12-member group, most of rector, and Mrs, Mooney: and Hotel < Penitetnn') for, low gross, 
them nel-ompmiicd 'In their Mayor William H.swrelak u! 'Ed* and the Currell Trophy 
wives,"is to leave New York byinuhiton. , i ’
Itles1 hi Berlin Juhe 18-23, was | Mrs Seurrah;1 Mavor II, Nlehol- 
Mpiouneed here at |he fe.lera-'son of Est.Aan, Sask.; George H 





Mayor It. F, Parkinson showed n tnnrked\lm- 
provement this morning, 'following > nn . operation' 
performed Inst night., 1
Attending physicians said lie is refiling coin- 
fortnbl.v and that his pulse is good. '
lie, hud ,heen undergoing \  treatment for’ a 
stomach ulcer .Hint had been bleeding internally. 
When the'bleeding failed to <stop, it w,as decided 
to operate., . : !
i.
night., They snipped them out In 
a couple of minutes, The two 
other electrodes, used' ns spnmi, 
will he taken out |at«;r,
.Baker showed no \slgn of pain 
and wns ins frisky ns\ever,
The oloothKles had' sent back 
respiration nnd body temperature 
Important’ records o f . Ileartbeat, 
during ’the monkeys' pioneering' 
flight laijt week from Cape Ca­
naveral, Fla, "
The data has an IpYportant 
hearing on future npnce< flights by 
humans, but Hcienjlstti had hoped 
to study Imth mpnkcys a|lve for 
several years to see whether any 
Intent effhets of the spaco trip 
would show up, ,
DIHAPI’OINTED 
They were bitterly disappointed 
by Abie's death at a. laboratory Ip 
Fort Knox,1 Ky.; i although some 
good may come of It, The scien­
tists i.an,! M iiuellmlnKry autopsy 
i V ►
ther thorn ' were any bodily 
clinnges caused by the flight,
The scientists who worked on 
Able were told to preserve the 
skin for stuffing and mounting, 
Presumably a place will lie made 




MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)r-! 
Tierce Hclaxmers carrying revolu­
tionary Invaders and armH were 
reported en 1 route "to Nlcaragun 
from Cuba today'to join In Latin 
Amerlcn's la test, vest-iiockct re 
volt, ,
Ah' emergency meeting of the 
OA.H council'was'expected Utelr 
today. . " 1
ing, a resolution asking for siich 
a meeting nnd another asking for 
a tax-sharing'' agreement among 
the three levels of government 
both were voted down, ■
The move followed n speech 
before the convention last night 
by Prime'Minister Diefenbaker in 
which he made it clear thnt a 
three-level meeting may, bo ■ 
long time coming.
A Winnipeg resolution asked 
Hie central administration to ini­
tiate procedures to bring the 
three' governments together nt 
regular Intervals on welfare muG 
tors of common Interest,
Another proposed by Estevnn, 
Snsk., nnd also turned down 
would have asked for a three* 
level meeting to nrrango n more 
equitable .basis for distribution of 
tax revenues among the govern* 
merits,
I'ARH TWO UE80LUTIONH
The a n n u a l  convention np» 
proved two resolutions:
I, Thnt the federation submit » 
resolution to the next federal- 
provincial conference proposing 
that the capital costs of school 
construction be bprne on n fair 
nnd equitable Dominion - provin­
cial - municipal shareable basin, 
proposed by the district of Burn­
aby, n,e.
2rThnt Hie federation mgc .tlin 
two senior l.evels of government 
to nssiime n grehter shard of the 
cost of education, submitted by 
the town of Thorold, Ont,
Thr» resolutions pplntcd out In 
preambles there Is no direct fed­
eral participation In th e ,cost ol 
primary education,
'Another resolution approved 
asked the fedcrnl government to 
ninepd tho family nllownnces act 
no thnt allowances will be paid to 
n child ns long as ha Is attending 
school and Is supported by till 
puronU up At Um a § $  t i  If yssrs.
’ i
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Every Family Counts A  Lot 
To The Whole Community
'Ihe other day, while looking at one of the 
new and rapidly expanding housing develop­
ments just outside the town, a local business­
man asked another local businessman: "Can 
you tell me just what these people do?”
That is a question which is heard frequent­
ly these days in Kelowna. In truth, it has 
been heard frequently here during the past 
lour decades. But latterly it has been heard 
more frequently.
And we wish we had the complete answer.
Kelowna is not an industrial town. Other 
than the Simpson plant, there are no large 
industries. At one time the town depended 
upon the fruit industry, but now those in 
positions to know suggest that the fruit in­
dustry accounts for little more than 30 per 
cent of the town’s economy.
Kelowna, it would seem, is an excellent 
illustration of the truth that all segments of 
society are interdependent. Each and every­
one lives off the purchasing power of some 
other, and each citizen provides the pur­
chasing power for some other. For that rea­
son it is perfectly apparent that when the 
population of a community increases and 
more people are employed, the whole com­
munity benefits.
The U.S, Chamber of Commerce has 
produced figures which show that bringing 
a new industry that employs a hundred men 
increases wealth far beyond just the salaries 
of those 100 employees.
An added payroll of 100 workers means 
. 260 more people; 112 more households; 51 
more school children; S590.000 more per­
sonal income per year; $270,000 more bank 
deposits; 107 more passenger cars; 174 more 
workers employed; four more retail stores;
$360,000 more retail sales each year.
'I hose are rather graphic figures. But it 
has been left to \  ern Mathews of Quincy, 
Washington, to really tell how a single family 
in town affects others. Mathews has been 
publisher of the Quincy Post-Register, but 
now the family has sold the paper and is 
moving away. Before he left Mathews figures 
just who would lose when his family of six 
moved out. He wrote:
"Dr. C. J. Harbaugh will be losing about 
$75 a year . . . Red the barber will miss our 
annual $60 . . . Marin and Morris will lose 
our $300 insurance account . . . Quincy 
Flower and Gift will be out about $100 . . . 
Call’s Drugs will be short more than $500 
, . . Local service stations will lose about 
$470 . . . The schools will lose in the amount 
of about $1,800 in daily attendance support 
. . . Medical doctors will miss our annual 
contribution of about $500 . . . Dr. Slusher 
will have to gain several customers to ac­
count for our $150 annual dental bill . . . 
Darigold loses $360 . . . Bass’ Men s and 
Boys’ Wear about $600 or more . . . Thrift- 
wav and Sigman’s will lose annually about 
$1,800 . . .  All financial drives will suffer 
about $300 per year. . .
"We doubt if you can name one single 
retail business in Quincy that won t direct­
ly or indirectly suffer from losing just one 
family.
"If there is a moral here, use it on the 
next new family that moves in. Be friendly. 
Continue to make this the best place in the 
world to live, and realize that every other 
community in the United States is a potential 
competitor for your residents , . . and their 
dollars.”
LETTER TO THE EDITOR i •
in the article. ^
The board has been assured by w  
the municipalities, the Cit.v of 
Kelowna, and the rural represent­
atives that they have no quarrel 
with the financial operation of 
the School District, because they
l fO p e iG N
M / m f e P S i






As chairman of the Tourist 
Bureau 1 would like to offer my 
heartiest congratulations on the 
splendid full paid advertisement realize that in an expanding area 
on Tourism in your Saturday, such as this, and in this age ol 
number. Also to the civic-mind- spiralling costs, it is 'impossible 
ed business firms who so cheer-'to prevent an upward trend, 
fully contributed to assure its! The board however, has this 
success. | year kept the increase to 2.3
Yours truly. mills, only with the full co-opor-










The Board of School
The salaries paid to our teach­
ers are the lowest in the prov- 
jiiice, and the board is apprecia­
tive of the fact that though mem- 
Trustees beis of tllc teaching staff could 
are becoming increasingly'dis- ‘c“ve fo,. .,’thL'r districts and re- 
turbed regarding the manner m c v " * hl^ cr sular>’- «re
which news items concerning the;^. .u'« w'‘h .us1)ni'd ^  the 
affairs of this School District k acl ,of . ' t k  T , ° U
are being presented in the press, i ^ m v  "c m
The board is very conscious of , T. 1 ’ . , . ,
the tact that local education is , Thl, “  1 our
news in which the sc»cra.
* * . . . . .
The board has asked for the 
co-operation of reporters attend­
ing the meetings, with regard to 
individuals appearing before the
what is going on education
in the arta. .. that co-operation. Recently, a rc-
Hovveyer. the feeling is port was published in your paper
among the members ™  , purporting- to be an account of
tha the n e w sls. ThTrL! ^ch  a case, but which was al-sented in a factual manner. There, t lplctely crroneou an(1
fng ' “ S h S n r p c ; ™ ; ;  - » < * » -
prejudices or observations, that
is vitally interested
to take
action whatsoever in putting 
curbs on the reporting of the 
events -within the School District 
in order that the public may" 
have first hand knowledge of
EAST-WEST DUEL -  ROUND ONE
Mexican Headache
The latest of the growing list of countries 
which have become disillusioned about na­
tionalization and public ownership of indus­
try is Mexico.
Following expropriation of U.S. and Brit­
ish oil interests in 1938, the Mexican govern­
ment established a state-owned monopoly, 
known as “Pemcx," to operate the expropri- 
. ated oil properties. The failure of "Pemcx” 
to meet the country's oil needs led. in recent 
months, to some searching questions con­
cerning what was wrong with the nationalized 
oil industry.
Investigation into the affairs of. “Pemex” 
have revealed that this publicly-owned oil 
monopoly is deeply in the red. Inefficiency, 
corruption and waste in its operations are
REPORT FROM THE U.K.
Modern Dwellings Replacing 
War-Damag ed London Areas
widespread. “Pemex” employes three times 
as many men to produce the same amount 
of oil as do most private companies in the 
United States and Canada. Operating costs 
in Mexico's nationalized oil industry have 
been found to be much higher than in the 
case of private oil companies, mainly because 
managers of the government’s oil monopoly 
have been under no pressure—until now— 
and to.show a profit. Prices of the products 
ot “Pemex” have been kept artificially low’ 
for political reasons.
Little wonder that nationalization has bc- 
■ tonic a dirty word in Mexico as well as in 
many other countries which have tried simi­
lar experiments in socialism, only to be dis­
illusioned.
that the Stepney community 
only about half-way through 
plans for its comprehensive re-
-v-t, r  i ! development. Its progress so farFor The Kelowna Dally Courier -  ^ atter for p^ide.
By M. McINTYRE HOOD
Special London (Eng.) 
Correspondent
University W orking
me at n in
LONDON- — The “other day. In ' 
a palatial Metropolitan Police 
launch, accompanied by a super­
intendent in charge of the 
Thomas River Division ,of Scot­
land Yard, C. B. Binder, publish­
er and general manager of the 
Port Arthur News-Chronicle and 
I made a trip 
down the River 
Thames to a , 
point b e y o n d j 
Greenwich. 111 
was an illumin-i 
ating trip. I can 
remember the 
nights and days 
in September, 
1940 when the 
docks in Lon­
don’s cast end. j  
mass of flames as enemy
It~has been said th a t'in  such 
rebuiding' of a community, the 
old traditional neighborly spirit
of the East End .of London is be­
ing broken. But many Stepney
is people, forced to leave during 
the war and housed in other 
areas since then, have moved 
back to occupy the new homes. 
They are still east-enders at 
heart,-and they are showing that 
it takes more than bombs—or re­
planning, to break the Cockney’s 
attitudes towards t h e  place 




Big news, affecting prominent
SASKATOON (CP) — The Uni , learningI 1,
their
processes in
versity of Saskatchewan has]such as experiments 
launched a program to develop airats have learned to find 
machine that can learn and think, way out of a maze.
When developed, in, perhaps 10[ With machines, the difficulty 
years,'the machine may be used, was to give them a goal >.o 
in air traffic control, scientific)they know what they are trying
weather forecasting, production,to do, , .
inventory taking, and A great deal will depend on
animals,|last 10 years, he said, which can 
in .which take some legal literature and tell
scheduling
complex time-tabling
But there is no clanger of it re-, 
placing the human brain.
''Faced with problems in hu­
man relations or polities — any­
thing to do with 'human beings—! 
the machine would break down 
completely," says Prof, Arthur 
Porter, in charge of the program,
UNIQUE PROGRAM
The program is the only' one of 
Its kind in Canada, It is receiv­
ing federal grants and will get 
550,000 next year. By that time, 
the research team, still being or­
ganized, will number about 20 
persons Including students.
Prof, Porter, clean of engineer­
ing at the University of Saskat­
chewan, expanded oii the .program 
interview . here 'after .clo­
the' operator knowing how to put 
things."
But Prof. Porter said he can’t 
foresee a time when the human 
brain will not be in command.
Machines have been built In the
it it presents a logical argument 
The University of Saskatchewan 
will be building such a machine, 
probably the largest in existence1,
Prof. Porter said he is hopeful 
his team may beat U.S. research­
ers to the development of a think­
ing machine. . .
"We’ve done it before with a 
team one-tenth the size of theirs," 
he said. "It’s a matter of using 
more thinking ,\yhen. you don’t 
have so many dollars."
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
111 an . . . . . .  ............
llvering a paper on "thivrvom-jijy cjty council that the site 
tion of ' Intelligent automata" to1 the proposed government
10 YEARS AGO i raging torrents, the aspect In
June, 191!) I many districts last weekend ns
Rev1. M. W, Lees, pastor of the'.sumocl, almost serious propoi- 
First United Church. Kelowna,!lions, particularly m the low 
for the past six years, hns been lands uKl.incent do Mission and 
appointed minister of the. United, Midi Creeks. Many lands wcic 
Church in Ladysmith. Vnncou-I flo(|ded and damage done to 
vor Island. young crops and to Irrigation
. works,
Instructions have been issued
were a ass ot na es as ene y, personalities in all three political 
planes rained incendiary bombs artics is likdy t0 break here 
down on them. On this voyage, p 
I was able to see the work of re­
construction which has' taken 
place since the second world war 
ended.
One of the sections in which a 
great transformation has taken 
place from the old E as t, End is 
down in Stepney; This was one 
of the areas which suffered tre­
mendously from - enemy bombs.
In 1939, when the war broke 
out, it had a population of 200,- 
000. The bombing brought a dras­
tic change. Only 2,000 of its 
homes escaped intact, Its popu­
lation declined from 200,000 to 
93,000. .
THE NEW STEPNEY 
■ As, we went along the river 
past Stepney, we could see how 
that shattered section of London 
hns been re-cventcd, There nre 
still some old warehouses and 
shacks down by the water, bits 
of old docks, entrances to canals 
and a lingering rearguard of 
mean little terraces, But behind 




soon, some perhaps before, these 
words are published.
This column has long been a 
frank admirer of Hon. Paul Mar­
tin, the former Liberal minister 
of health. Comments written by 
me over the years about that 
able politician and wise states­
man were lavishly quoted in the 
daily news sheet distributed by 
his supporters at 'the Liberal 
leadership convention last year. 
So it is with a very genuine re­
gret that 1 now anticipate his 
withdrawal from our public life.
Paul was one of Mackenzie 
King’s "Bright young men” , be, 
ing in the first group selected by 
him to mount the ' newly-created 
promotional. platform as parlia­
mentary assistants to cabinet 
ministers. He was 40 years old
a t ata’




5() YEARS AGO 
June, 1009
'Apparently, there wll be at
'Society; The society is meeting 0n'Water Street, be surveyed and least, three regattas on Okanagan 
here as part of the Conference of qia t'subdivision-plans be drafted Lake this summer, Kelowna will, 
Learned Societies, , immediately! of course, under the auspices ol
The University of Saskatchewan ' the newly formed’Aquatic Associ-
1s, trying to develop a machine , 20 YEARS AGO. i mion I'.ld,,'hold its annual event,
which can IcarnMliat Is, benefit. ’ June, 1939 'while Nnramuta is making prop-
from past experience, l nil, l or- •|.;xt.„vn'Uon work on , the new;orations for one on June 17, and 
ter said, In order to tin tii s, a ^  .storage plant of the • Rut-! Penticton on, July 1,
, machine wi» wye to l*; de to , KiSK h.(S' lh,;;n completed................
remember, to n k dcils o. confitrueUoll „f the building
and to ieeoghi/.e ihnngis in Us',, u Th,> nmi<l.
environment -r- the equivalent of £  !, «  fw‘t niuU will be
consciousness In human beings, [m* Ls flf> b> 14o VnV mi, , ,
'Oils latter function, In, a machine, |6iur storeys in height with u a\-
So he was appointed a^free- 
lance minister without portfolio. 
Now I believe he wishes to re­
tire completely* from cabinet 
work.
His going would leave an open­
ing for the appointment of a new 
minister from Toronto. Readers 
of this column will have noticed 
frequent mention of the name of 
David Walker, the Queen’s 
Counsel of great professional re­
pute and high political promise 
from Toronto-Rosedale. Only four 
weeks ago, referring to possible 
cabinet changes, I wrote: "David 
Walker represents the Conserva­
tive party's most outstanding un 
used ability in the House at the 
present time"; and I continued: 
"J. M. Macdonnell may be re­
placed by David Walker, who is* 
custom-made for the role of 
justice minister."
NEW QUEBEC MINISTER?
Mr, Mncdonnell’s retirement 
may touch off, earlier than the 
previously, anticipated date of the
tcrests of the youth concerned.
The board does not wish to be 
forced into the unhappy position 
of holding most of its delibera­
tions in camera, but it will do so. 
or request the opportunity of 
editing the material to be pub­
lished.
The board recognizes the duty 
of the press, but the feeling is 
growing, among the trustees that 
the press is not doing the job 
for education that should and 
could be done in the district.
We sincerely trust that the 
news will be reported more ac­
curately, and that your paper will 
endeavor tq harmonize the situ­
ation between the board, the 
general public, and the staff 
within the school district.
This can be done by construc­
tive criticism, and by factual 
reporting, and in this we sincere­
ly trust we can count on your 
full co-operation.
Yours trulv,
BOARD OF SCHOOL 
TRUSTEES,
C. E. Sladen,
’ Chairman of the board.
(Editor’s Note: The above let­
ter was something more .than a 
surprise because it was the first 
intimation that Courier officials 
had that the school trustees were 
not completely happy with all 
and every report of their activi­
ties. At no time was any com­
plaint or protest made by any 
school official to the news edi­
tor, the business manager or the 
publisher about our treatment of 
these stories.
Are we unreasonable to think 
that the courteous, the diplo- 
of military intelligence opera- matic approach would have been 
tions. It is a two-way peephole to discuss it with the people 
through the Iron Curtain and a concerned before writing such a 
busy funnel for spies.
have nothing to do with the 
actual facts.
It is the opinion of the board 
that the type of sensationalism 
which frequently appears is actu­
ally harmful to education, and 
not conducive to the smooth run­
ning of our School District.
A good example of this point 
is the headline in the Courier on 
Tuesday, May 12, 1959—headlines 
at least an inch high, as fol­
lows: ,
"TAX RATE UP 4 MILLS —
SCHOOL COSTS BLAMED"
The inference of course, being 
that the local cost of education is 
the reason that the tax rate in the 
City of Kelowna has increased 
by 4 mills.
The fine print of the article 
gave the. details showing that the 
actual increase for school costs, 
was a little over 2 mills. The im­
pression however that was cre­
ated by the headline, cancelled 
out, the qualifications made later
Big .Four Talking 
About A Truce In 
Berlin Spy War
By SEYMOUR TOPPING
GENEVA tAP) — The Big 
four are talking about a truce in 
the Berlin spy war. Observers 
doubt one would work, or that 
either side wants to leash its own 
operatives.
Divided Berlin, ranks as the 
world’s, biggest East-West centre
Based in East Germany arc 
some 22 Soviet divisions and a big 
tactical air force. This is the 
main Soviet striking force con­
fronting the Atlantic Pact defence 
link, the force that would invade 
Western EuroDe if war came.
It is not unlikely that the West­
ern intelligence network in West 
Berlin would flash the first warn 
ning of Communist concentration 
in preparation for aggression
NO DAGGERS
There are dozens of Western 
intelligence organizations func­
tioning in West Berlin, Manning 
them are men and women who 
carry briefcases and slide rules 
instead of invisible ink and silent 
pistols.
Their job ls to analyze and
then; when two years later, lie T,wlt>,v ............... .
was appointed to tlto cabinet, ! end 0f qle session, a minor cnb-
seemed well on the way ] inet, shuffle. This might include
achieve his worthy ambition t° the appointment of another Quo- 
bo Prime Minister of Canada. jjCC minister, ■ possibly Pierre 
lie was defeated for the Lib- Sevifinv or Noc| p„rion. It has
The dominant features
Stepney landscape today arc the grounds that he is 
scores of tall blocks of new Canadian Catholic,
oral leadership last year, largely, 







3ft YEARS AGO 
Juiie; 1929 ’
n 'mooting ol Iluv Kelowna1
Is the ability, to recognize pat­
terns, Prof, Porter said, ,
GATHER DATA
Generally, the maelime would 
do jobs which humans ygn t do 
fiiNt onougli,, • )ob;| that requite 
gathering n vast anioubt of,, data 
.quickly,1
(, "U  will make .possible roally, holi.lnv occurs
■ olentlfic weiUhcr forecasting, *fstiitutoi> liolidg.N o tq iis
something we have not , had up 
to now," Prof, Porter said,1 
Prof, Porter said he'foresees an 
nptomatie, comuimilcation record'
, tug system m which contact would 
he made at vailou.vtilpes (luring 
the dav and night with weather
apartments, built by the London 
County Conned, ,to replace the 
wreckage loft by the war, The 
population of Stepney todny has 
been stabilized at around 100,000. 
But there, , Is this difference, 
There are more homes than there 
used to be housing them, and 
they are far beter homes,
By, going np Into tall apart­
ment blocks, the .authorities have 
been able hi leave more wide 
open spaces for parks ancj, recre­
ation grounds, On one large area 
on 
'a
W a rehouses went up In flamt 
there Is now a spacious green 
park, with playing1 facilities fpr 
iild and young, and with a water- 
front promenade,\ It looked In­
viting ' ns 'we snw1 It from the
make sense out of the vast criticisms only:
letter as the above?
In view of the complete lack 
of courtesy and of tack on the 
part of the board, the sccondTast 
paragraph of the letter is shown 
for what it is worth, a mere 
group of words carrying neither 
sincerity or any desire, to "har­
monize the situation".
Every remark made in the 
letter can be answered complete­
ly. We have no intention of so 
doing. Sufficient it is to |>oint out 
that the board was asked to 
amplify the remarks about "per­
sonal prejudice and observa­
tions" and was unable to so do. 
The chairman was unable to ex ­
plain the meaning of that phrasa 
used in his letter.
Mr. Slnden's letter ■ is based, 
by his own admission on two
under'the rotational custom, in­
eligible to succeed Frcnch-Cnn- 
adian Catholic Louis St. Laurent 
n s ' parly leader, Now he seems 
ngnin baulked by nnotlier rota­
tion, so that as an Ontarlgn he 
could not succeed Ontarian Les­
ter Pearson, ■
FROM POOR MI* TO RICH QC?
This column recently drew at- 
Untion to 'an  experienced1 back­
room politician who ,lias only i’e- 
Grey Flannel
amount of detailed information on 
East Germany filtering into West 
Berlin,
They Interrogate r e f u g e e s ,  
They study the reports of West 
Gorman spies operating in the 
satellite half qf the country. They 
monitor the Communist press and 
radio.
The East Germans, as well ns 
evaluating,' Information from' the 
West, use West Berlin ns a tran­
sit centre for sending agents to 
West Germany to spy mi the 
heart of the Atlantic Pnct defence 
complex,
, 1 ' Publisher and Editor,
K, P MncLonn
Published every afternoon , ex­
cept Sundays and holidays at 492
Doyle Avo,,' Kelowna, B .C , ', b y  bqnuliful sunny Mtornoon 
The Kelowna Courier Limited. ! The old squalor a n d ’ over 
Authorized as Second Clusa ■ crowding Is gone, The narrow 
Iletnil Mereluints Association it Mattei', Post Office Department,
\yns decidedithnt the stores.,shall!Ottawa,,
npoir the. Thursday after- ! Memher of The Canadian Pr 
the weeks in which a 1 Members Audit Burenli of t'ir 
dilutions, 1 ■ I
The Canadian .Press Is exclu­
sively entitled to»the use for' re-
.. . , eently donned the
the river front, whore on the]suit of the public relations pruo- 
. of September 7, 1940, huge] t,itjtM)ci’, Liberal brnln-ti'uStor
Maurice Lumontugne, lie is do­
ing a super-eolossal job to build 
up OhtaHo-born Fi'ench-Cnnndlnn 
Catholic Lionel Chovrler. Newly 
representing a Quebec riding, he 
, , , , ,  , Is evidently being groomed,, ns
river, crowded with people on a, , dp,, nf tl^  Quebec whiff of his 
ea tif l  t r . , pnrty( |UKl lienee as the probable
been suggested that Dorion, a 
prominent Quebec Couiisel", might 
become minister of justice, But 
Ibis appointment would not be 
applauded by lawyers generally, 
because Quebec lawyers are nor­
mally more familiar with the 
Code Napoleon than w ith the 
English Common Law, which Is 
the law of nine of our provinces,
Mr., St, Laurent of course once 
held .'that portfolio; hut he, un­
like most Quebec lawyers, was 
widely experienced In both Can 
adu's legal codes, ■ ■ i .. .
I The third piece Of Interesting, «*•* *r« * desolation, a
I political news may come from dry land, and a wlldernesa, a 
Alistair Stewart, ex-CCF mem- umi where nq man dwelleth, 
byr from Winnipeg, Working be-1 nc(hp|. dotll Blly „on of j,„hs 
hind double looked doors; mul!•, 
always guarded at night by u
1, A rending Into a headline of 
an inference which was question­
able, although the story follow­
ing was admittedly correct.
2. The reporting of an incident 
concerning discipline in the local 
school about which the board ap­
parently desired to keep (he pub­
lic uninformed, but about which 





n im im iK .if k ' miv, inni'lv lender
lou  courts Will) washing Hanging ,1’ T1;, , ,j ,p ,
I,cross them are ,nq; more. . 'NM * ! Js £
ress, O n, , dwellings have taken their ^
With





Impressive, ns the 'scene
inlo
publication rif'all'flews despatches 6'om thy river today, It. was
■1 . . . .  . . . .  > 1 ■ . i i •> .• 4 1 •« n  I n  L i n e n  I i m m , /"ii I »• rf icredited to ilo r to The Associated 
Press or Reuters in this paper 
and also tliojlo'eal news published 
therein, All lights of irpuhlien- 
sneeiiik du o,itches herein
MISHKIN (’IT,V 1 UP1 A II,- 
,')00,IKHi M'liool is planned by tin1
stnttoiis-~xtaltoiis jiei haps nb the St. .Mary's Indian HeMdentialtum of ..special^ riiKpatohe* 
Arctic or In balloons In the stnato- Seliool Ito replace the, .Vji-y esi -oUl nry also ii‘M’i \\od.
•phefiV The machine would 'have dormitories and elnssmoms wlueh Subscription1 rate 
to decide, on the basis of Vinst1 gave, this Fraser,Valley town its 
experience, 1 which.' stations It napie 'Hie , solum! ydll a'ecotnd- 
cqukl reach siitlsfiYclorlly, \vhleh dntO'270 pupils and a staff of 20;
were the key ones tii'reaeh for a ,..~ »
CAMPBELL RIVER 1 (CP) r  
Robert E, Langdon, former man­
ager'of'H.C, 'AlrllnVri jwlio Is wj‘11- 
known for1 his many emergency




blanic on ly  
the low level of parliamentary 
pay for Ids foreseeable decision 
— to retire (o private life, .where 
lie ,c«,add build up his long- 
neglected law practice to ii point 
, where It w ill1 offer financial ..sc 
1,cur'll.v for liiilKelf and Ids'family,
..Much ns eh unfit' by won, In the
Mouse of Commons,1 
esjie-j Through twelve t(uig|i, ycfq's,
union offlclah lie’ Is auditing the] 
bqoks of tile Mine, Mill and Smel­
ter Union lit Sudbury, eominls-] 
sinned by the union tq find oidj 
why i.ts, funds.. Worn so unexpcct-! 
edly low at' the time of the re-' 
g.s, c'ciit, strike ih'ere,
thereby,—-Jereininh 51:413.
What happened ot Babylon, 
mistress of the world, can hap­
pen to any country that violates 
the law of morality, decency and 
human liberty,, Self indulgence 
never made any people strong,
G R E Y H O U N D
announce: a
GENERAL CHANGE IN 
SCHEDULES 
for
ALL ROUTES IN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
effective June 25 ,1959
i Subject to consent of the
Public Utilities Commission), 
Any objection may, be filed 
with the Supei'lntednent of 
Motor Carriers, Public Utili­
ties' Commission, Vancouver, 
B.C,, up to June 11, 1059, For 
full Information contact your 
local Greyhound Agent, ,
R I Y H O U H P
currier de­
livery, city and district 30c per 
week, carrier lx.iv collecting every 
2 wejUts," Siiinirban areas,- wtieVc f,;r
cnriiim ei" delivery service1 in Kt,r„
maintained,'rules ns above,' , • w  ----------- -—
By ,mall; in 11,C,', tfl.OO. per 
yeari 53,50 for 11 months I 12,00
leresling to learn front'our guide
NEW LINER' ■ ' •' '
V A N CO C VK ll i CP,'- Tlie 
Bakky; a, new cargo (Inn*
(.V-A1.!11, nrl11 'i' M.'-1' icH t W«.\n1 •*ln'1 Macdonnell ; (ought; the,,golxl\ iini omci i nd il i l',u L,v',t, vv i W|t|, ' nn'd wisdom as





Mr 3 months, Out.*Me iII.C, and' The world-famovs British Mu
tiartlculnr pattern' of wenthcr bc- 
itavlor, and which had given most, 
reliable information In the past.
STUDY 'ANIMALS ' 'e er    t s, ntfld  >II. , ;  rm-t m
i In working toward such ' mn-, fjlKhtSi i* seeking n new aircraft' 11,S,A,, $15.t«) per year' 17 50 M i^eum In .<m()‘>n ai Jed, vvith « • . . ...Tuinrt
chines. Prof. Porter said il has which he will usy fin charter 6 mtuRhs; 13,75 (or 5 •■months;, )>n t liamenlaiy gi ant of T̂ O.igH) m folio would, have bein.an unk|n 
been proflUblu to studysim ple fltghls. j V' istogla. copy sales pi ice, 5 ccnlS. 1735, , ■, ; iKOL 1
" "  ! " ' "  '■ •" 1 V  '■ ' '■ " ■■■'■ ' ‘ ' ' ' \
ivatlvu 'Uiqxifiitlon, In i|ai'llam,(.*nl. 
When his party i:u,ine lo power, 
he would have been the automa­
tic choice to he minister of ftn-i 
mice, But Big Jim was then 72 
years old, and, not In robust 
health; M id i un; arduous pbit
UP TO 30 M ONTHS TO REPAY
101 RADIO Hl)!l-niN<; — 'PIIONK PO 2-2811
DISTRICT SCOUT NEWS
ThU li the »ecottd of what ta 
k*pcd will he a regular Scoot 
aad Cob news column. To make 
H a attcceaa it la aeeeaaary 
to hear of the activities of the
RUTLAND TROOP
The Rutland Scouts had an 
interesting visitor at their meet­
ing Monday, in the person of 
Jim Burberidge. who is currently
boya la the various groups. Any i staying at the home of Mr. and 
contributions for publication in (Mrs. Kelly Slater, on the Belgo.
this column will be welcomed 
and can be forwarded to Len
Leatbley, 1580 Water St. It will • snakes.
Mr. Burberidge is an authority 
on the lives, habits and care of
be published monthly at the 
moment, but if the contributions 
warrant, it will appear more 
often.
He brought along a number of 
lives specimens of rattlesnakes 
of various sizes, and a bull 
snake. He keeps them in a large 
box with three glass sides, and a
«TH KELOWNA (MISSION p a ^ k e d  lich
; ^ D,, .^ ° p 7 rK r ' 0O r ■ “  >“« to h.nd£*
” * u  but Mr. Burberidge reserved the
Thirteen Scouts and four Cubs, handling of the rattlers to him- 
attended the camporette at the felf To remove them from the 
oilwell flats over the weekend o f l ^  he had a specially made 
May 16-18, under the guidance iong pole with a leather, ad- 
of Scoutmaster George Bowie and' justable loop, and was able to 
assistants Ernie Pederson and remove them from the box he 
Gib Loseth. This-was the first-and p]ace jt upon the ground, 
weekend for the troop since it h ard  TO STRIKE 
was formed. He demonstrated how difficult
The first Sunday in Junc,|it was t0 gct a rattler to strike: 
which is family service at St.. thc onlv thh,g to be avoided was 
Paul’s United Church. Mission. puick movement, which startles 
Road, will be church parade day* the snake into striking in self de- 
for all Scouts, and possibly .jfence
Cubs, as well. Parents of the; H e' exploded a number of 
boys arc also urged to attend. ! mvths regarding the rattler. The 
The last meeting of the group ;buU snake does not kin rattlers, 
committee will be held Monday, ]but they iive together peacably 
June 9. at the church. All mem-. and_ often den up together. On 




to attend to clear up this year’s a verv small rattler for food,
business. There will be a general or a Vattler even kill a small 
meeting in September for all in-;bun snake
terested people at which the new j Rattlers do not follow people, 
officers and committee will b e |or •*cbase•, them as some-stories 
elected for the coming season. tell. If not disturbed too greatly
-------  thev will slide away and aviod
SIXTH ANNUAL CAMPORETTE trouble. All snakes. Mr. Burbc- 
The .sixth Central Okanagan!ridge said, serve a useful pur- 
Boy Scouts camporette came to j pose, destroying mice and 
a close Monday afternoon, May j rodents.
18. Through a mixture of weath-| If travelling in known rat-
The Daily Courier
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Businessmen Solidly In 
Favor Of United Appeal
Kelowna businessmen are sol- among local residents, over 90 j are getting min e than their fair 
idly behind a one-canvass united per cent also agreed there ate share of returns, and 58 3 per
appeal. too many canvasses, and 82.2 per rent would donate more if there
Survey conducted by Kelowna j cent thought a one-canvass united'was one canvass,
Junior Chamber of Commerce: appeal wiuld be successful. Total | June 16 has been sot as the
produced these results: 'of 62.3 per cent would like to be tentative date for a 'Viiend
Do you favor a one-canvass ap- able to say how their money was 
peal as asked of the people? I going to be divided; 92.4 would 
Yes, 95 per cent; no, five per j support a United appeal: 93.3
Billing Clerk Resigns; 
Successor Appointed
City council this week accept* 
ed with regret the resignation 
of Miss Peggy Drinkwater, who 
will leave the city's employ July 
10 to get married. Council ac­
cepted the application of Miss
............ Mona Jaeger to succeed Miss
r»£c 3 Drinkwater as assistant billing 
clerk. After a three-month proba­
tionary salary of $179. Miss Jaeg­
er, if satisfactory, will receive 
S194. '
Another juvenile was fined $25 
and costs (or being intoxicated 
m a public place.
cent.
Would you support nn appeal 
as outlined, Yes, 94 per cent: no 
three per cent; no opinion, three| 
per cent.
Would you operate a payroll 
deduction plan for your cm-
meeting of the Community Chest 
representatives. All agencies who 
, , , at present come under the elu-st




An Open Audition 




Lady of the Lake Show
will be held at the 
Kelowna Little Theatre 
Building
'Cor. Doyle and Bertram1 
June 5th, Friday, 5:00 p.m.
PREPARP1NG FOR SUMMER SEASON
er which has plagued the camp 
for several years now, the camp 
came to a successful dose. Over 
150 scouts competed in 
competitions this year.
The victorious troops and pa­
trols were presented with their 
awards and prizes by theh presi­
dent of the Central Okanagan Boy 
Scout Association, Dr. M. J. 
Leitch. The awards were as fol­
lows:
Best “ A” class patrol shield
tier country care should be 
taken when going among rocks, 
or over logs. Do not step over 
the1 a log or rock, the rattler may be 
sheltering underneath, and strike
when a human hand or foot 
comes too close, but rather step 
on top of the log, and look before 
you step down.
BABIES POISONOUS 
Baby, rattlers too are poison­
ous. but not so much as adults, 
as their supply of venom is not
Preparation for the summer 
season are well underway at 
the Aquatic. GRANT MIT­
CHELL and JIM CROFTON 
have just finished painting the 
sideboards of Opopogo Swim­
ming Pool, and in the above 
picture are shown spraying 
sand on the west paint. The 
sand prevents slime and moss
gathering on the boards. Sand
this morning declared water at 
the aquatic was safe for swim­
ming. Ladies’ Auxiliary to the 
Aquatic also opened a month- 
yong membership drive today.
(Courier staff photo­
prints available1
In district court. Colin Mc- 
ICormick was fined $15 and costs 
for speeding in a 30-mile zone.
Caught by radar, Samuel 
i plovces if thev requested same? Anton was fined $25 and costs 
I Yes, 64 per cent: no. 25 per cent:: tor speeding in a 50-mile zone.
'no opinion, 11 per cent, 
i Do you feel one or two can­
vasses would be needed? One, 64 
also increases the durability of !per cent; two, 32 per cent; no 
the paint. Dr. George Athans opinion, four per cent. Charged with driving while his
Would you like to be. able to licence was under suspension, 
display a card or sticker saying Allan F. Ward was fined $50 and 
you give only the united way? icosts in city court.
Yes, 81 per cent: no, 17 per cent; |
no opinion, two per cent. | A fine of S10 and costs was
Would you like to be able to imposed on Lilly Wilson for be- 
dcsignate your donations to ing intoxicated in a public place, 
agencies of your own choice?;
Yes. 53 per cent; no. 39 per! Morns Loudon was fined S2a 
cent: no opinion, eight per eent., . ‘inc| cust:- fot being intoxicated 
Would you donate as much o r '111 a Pubhc placeApprove
District
He was
more if vou knew there was only .charged by RCMP when he ap-
one appeal? More. 51 per cent: j.Mmdbuted in the local
same, 38 per cent; no opinion, M tX)llce ° " lce- 
per cent. j charged with supplying liquor
RESIDENTS IN FAVOR to a minor, Francis X. Schaefer
In a similar survey conducted was fined $50 and costs.
By Courier Correspondent
went to the Rattlesnake patrol of as great. Rattlers ages can not 
the First Kelowna Boy Scout'be reliably calculated by the 
Troop under the leadership of j number of rattles. While a rat- 
Patrol Leader Bruce Brown. | tier gets an extra rattle every 
Best “B” class patrol shield!time it changes its skin, this 
went to the Ram patrol of the may happen as much as two or 
First Kelowna Boy Scout Troop, j  three times in one season, if the 
under the leadership of Patrol' rattler is travelling in very 
Leader John Arthur. I rough country. But they do
Best troop award shield went;change their skins once a year 
to the First Okanagan Mission at least.
Boy Scout Troop. | There is only one type of rat-
Best organized troop shield j tier in this area, and that is the 
went to the First Kelowna Boy i “Pacific” rattler. The “Dia- 
Scout Troop. Imond Back” and other species
Camp craft shield went to the j are only found south of the Oka- 
Stag patrol of the First Kelowna nagan River area
22. eight spoiled: Mabel Lake, 
8-5: Shuswap Falls, 2-1: Trinity 
VERNON — David Howrie, j valley, 2-0; Ewing’s Landing, 
president of the board of direct- 5.9; Sugar Lake, 6-0. 
ors, Vernon Jubilee Hospital, this I xhc hospital consultant serv-
Boy Scout Troop under the lead­
ership of Patrol Leader Stewart 
Walker.
The Scouts were greatly in­
terested in the. talk, and plied 
the speaker with many questions.
The spot competition prize of Re gave a number of oldtime 
a patrol cooking set went to the methods of treatment for bites,
First Westbank Boy Scout Troop.
: The best campfire skit shield 
went to the First Winfield Boy 
Scout Troop for their well-re­
ceived presentation.
Special mention was made by 
the camp fire chief. Dr. H. R. 
Henderson, on the Third Kelow­
na Boy Scout Troop’s project, a 
rope bridge.
The camp is designed as a 
competition between troops and 
patrols on scouting activities.
such as cutting a ti-inch in­
cision. criss-crossing the point of 
the bite, and sucking out as 
much of the venom, yellowish in 
color, as possible.
One oldtime . remedy was to 
follow this with cauterizing with 
a red hot iron, or putting the 
powder from a shell in the wound 
and igniting it.
Today, however, most hospitals 
carry antidotes, and if an in­
jection is made within 15 minutes 
no harm will result, but death 
will come within 2*A hours if no 
treatment is given.
A vote of thanks was extended 
to Mr. Burberidge by Troop 
Leader Jim Gray on behalf of 
the Scouts and leaders.
Second William Cripps of the 
Beavers has been transferred to 
the Cougar patrol and promoted 
to be patrol leader. Acting second 
of the Beavers will be Carl 
Bctkc.
The Eagle patrol, under P.L. 
Glen Wood, won the "Totem," 
for the patrol competition for the 
second month in a row. Pre­
sentation will be made at the 
next meeting.
week expressed gratitude to the 
voters who turned out to cast 
their ballots on the proposed 
Vernon hospital improvement 
district.
Over 1,000 people voted, out 
of approximately 2,800 eligible 
to cast ballots. However, Mr. 
Howrie said, he felt the vote was 
a "good expression of opinion. 
The next step, he said, will be to I 
get the green light from the B.C. 
Hospital Improvement Service, 
after which architects will be 
consulted regarding the proposed 
additions and improvements.
Mr. Howrie warned it would 
be a long process before the 
wheels will start moving. But the 
first step has been satisfactorily 
accomplished, he said.
A total of 832 persons voted 
yes: 161 voted no. There were 14 
spoiled ballots.
POLL BY POLL
The polls went like this (with 
the affirmative vote given first);
ice has recommended the bed 
capacity in Jubilee be increased 
by 35 beds for the acute, and 30 
beds for the chronically ill. A 
new lauridry and boiler room and 
alterations to the present 10- 
year-old building are included in 
the proposed program.
Meeting Planned To Hasten 
West Side Regulated Area
City council has approved call-]start rolling. Council also learned 
ing a-meeting of all interested (that residents . at Lakevicw 
persons to press for building and {Heights have applied to Victoria 
sewage regulations on the west to have such a regulated area 
side, in the vicinity of the ap-1 set out.
Cost of the total project may,proach to Lake Okanagan bridge.
be close to $1,500,000 
Approximately 60 per cent of 




VERNON, B.C. (CP) — Some 
350 members of militia groups in , 
the British Columbia Interior said i 
farewell to Maj, - Gen. Chris! 
Vokes, officer commanding west-; 
ern command who retires July 1.: 
Members of the B.C. Dragoons! 
and Rocky Mountain Rangers, 
Cherryville, 23-7; Falkland, 70- i -with their cadets, from Kam-
Attending would be some of the 
Kelowna aldermen and repre­
sentatives from Westbank, Lake- 
view Heights and the provincial, 
government.
Council was told Monday night 
that the machinery to make a 
regulated area of th e , district 
under question needs only to
Interested residents 011 both 
sides of the lake believe the mat­
ter is urgent so that "shacks and 
other unattractive buildings” will 
not be set up alongside the west­
ern approach to the bridge.
Premier Bennett told the city 
some time ago he was in favor 




Book your rental lift truck NOW -  
for the coming season.
Reasonable weekly or monthly rates.
Rates will be F.O.B. Kelowna.
Wc have the largest RENTAL fleet in Western Canada.
To guarantee availability Telephone Collect
BOB COOPER JOHN SIMPSON
Vancouver Vancouver
LAkcvicw 2-2939 TRinity 6-924 L
B.C. CONVEYING  
MACHINERY LTD.
3300 FRASER ST. VANCOUVER, B.C,
RECONDKF.LOWNA 
RE-FORMED
The second Kelowna scout 
troop is once again in operation.
This fas made a reality by a 
recent "going up" ceremony 
held in Centennial Hall.when 10i 
wolf cubs form the second Kel- j 
owna pack had the honor of, 
forming the nucleus of the new; 
troop. I
They were: Terry Johnston,;
Wayne- Laurie, Terry Strong,
Neil McLean, Wayne Ferstcl,
John Gore, Peter Grady, John 
Colongard, Lome Ryder and 
Marlyn Arrnnce.
Five of these boys were two- 
star cubs, and will receive their 
leaping wolf badges when they 
pass their tenderfoot tests.
Scoutmaster Ed Hanna and his 
assistant Brinn Ryder welcomed 
the boys to the troop at the 
conclusion of the ceremony.
The cub section of the "going 
up” arrangements wns handled 
by Cubmnstcr Jack Hemsley and 
hi,s assistants, Walt Laurie,
Harold Johnston and Howard 
Hornback.
OFFICIALS PRESENT
The following other officials 
were present; the district com­
missioner, Dr, Harold HOnTler- 
son; the district scoutmaster,
Des Os well; the district ■ cub- 
.master, Harold Willett; Dr, M,
,1. Leitch, president of the 
-tVntrnl Oknnngnn Boy Scout As- 
MH’iallon, and parents of the par- 
tu-ipnling boys,
Dr Henderson spoke n few!cheque''from n mortgage comp- 
words', of 'welcome to the l«ds, 1 nny did not arrive in May ns it 
and • wished t|iem well in their|had in previous yenrs, and when 
new adventure ill scouting. ' - it is, received this month, , tho
lie al'o presehted the renewed11959 total will ngnln be nhcad of 
rharter to. - R. (.’, Gore, chairman1 ^958’s.' 
of the group committee, 1 “
Mi1, - O'-well presented Seout- 
mnstl'r Hanna with two pictures 
of. the original' Second 'Kelowna 
troop, and gave a brief'outline of 
the IrOop'S history,
1 Or Leitch, too, »pokc a few 
words of welcome and wished the. 
new Ih'mIv success. , '
STARTED IN J9.T6 
The,.troop was first .stalled in 
.1936, 'by the late .William Brydin, 
a former lawyer here. Tho Kel­
owna Rotary Club wns also in- 
’ strumentnl in the troop’s begin- 
ping. ■
) They Were active 1 until, 1951,
When tlfey wan- 'forced to fold 
''because of a lack of leaders,
DiN 1 (.)swell was scoutmaster 
from 1948 until 1931, and when 
< hr left for {salmon Ann, thetrobn 
amalgamated' ,vttl\ the First Kel­
owna, Today the {second is get-
6; Glenemma, 11-1; Hayward's 
Corner, 13-0: Swan Lake, 49-3, 
one reject; Lumby, 118-95; Oka­
nagan Landing. 122-6; Oyama, 
55-14, one spoiled; Vernon, 348-
Tax Prepayment 
Falls Behind '58
For the first time in some 
months, prepayment of current 
taxes is behind the total for the 
corresponding period last year.
Monthly report of city comp­
troller Dougins Herbert, tabled 
at Monad,v night's council meet­
ing, showed tht $99,224.18 hnd 
been paid on the 1959 taxes up to 
Mny 31, whereas nt the same 
time a year ago, the prepayment 
total wns $119,618,50.
Mr, Herbert explained that it 
didn't menu a great deal. He 
snld the swing the 'other'way wns 
due to the fnct that a large
loops, V e r n o n ,  Salmon Ann, 
Armstrong, Kelowna and Pentic­
ton did it in traditional fashion 
Monday night with a review and 
march-past at the Vernon mili­
tary camp parade square.
Lt.-Col. H. K. Clarke of Vernon 
was. parade commander, Maj.
1 , | Alan Moss of Kelowna acting
Aid. Jack Treadgold told city j  commandant of the Dragoons, 
council Monday night that re- and Maj. H. Hay of Kamloops in
CROSSWALK PAINTING
painting of the pedestrian cross­
sings on city streets would be 
undertaken immediately, . pro­
viding the warm weather holds 
out.
command of the Rangers;
Gen. Vokes was guest of the 
mayor and city council at a 
private dinnor before the inspec­
tion.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Trade licences this year so 
far number 766, compared with 
698 for n yenr ago. Licence fees 
amount to $16,884.50 for 1959, 
compare^ with $15,714 for the 




VERNON -  A public meeting 
|\as been cn|led, for tonight at 
7:30 In llni co\mc|l chambers,
City Hall, by. royal visit general 
chairman Mayor Frank , Becker 
and rb-chnirman .1, S, Monk, 
regarding the -arrangements1'bc-i Abltibl 
ing made for July 11, jvhen Queen1 Algoma 
Elizabeth ami. Prince Phillip will, BH;.-' of Mtl, 
.be in Vernon--and the part which'B.C. Forest 
ting, back on itv feet with a cun be plriyed by Vernon organ- D,C, Power
TORONTO (CP) — Industrials 
led as the stock market was 
narrowly higher today in quiet 
morning trading.
Trading slowed considerably 
after the first few minutes, with 
the 11 n.m. volume reaching 585,- 
000 shares, do\Vn from Tuesday's 
598,000 at the same hour.
On index, industrials, gained 
more than one point-while west­
ern oils were up almost one- 
third, their first advance in eight 
sessions. Golds ndded a few 
decimal points but bnse metals 
lost almost one-half point.
Banks were the industrial load­
ers, although price changes were 
In smnll fractions, Dominion 
Glass h"d one of , the best wins, 
up l li  at 88. Aluminium added 
(ft, nt 29*4, while Ford A lost V* 
nt 172.
Senior . bnse m e t a l s  were 
m i x e d ,  international Nickel 
gained »« nt 891« while Falcon- 
bridge,'Quemont nnd Steep Rock 
were e a s i e r ,  Uraniums were 
mixed with Consolidated Denison 
down “s nt 13Mi nnd Gunnnr up 
Vi nt 14. ’ ,
Kcrr-Addlson was up Vs bt 111-14 
and a number of Juniors added 
pennies in golds,
Western oils wore stronger be­
hind Juniors. Roynllte hnd Triad 
each added 10 cents while Pacific 
Pete led seniors with a V4 gain 
at I4»j, Southwest Pete was up 25 
cents nt $1,50,'
Quotations supplied by 
Okanagan Investments Ltd,
, 280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers' Association of Cnnndn 
1 Today’s Eastern Prices 
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troop, an active group 'commit- 
tec ,1 pub puck-and Indii;*' auxil­
iary. The auxiliary Is expected 
to be kept busy' finding ways
iiatlons,
Some 27 grpups have been in 
vited to send representatives to 
the meeting, including the board
awl menus of .obtaining tents and of < trade, RCMP. Junior chamber 
Huy netvssniv Mipplle* vital to of fommerce."Canadian legion, 
the .operation of an acliva troop - .British 1 Colurpbia Dragoons, and 
and pack. ' other,i, - , , 1 >, - '





OPR ' . , ■
Cap, .Katntcx 1 
Cony M. and S,y 
Crown .fell (Can)
591, 











Can Oil 29'7a 29S i
Homo "A” 1 ,1(1',4 1 - HDh
Imp. OH 40T| 41
Inland Gnv fi-'11 , 6
Fnc. Pete ' 14'4 14'-,'
Provo 2,70 2,74
MINES
Bralorne ;; 7.30 7.50
Con, Dcnnl.son , 13'-j ■ 13"*
Gunnnr 1 13-H' 14
Hudson liny 54% 54-7.4
Nornnda 52 5214
PIPELINES .
Alin Gas 1 23C 4 24 ,
Inter Pipe , 50' i no-'H
North. OnU - I37« ■141,4
Trans Can; 26'-, h(iai
Trans Mjn. ' 13', 13an
;Quii, Nat, ', 17'4 17'-,
VVcstconst Vi. , 18', , 19
MUTUAL FUNDS
AH Cnn Comp. ' 8.03 , 8,73
All Can Dlv, 6.60 ,7.17
Clin Invest Fond 9,22 ' 10,12
.Grouped In(;onu’ 4,(8), 4,37
Grouped Aceum 5,61 '6,13
Investors MUt. ,, ; 11.68' 12,02
Mutual Ihc, : 5 36 5.86
Mutunl Ace, 7,70, 8,42
AVERAGER 
N.Y. — -1-1.42 -
Toronto r~ I 1.27 '
, > EXCHANGE 
,US. —' 4>> ,
. U.K, -  12.68',
THE BOLD, BLAZING STORY 
IS ON THE SCREEN:
Daring, frank p ic turiza tion  o f  the n ew  n o v e l b y  
the  author o f  "From. H ere To E te rn ity ”!
Dave arrived in town-and trouble 
and women were close behind,
There was Ginny, Ihc girl who followed him every­
where—and that meant trouble!
There was ihe pretty school-teacher who tried lo resist hu 
kisses. . .  and that meant trouble!
There was Rama, Iho gambler—who pusher) 
his luck too hard-and that meant trouble I
1. : '  \  \ ■ ■
Thcre was Ihe hood from Chicago who carried • 
iorc,h and a gun—and that meant trouble I ,
Thore was Ihe'nlght it all came to a climax—and It 
was real trouble that rocked Ihe town! ; - 1 ,
,- hh G-hU  ■ -f.'M 
A W O lC U L iu t:!  
WiOOUCJION ' SINATRA
DOORS OPEN 7 i3ft 
One Complete 
I'roRrum Only 
.Starting (J' p,m. 
a
. (Prices This 
'Engagement
ADULTS flue
STU D  TINTS ! 60c 
C H IL D R E N  !,. 2.7c M u  Iffil
..:some
S CAME RUNNING
fancy GATES - Leora DANA
■pA R /IM O O /V r
A F AMOUS  PLAYERS THEATRE^
Guisachan Farm 
Scene Of Last 
Gymkhana There
Guisachan Farm may lx? wit-; HOIISEMASTERSHIP — horse 
ncssing As last gymkhana Sun- to bo ridden by owner, who u a 
day. member m gorxl standing of the
When the Kelowna Ruling Club KRC 
stage their spring gymkhana at HORSEMANSHIP — Juniors, 
the beautiful farm on the out- intermediates, and juniors 'un- 
skirts of Kelowna, starting at der 10*. with the three sections 
9:30 Sunday morning, it may be to lx: judged at the same time, 
for the last time before they. MATCHED. PAIRS — English, 
move out' to their permanent Western, to be judged on man- 
quarters in Okanagan Mission, tier.;, wav of going and general 
The farm of G. D. “ Paddy" appearance.
Cameron on-Guisachan Road has SACK RACE—juniors * 10-1*.), 
long been associated with gym- also a tire race, 
khanas, since the riding club has NOVICE JUMPING Open to 
always staged their shows there, horses who have not competed 
with the exception of the second m Open.
day of the Labor Day show, when MUSICAL PAIRS—Mixed sen- 
thev have always moved to the iors and intermediates or two 
Citv Park Oval" ladies.
NEW QUARTERS JUNIOR JUMPING — run off
The new quarters, purchased at, same time as musical chairs,
■ at a cost of $6,000 entirely by cup donated by Mr. Apsey. 
donations from riding club mem- INTERMEDIATE JUMPING— 
bers, and will be the scene of age 13-16 inch, cup donated by 
future shows staged by the club G. D. Cameron.
This year's show, teeing off ai RESCUE RACE -  seniors and 
9:30 with a show of horseman- intermediates, mixed pairs or 
ship for the intermediate and two ladies, saddles required, 
junior challenge trophy, the H. PAIR JUMPING — challengeJ 
C. S. Collett Cup, will include cup donated by Nicholas van derj 
both open and closed events. Vliet. . I
All competitors, out-of-town • MUSICAL MUGS—juniors U*., 
visitors, and members of the and under'. ]
riding club will be invited to a OPEN JUMPING — cup don- 
supper after the show, with time a ted by Vernon Riding Club, 
and place to be announced. . INDIVIDUAL STAKE RACE— 
Officials of the show are: Nor- three prizes, 
man Apsev, president: Mrs. E. TENT PEGGING-senior, indi- 
Wcddell, secretary; Dauna Mill-,vidual and team, points for style 
cr, show secretary; C. S. Miller,,and speed.
judge; J. Berard, C. H. Harris,! HUNTER TRIALS—way of go- 
whippers-in; Apsey, ring master; ling only to count.
Miss Miller, Heather Dunlop, j  JUNIOR AGGREGATE 
ring clerks; Les Wilson, an-!gold Trophy, 
nouncer; Cameron, show man-1 MAIN AGGREGATE — points 
a g e r  j  for horse getting most points by
Following are the events: jsame rider throughout the show.
■> Ti "rTm&W&SP?, x ir
: u .. * ; « - J V’ j j \ Lazy Parthia Picks Spot 
To Show Turn Of Energy
EPSOM, England (CP) — Eng-jtung was third In a photo finish rides most of the horses Boyd- 
lish-owned Parthia, a lG-to-l shot, I with St. Crespln III. j Rochefort truins for Queen Elk-
today beat off a strong French! Parthia, by Persian Gulf out of abeth.
challenge to win the 180th and,Lightning, is o w n e d  by Sir; The victory was worth £30,078 
richest Epsom Derby, feature [Humphrey de Trafford and was to Sir Humphrey. Second prize 
event of England's racing season, trained by Capt. Cecil Boyd-;was £4,268 and third £2,134.
Pathia, until today regarded as'Rochefort. B was the trainer’s! >î e p,vnch .  trained horses 
a “lazy” three-year-old, turned on; first Derby winner in more than l>ntt,m ( jn inile-and-a-hal!
the speed in the last furlong to 
beat Fidalgo. The latter beat out 
Shantung, ll-to-2 favorite and the
a.v ^ ™ eJ» 0f̂ o c ^ ntUry °f 1ryins race had been' strongly favored 
ANOTHER MRsT to take the Derby crown back to
It also was the first winning prance
strongest of seven French chal-j ride for jockey Harry Carr, known ‘ ‘ ... .....
iengers, for second place. Shan-Ls the Queen’s jockey because he Pailhia, mvlm; re‘s*'’® n* winning its last three races .by
narrow margins, found Epsom's 
up-and-down hill course with It's 
hairpin turn to its liking, and won 
by 14 lengths from Fidalgo. The 
winner's time was 2:36, compared 
with ihe Derby record set by 
Mahmoud of 2:33.8,
Much more than the actual 
prize money was at stake, as an 
Irish hospital sweepstakes was 
WHITBY, Ont. (CP) — Repre- the city will not be operating Mc-,based on the outcome of the race.
. ui iands next year. However, he j  The Queen , and Prince Philip 
said he feels other interests may;were among the estimated 250,- 
keep senior A hockey going in1000 spectators who watched the, 
Belleville. race on a sunny day.
Financial Woes 
Spell OH A Fold
-Tread-
S p o t t i -
GEORGE INGLJS — SPORTS EDITOR
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SANDY, LEFT, AND BROTHER GEORGE SCOTT 
International Tag Champions
Bouts For N.W. Mat Crown 
Draw Top Grappling Talent
seqtatives of three of the five 
clubs in the Ontario Hockey As­
sociation Senior A eastern divi­
sion said Tuesday night financial 
problems make future participa­
tion in the loop doubtful.
Cornwall Chevies, Kingston 
Merchants and Belleville McFar­
lands told a tale of financial woe 
at a league meeting and a resolu­
tion was passed that all three 
clubs must decide their hockey 
i future by July 8.
It was further stipulated that 
I Kingston, already beset by a $10,- 
>000 deficit, must pay its full 
league pool deficit of $2,396.12 by 
July 8.
The Cornwall club, said dele­
gate Ray Miron, is in debt $13,- 
000.
Claude Tice, chairman of the 
Belleville arena commission said
LITTLE LEAGUE
In one of the tightest Little 
i League games of the season so 
far, the league-leading Legion
A champ and a former champ,'now, he is planning to return to,to count, too, since he’s beaten;nine edged the Lions, 5-3. 
as well as a couple of comers,-Mexico shortly to regain his some of the top men, and can! Winning pitcher Drew Kitsch 
,will be grappling for'the Pacific title, but hopes to grab off the [always be counted on for fast pitched a four-hitter, and his 
North West wrestling crown here! title this Saturday as king of th e  and furious action. j club committed two errors, but
’ | the hits were sprinkled enough
to allow only three runs.TOP HEAVY
ANGLER NEWS
this Saturday, in the Memorial' north west.
Arcnai '  CARIBOO KID
Rated as the favorite of thej Felix Kohnke is no stranger 
four contenders, George Scott is to anyone from B.C. s interior, 
a genial, 230 lb. Scot, transplant-[and he’s fully familiar to any of
ed to Hamilton, Ont. With his;the 2,500 people who witaessed e()n_  lol MIIS
(brother, Sandy, this former foot-(him beat Chico Garciain th e a s  , championship, the first time such 
'bailer is currently holder of the bouts staged ^ S L  m ^heU bout has ever been staged in
hCrf  L  v J L  h i s  stm a B.C. interior. A fine football 
?-r-St •KeWK-m» n’t hpnrt and a player, Scott turned to wrestling 
mi g S X l f c u s t mh“ withanvcr; voluntarily and oahiblts much ct
George Scott is rated as one 
of the top heavyweights today, 
and promoter Cliff Parker said 
he was delighted to be able to 




Next in line is Charra Azteca, 
former holder of the Mexican
heavyweight wrestling crown. A 
240 lb. toughie, he lost his crown 
by default due to an injury re­
ceived just before a title bout,
few frills, and very little but 
muscle in his 235 lb. frame.
A young Montraler, Paul Va- 
chon is 237 lbs. of French-Cana
which he wasnt’ aware of untilidian fury when he’s roused, and 
a punishing leg lock accentuated i he’s an all-out wrestler who has
ii. _ 1__!..____ _ L. V.n<4 Inmi»>rnr) ( Ana pimnrl UflTlPPrS COUnt.
Losing pitcher Allan Vetter 
was not so lucky, however, as 
his four-hitter and his club’s 




Legion .................... .......  5 4 2
Lions ..............................  3 4 0
PROFESSIONAL
WRESTLING
SPONSORED BY KELOWNA JAYCEES
MAIN EVENT
FOR PACIFIC NORTH-WEST CHAMPIONSHIP
1 PRELIMINARY -  1 Fall or 20 Minutes
2 TOURNAMENT EVENT-1 Fall or 30 Mins. 
FELIX KOHNKE vs. PAPUL VACH0N
Williams Lake - 235 lbs. Montreal - 237 lbs.
his football agility in his drop 
kick, rated as one of the fastest 
in wrestling today.
A devastating aerial attack 
and solid tackles make him a 
dangerous enough customer as a 
member of the Scott tag-team,
!|
TUESDAY'S STARS
The “big lake” is yielding goodj Vince Curran boated three on; 
catches these days. .Sunday also .trolling in Okana-.
Fred Karran of Kelowna land- gan, 
ed 17 good-sized fish in the Oka­
nagan Lake at McKinley’s Land­
ing last Sunday., and several 
other fishermen have had luck.
Powder Puffers 
Shock Husbands
TORONTO (CP) — It was; 
ladies’ night at the Canadian Na­
tional Exhibition stock car track 
and promoter Ernie Liberman 
sighed “Never again.”
“This is a man’s track and from 
now on we’ll confine the racing 
to men drivers,” he said.
Carol'Jackson, driving a car 
owned by husband Don, locked 
wheels with Laura Connelly in the 
fourth lap of the powder - puff 
derby. Mrs. Jackson got out pf 
the situation by hitting the- ac­
celerator and driving oyer the 
nxle of the other car.
Her machine turned over in 
spectacular fashion in front of the 
grandstand. Mrs, Jackson was 
taken to hospital lipconscious. She 
suffered only shock. •
So did Liberman.
The Wood Lake fantasy about; 
whopping boat-loads of fish be­
ing taken proved to be a myth, 
as several local anglers took aj 
whirl at the lake, and some were! 
well skunked. Fishing is fair ] 
there, but no better than that. |
HATHEUME OPENS jsacramento
A report received from, Ray gan Diego 
Redstonq of Hatheume Lake an* Portland 
'nounces their opening date this; Phoenix 
year as June 5, fully a month1 Vancouver 
earlier than last year, and fish-!Spokane 
ing should be hot there this year.[Seattle 
One of the chain of lakes on;Salt Lake City 19 26 
the plateau where Hatheume is 
located is Pennask Lake, where 
Queen Elizabeth and Prince
iounfies
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS [ 
Pitching: Don Mossi, Tigers— 
Put away the first shutout of the 








Philip will be fishing this sum­
mer, making it “fishing fit for a 
queen.”
Generally speaking, the retard­
ed spring has held things back 
for the angler somewhat, but
\V. .L. .Pet. GBL The third - place Beavers 
30 18 .625 — combed Bill Werle and Pete 
.574 2 4  Wojey of the Padres for 12 hits, 
.535 4l/2 including Jim Greengress’ solo 
.500 6 home run in the eighth.
.478 7 The Phoenix victory was sorne- 
.435 9 what of a birthday celebration 
.426 9 4 j for Benny Valenzuela, who turn- 
,422 9 4 1 ed 26, and the little third base- 
Fred Besana gave Vancouver ;man pa(i a lively night, belting 
five-hit pitching Tuesday night jouf a s0]o homer and a double 
and the Mounties took advantage |jn four trips, 
of it to blank Salt Lake City Bees1 
7-0 in a Pacific Coast League 
baseball encounter in the Utah 
c'ty.
Bosnia's teammates collected 
12 hits of their own while the
such well-known men as Gene 
Kiniskey, another former foot­
baller and exponent of the drop- 
kick,'and Don Evans. As a team, 
he and his brother, Sandy, hasj 
met and handled such teams as 
[the Sharpe brothers, the Kalmi- 
koffs, the Mills, the Millers and 
the Duseks, all of whom are fa- 
miliir to the television viewers.
The winner of the Scott-Azteca 
bout will face the winner of the 
Kohnke-Vachon match, and the 
outcome of the best-of-three, one 
hour time limit final will decide 
the championship.
Time is 8 p.m., Memorial 
Arena, Saturday, June 6.
five and walking none for 2-0 vie 
tory over the Yankees.
Hitting: Ron Samford. Senators,
run
the knee injury he had incurred one creed "only wj‘nners and should make it tough sledding
during training. Fully recovered His lecoi s _____ .----------,f0r Azteca in their semi-final up just four hits, striking out
• bout, third on the card Saturday.
B | ^ * _  I  R f l  During his career, Scott hasG S c i U c l  I w B A I I M t I O C  distinguished himself against
To vii
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
—His 10th - inning home 
spilled the Indians 3-2.
PCL LINE SCORES
LAWN BOWLING HAS 
"UMBRELLA NIGHT"
It’s ‘‘Umbrella Night” Thurs­
day at the lawn bowling club 
in City Park.
The Kelowna lawn bowlers ; 
will be staging their first 
Umbrella Night of the season, 
with mixed-ring play.
Names must be in to the club 
house by 7:15 p.m,, with play 
starting at 7:30.
3 TOURNAMENT EVENT-1 Fall or 30 Mins. 
GEORGE SCOTT vs. CHARR0 AZTECA
Hamilton - 230 lbs. Mexico City - 240 lbs.
4 Pacific North-West Championship
WINNERS OF EVENTS 2 and 3
Two of Three Falls or One Hour Time Limit
KELOWNA MEMORIAL ARENA 
Saturday, June 6, 8:00 p.m.
Ringside $1.50 — Reserve $1.25 — Rush $1.00 
Students 50< — Children 25(t
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
Coops Smoke Shop, Kelowna — Bennets Stores, Wcstbank 
Fulks General Store, Peachland 
Johnny's Barber Shop, Rutland 
Sapinsky’s General Store, Winfield 
OR ANY JAYCF.E MEMBER
O'Reilly Has Dual Duties 
In Packers' Triumvirate
By TIIE CANADIAN'PRESS
conditions should pick, up in the'big left-hander held the Bees Vancouver ■ 003 010 102—7 12 2
next few days‘quickly, j hitless until Dick Barone beat [Salt Lake , . ,, 0 j,
Reports from mountain luke'out a bunt in the fifth frame. |_.Bcsnnii and White; Urquhnrt, 
lodges, fishing resorts and infer-l Other league action saw Seattle [Sawyer (fit , Wiskorsham <8» and 
ested anglers will be handled as Raniers dump first-place Sacra- unuskn, im  
received, and a once-weekly fish- mento Solons 3-1, second-place
San Diego Padres bow 5-3 to 
Portland Beavers and Phoenix 
Giants whip Spokane' Indians 5-3.
Di<m ', "nk"w-saved another game for the Ral- j, k ' o00 000 120-3 10 0
nlers in a relief role, Phncnlx
Jay Hook, who had given up 
hits through 84 innings,
ing column, to be published Fri­
days, is in the planning process!
Vancouver, Taylor
L—Urquhnrt.
Portland 000 003 110-5 12, 2
San Diego 100 002 000—3 7 2
Reed and Neal; Werle, Wojey 
(7) and Jones. HR:—Portland, 
Grot 
: sui.
Canada Takes The Lead
!n Women's Foursomes
ST. ANDREW’S, Scotland (CPI Montreal defeated Nicki Camp
Canada took a 4-0 lead over 
New Zealand today in foursomes 
play at the Commonwealth wom­
en's golf tournament.
Mrs, Marlene Stewart Streit of
bell and Mrs. V. S. Land 4 and 
3 after dropping the first hole 
jn early piny.
Then Rne Milligan of Calgary 
and Roma Neundorf of Toronto 
overpowered Alleon Nash and
Toronto and Judge Darling of, Jean Mangnn 5 and 3.
The newly-appolntccl three mnnimcncc the 1959-60 season on a 
directorship of the Kelowna sen- sound financial basis, also en- 
ior hockey association h n s denvorlng to erase a deficit which 
named Bob Giordano ns general!accumulated during the past 
malinger. (season.'
\  George Bogress is business! The "Packers Amateur'Variety1 Vlonit’i 'Tlfth 
manager. Jack O’Reilly has been parade" is tentatively planned 
nauteri coach-mannUing-dlrector, f0I- Saturday, June 27 to be stgg- 
of the organization. ed-nt the Kc)ownn 'and District:
‘litis will be Giordano's third Memorial Arena, The show will1 
year a's a member of the «sso-(tnke the form of ."an amateur 
elation, , He was named vice.[talent show, and applications will 
president and chairman of tlui,t1(. made available, within the 
players,committee for the 1957-58'next, few days, , ,
season, and manager throughout;, Amateur talent of all ages 
the past season, i throughout Kelowna and district
Bogress will bo ' entering bln,are tdlglble to participate. Vain- 
second year actively .engaged In |able' prizes will be awarded to 
the hffulrs pf the association, lie the contestants wlm are; winners 
and Giordano were co-editors of p, their various talent groups,
"Packers’ Review'’ last year, Many other attractions have been 
At tlie helnvof the Packers for planned to provide a full evening 
1 the 'fourth' consecutive Season,[of fun and enter,taimnent for 
'■O'Reilly will assume the dual every member of the family, \ 
ixisitidiv of e o u e h - m u n i i g l n g - d l r o c - i ; 1 
tor; During the ,1957•58 season 
O’Reilly! led the packers to the 
Allan Cup finals, and last season 
brought further recognition to 
Kelowna 'and the Okanagan Val­
ley, with a success fill idght game 
tour Of Sweden and Russia,, i 
Erpie Eirholm has 'been en-' 
gaged ris\ secretary-treasurer for 
the forthcoming season. Ills ser-j 
vlgos, were obtained during the) 
latter part of last season under, 
the go-operative ’ plain.' [
Thg executive has emphnslzodj 
' that Hie task’ of pfomotlng and 
i poipetiuittng hockey on n sound! 
basis,1 will require ,thc help from| 
evervone in the community. They 
t,aid they will wgleomo and solicit |
,»nv, worthwhile suggestion* andi 
assistance that the citizens' of 
Kelownh amt district can render. ■
A number of fund raising’pro-! 
jeets have been rkhmned by thej 
executive In ,aa effort to com**
five
was the beneficiary as Kennedy 
came in with two men on and 
two out and the count 3-0 on 
Sheramento's Clay Dnlrymple.
Kennedy walked Dnlrymple on 
n 3-2 pitch, then whiffed pinch- 
hitter Cimo Bn'rrngun to save 
victory in nine tie.
Phoenix 100 022 00x-5 10 0 
Nicnlosl, Wade (7), Patrick (8) 
and Bncklund; Muffott, Navarro 
(8) and Stleglltz. HR—Phoenix, 
Valenzneln, Wilson, Tnorinn. W— 
Muffott, L—Nicblosi,
Seattle 001 002 000-3 R 0
Sacramento 100 000 000—1 5 0 
Hook, Kennedy (9) nnd Jenkins; 
Brown, Oscnbmigh )9> nnd Dnl- 
ryrhple,
<kf* xi# *JU *1*«g|>
J great recipe for ^
% light, airy kitchens $
is
SitM
ROUND the CLOCK 
SERVICE
O P E N
24 H O U R S
Open .longer 'to''serve you 'BETTER. .•
1 . '' , ‘ , i , 1
An added convenience fpr ,\ou, jht liVolorist.—, for pas
aiul oil,
7 ruckcrs •ltd
INow Under New Mnnugcment
• ’ JACK KAIUMAN, Prop!1
SERVICE and CAFE
























Ingredient*: The man o f the house {or his heller half), 
'., A quart or two o f Luxor Supreme Enamel
, , One dean paint brush or Roller-Koater
iiiiiiiiiiii
And that’s the simple re­
cipe lor a gleaming new 
kitchen! Luxor goes on 
quickly and smoothly !— 
dries in a few hours to a 
washable finish that wean 
like baked enamel. ,'
Luxor,—- the odorless alkyd-hnsc cn»mcl 




II.M.—that's Heating Meamirement— 
Lisa mim of nil tho fuctorn that affect 
tho heating nnoda of your homo.
,Whatever the aizn or layout of your 
home,, there’a an Khno Oil Heating unit 
'which fftn that mentnmimont exact ly— 
and in combination with Ebho Furnaco 
Oil, it in your guarantee of mire, 
gnfo, oil-heat comfort.
Khho Heating IOriuipmrmf. in guaranteed 
by Imperial Oil, nnd your 
Khho Healing Kquipipcnt ,
dealer will gladly nrrange 
eaay budget terma up 
,to live yearn to pay. '
Call him toduyA
MON1 KIM. • ItiRONTO * • CXLOARY * VAN(’(MlVfck • IfAUPAH
B & B PAINT SPOT LTD.
*’YourXo|or Harmony Hcndfjunrter* for Kelowna At DUtrlct"






ALWAYS LOOK TO IMPRRIAL FOR IHE 1EST





By ED WILKS 
Associated Pres* Staff Writer 
American League
|pCndcd May 3 game. | first inning. Hank Aaron was 3-
iV?-
Clcvcland 
















First-place Milwaukee regained for-3, padding his average to .424. 
a 2'2-game load, over San Fran-i The Reds ended their losing 
GBL cisco as Bob Rush’s five - hitter I slump at three with an unearned 
beat the Giants 3-0. Fourth-place!run in the eighth against losing
!i Los Angeles fell 5*> games bo- 
1 hind with a 54 defeat at Cincin-
2‘i'n a ti.’ The Chicago Cubs 
3i2 rained out at Philadelphia.
5 1 Lindy McDaniel's three innings' 
Su 'of one-hit shutout relief saved, 
g *. Cardinal rookie Gary Blaylock's!
What's better than pitching 12 »»>ird victory m the mop-up of the.
uspended game at Pittsburgh. Ini 
the regular game, the Bucs!
combe and a sacrifice by Johnny 
Temple did it. The Reds Who had 
10 hits, got a two-run homer from 
Vada Pinson in the first inning 
and led until the eighth, when 
John Roseboro’s two-run homer 
12-6'. Don Zimmer's two - base | tied it 4-4 against winning reliefer
Dodger reliefer Clem Labine
were error, a pinch-single by Don New-'Bob Mabe 14-2>.
pci feet innings? That's easy: 
Pitching an eight-hit shutoutli m c till CliilH lllV MllUUUl. , . .. \  , i
Only Harvey Haddix can make Jcoroci in ' !le th 'i'd ag a in stlo se i, 
that statement, however. It w a s , ^ ^ ’ £«*«>» iJ-6» on Bill \n - .; 





COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP>—Some,fore deliberations started. HeruuSD ^n  Mini ^u m ct  iiu u, . . , ,  . . — .........*»v»
week ago Tuesday ni"ht pitched:Mn8k>- tlien at*ded two in me,minor league clubs may shun ac- said later, however, that he had 
a historic l 0 perfect innings, then f°iuth, capped by Haddix's RBI ceptance of any part of an "up told Trainman and the executive 
lost‘ in the 13th. 'Tuesday night.! ILOOO.OOO'J fund offered them committee:
giving up eight hits and tiring in 0N*• by the majors, the head of the! "No matter what vou decide.
SHADES OF THE BENGAL LANCERS
Pounding hoves and glisten­
ing horseflesh will be featured 
at the Guisaehan Farm this 
Sunday, as the Kelowna Riding 
Club stage their spring gym­
khana, a whole day of show 
and riding events. Above, one 
of the most hair-raising dis­
plays of fine horsemanship, 
the tent pegging event made fa­
mous by the Bengal Lancers, | Greenaway on Query, Paddy 
is seen at its peak. Left to I Cameron on 'India, Howard 
right they are, Tom White on j Rankin on B„W.>e. tSee story 
Dusty Duchess, Dr. Lome I page four.)
SPORTLIGHT I Brown Proves
Current Hockey Problems C a r d b o a r d  K i n g  
Seem To Be Communication
S e % o  S r o S / i *  cwrne'holne'a Hinldix, >«|. « *«  !“ “ '»,!“ ?  ncwlv o r c a u i t ' d  Imiepenci-iwo',,, Koine i» laka a Iona took
winner beating the St. Louis Car- t0 me Lards since Sept. 11, lJ5i, ent Baseball Clubs Association at it. And if there are any .strings 
dinals 3-0. |now has given up just one run— .said Tuesday. attached, we'll have no part of
"Winning is better than losing. That chiller at Milwaukee — in. d y{je Perkins of Portland. Ore. it.” 
anytime," said Haddix. ih's last 26 innings. _ 'president of me group formed! He said he was speaking for
FIRST SHUTOUT ! Rush, a 35-year-old righthander.iMonday in Seattle, termed the,the Pacific Const League, and for
With his first shutout of the gave up nothing but singles for a majors’ offer as a "white-ithe 18 independently owned clubs 
season, the third - place Pirates,4-0 record, a 1.46 earned run av-,wash ancj a sop t0 satisfy the fiom, six leagues which organized 
stayed'within 4*2 games of thejerage and his first^complete game minors-for this season." the new’ group.
....... " “ minor league executive1 “We don't want anything from
met witli minor league the majors on a basis of need,’* 
rge M. Trautman here Perkins said. "We want plenty on 
Tuesday to discuss the grant and: territory by game telecasts and 
possible methods of distribution, a basis of cause. We want an end 
A LONG LOOK I to big bonuses paid to untrained
The meeting was secret, and kids. We want this flooding of our 
1 Perkins, not a committee mem-j territory by game telecasts and 
iber, was requested to leave be-1broadcasts stopped.”
v d wit - i ; i  
National League lead after thelin three starts this season. Stu The inllu: 
;Cards had wrapped up a 3-1 de-'Miller <3-1 Most it. giving up *-"1 committee n 
' cision in the completion of a sus- • Mathews’ 17th home run in the. Geor




How to set communication back 1.000 years.
When Okanagan Senior Hockey League president Bob Gil- 
hoolv sent out a form letter recently to the city councils of 
Kamloops, Kelowna, Vernon and Penticton, he used the written 
form of communication to convey the idea.
Basically, the idea was that the civil authorities, boards 
of trade. Jaycees and other civic-minded groups should get 
their heads together and come up with some ideas for the 
salvation of senior “A” hockey in the valley. He based his 
plea on the premise, expressed by the league’s delegates, all 
representative citizens from the various cities, th a t. hockey 
had done a great deal for the various communities, but could 
not survive without their support.
A motion had been carefully worded by these delegates in 
order to remove any suggestion of finance , from the implica­
tions of ‘‘support." The thing that they sought from the various 
communities was the backing of the above-mentioned organiza­
tions, even if only in the matter of talking it un enthusiastically, 
However, Penticton city council construed the letter as an 
Offer of assistance from the league for their own club, the V’s. 
aoparentlv, and said they felt "the league should do something 
about helping clear off the V's deficit.”
So much for communication.
NORTH ABOUT 35 MILES, MAYOR FRANK BECKER 
seems to be taking an active part in stirring up some enthus­
iasm toward the proposition of, arranging a “summit meeting’ 
between the civic authorities and service club heads of the 
various cities, a plan which was suggested first by George 
Agar of Vernon, and enthusiastically endorsed by the delegates
of the league. .' ... ,
This, according to the communications we received first­
hand, from the lips of the men at the league meeting, seemed 
-  to bc'the most vital -need experienced by the league at the 
moment—the need for greater enthusiasm on all levels in 
each community. This, unless our antennae were hay-wire, 
is all that the league, and its representative clubs, is asking 
of its several communities.
Unfortunately, due to the bogging down of the communica­
tion channels, it would appear that next, Sunday’s league 
meeting in Vernon, intended to be a report from the various 
communities on the attitude of their individual citv fathers, 
trade boards, etc., may prove to be somewhat fruitless, since 
no definite attitudes, other than the above-mentioned Penticton 
one, and Mayor Becker’s injunction to rally, have been ex- 
pressed.
However, there are still four more days to Sunday.
LOCALLY, THE COMMUNICATION PROBLEM SEEMS 
TO BE one of mind over conjecture.
At the recent Packers’ hockey meeting, the second one of 
the season so far, a three-man board of Bob Giordano, George 
Bogress, and Jack O’Reilly was elected, This, according to 
first-hand observation on the basis of aural conimunication, 
was all the business transacted at. the meeting, and no fur­
ther communication has been received from the hockey club 
with the exception of the news release appearing on page four 
todnv,
However, on the basis of reports giving a number of 
worthy , but quite tentative suggestions ns established fact, 
several sources have indicated that there will be:
1) , Co-op hockey here next year.
2) Lower admission for season ticket purchasers, 
ns low ns 75 cents
3i A percentage of the gates, 3 per cent w,ns, men­
tioned, set aside to retire old deficits,
4' A throe-team plnv-off,
5' A shorter schedule. ' 1
The facts of the mntter as communicated aurally were 
different, however, since the above five points, and a few 
more, were slnmly advanced ns suggestions, some of them 
bv Giordano, and others b.v Chick Hnrlee nnd A. K, Gordon, 
They received no official 'recognition from the chair nr the 
floor,
Agnln, faulty communication.
THERE WAS THAT OTHER 'MATTER,'TOO. the "heated 
'exchange" between.your humble columnist nnd O'Reilly, Hero 
the eommunleatioiis went evm more awry,
The intent of this corner, in all sincerltv, was to endeavor 
In'eliminate, nil possibility of any talk of "mllt'oiKling” cimdi- 
dates into office, since tin* small attendance'' at tl\e •meeting 
had lust .voted a radical change In executive formation.
We suggested that, singe everything done In the name of 
the constitution had been done Illegally, the assoelation shbuld 
at lensl submit three names for election, rather than continue 
with two members of the old eight-man lxxlv, This \vns done 
eventually by Mr. Bn rife. who took over the chair for thy 
election. 1 '
However, In the meantime, coach O’Reilly 'had turned on 
us like a wounded buffalo; taking the meaning from our inno­
cent ■ words that we were questioning the legality of the whole 
proceedings, 1 forsooth,, , .
Heavens to communications! 1 
THERE' IS MUCH TO HE SAID FOR'.ESPERANTO;
WASHINGTON (AP) — "Fight- knockouts to his credit, 
ing is my business,” says Joe! , Ari , _, , ,
Brown, world lightweight boxing 1 °?
champion 'the taPc for the Brown ‘ Rosl
To prove his point, the 33-year-; lightweight championship 
old champ risks his crown for the * weanesclay night, 
seventh time when he takes on' Brown 
dangerous Paolo Rosi tonight. The 33
fight
15-rounder will be televised by 5-7*4 
ABC starting at 8 p.m. MDT. 135 
This could be the toughest of 68 in. 
Brown’s defences since he w o n ,35 
the crown from Wallace (Bud);38
Smith three years ago. ;27
Rosi, a boxer - puncher, prob- 14',2 
ably is the hardest hitter among 41 
the contenders in the division, j  6 ',2 
The 31-vear-old Italian-born New 12*4 
Yorker has run up an unbeaten! 1414 
streak of nine in the last two! 19 
years. He is ranked No. 3. \l2Vz 
BIG CHANCE 9
















W L Pet. GBL
Milwaukee 29 17 .630
!San Francisco 27 20 .574 2*2
Pittsburgh 25 22 .532 41/2
iLos Angeles 25 24 .510 5 * 2
i  Chicago 23 24 .489 6*4
I Cincinnati 22 25 .468 7 *,2
ISt. Louis 19 27 .413 10
I Philadelphia 17 28 .378 11*4
] Hoyt Wilhelm and Don Mossi,
said Tuesday night, "I got to give!
it all I have. Brown is a very T U E S D A Y S  F IG H T S  
good fighter. But I am faster and; » UEJLFH » J  T l U m j
vounecr than he is and I think I
can hit just as hard. By THE CANADIAN PRESS ,.
“ I think the way to beat him! • Halifax — Richard (Kid.) Ho\v-|inSt°n m lO innmgs.
is to go right after him and punch 13rd, 13.43/i, Halifax, knocked out
away. This I will try to do. He;Jackie Hayden, 134V2, Stellarton,
go down or I  go down.
The oddsmakers figure Rosi will 
be the one to hit the deck. They
N.S., 8. (Howard retained Cana­
dian lightweight title).
Sarnia, Ont. — Bob Stininato,
have made the champion a 3-to-l 172, Youngstown, Ohio, outpointed 
favorite Dave Shoulders; 194, Detroit, 10.
Rosi knocked out Frankie Ryff! Spokane, Wash. —: Earl Atley,
in the third round in his last start 
April 10. His record is 31-4-1, in­
cluding 13 knockouts, most of 
them scored with a slashing left 
hook. He has been stopped twice, 
on cuts, by Orlando Zulueta and 
Baby, Vasquez.
Brown, a potent left-hooker, out­
pointed Johnny Busso in his last 
outing, a 15-round title, defence 
Feb. 11. His record is 72-16-9 plus 
two no-contest affairs. He has 32
196, K e n n e t t  Square, Pa. 
stopped Terry Lewis, 237, Spo­
kane, 1.
Portland, Ore. — Phil Moyer, 
152, Portland, stopped Chico Ci- 
rino, 155, San Francisco, 5.
McAllen, Tex.—Kid Sauve, 133, 
Rio Bravo, Mex., knocked out 
Baby Vasquez, 134, Tampico. 4.
London — Dave Rent, 177*/2, 
England, s t o p p e d  Frederic 
Friso, 213Vi, Italy, 8.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS !Yankees, who skidded to seventh.] 
National League jfrom replacing Boston in the:
n m  ■ cellar.
A swarm of gnats that at­
tacked Wilhelm on the mound in 
the first inning upset him enough 
to end his shutout string at 22 1-3 
innings but he came off a winner 
again with a seven - hitter. He 
struck out eight.
The Orioles came from behind 
against loser Bob Shaw (4-2) on 
Billy Klaus’ tying, two-run homer 
in the sixth, then won it in the 
ninth on t h r e e  consecutive 
singles.
SAMFORD’S HOMER WINS
Ron Samford’s homer off loser 
reliever Bud Podbielan won for 
Washington. The Nats had taken 
a 2-1 lead in the sixth on rookie 
Bob Allison’s solo 10th homer off 
Mudcat Grant but Cleveland tied 
it again in the eighth. Pete 
Ramos (6-5) went all the w-ay for 
the Nats, striking out eight and 
giving up seven hits.
Mossi (4-2) won his fifth in a 
row over the Yankees. as the 
Tigers, who finished with three 
hits, beat Duke Maas (3-3) with 
single runs in the second and 
third. The Tigers now have won 
three straight and eight of nine 
Sturdivant f 1-2' r e l i e v e d  
starter Ray Herbert after the 
Red Sox scored three in the first 
The As took the lead against 
loser Frank Sullivan (2-4) in 
three-run third capped by Hal 
Smith's two-run double.
Ted Williams had only one hit, 
a double in the big Boston first, 





2 gi two former relievers, and Tom 
Sturdivant, an expendable world 
, 2 ’champion, are pitching the Amer­
i c a n  League topsy-turvy.
L Wilhelm, the unbeaten right- 
^!hander who was waived out of 
^  i the National League won his 
30; eighth in a row Tuesday night, 
“  hoisting Baltimore into . second 
0; place with a 3-2 victory over the 
Chicago White Sox.
That left the stumbling White 
Sox in third and the Birds just 
a half-game shy of first-place 
Cleveland, beaten 3-2 by Wash-
BEAT YANKS AGAIN
Mossi, the l e f t y  who was 
“washed up” when Cleveland 
peddled him to Detroit last win­
ter, beat New York for the third 
time this season, ending the 
Yankees’ winning streak at four 
with a four-hit, 2-0 decision.
And Sturdivant, the - big right­
hander the Yankees traded to 
Kansas City last week, gained his 
first. victory with 7 1-3. innings 
of four-hit shutout relief that 
beat Boston 5-3. That pushed the 
fourth-place As within 2*4 games 
of the lead and also kept the
Major League
NEW YORK' (API — The ma­
jor league club owners have ap­
proved the players’ request for a 
second all - star baseball game 
this season.
The game, which must receive 
the blessings of commissioner 
Ford Frick to become official, 
will be plnyed Monday, Aug. 3, at 
Los Angelos Coliseum,
The players will receive 60 per 
cent of the gate and radio-tele­
vision receipts, with the remain­
der going to the club owners, who 
would use the additional cash to 
aid youth baseball programs such 
as the Little League and Babe 
Ruth loop
Go by TRAIN and SAVE!
TUESDAY, W ED N ESD A Y  J J J  £  1 6 - 1 7 - 1 8
and  THURSDAY
B A R G A I N  F A R E S
t o  T H E P R A I R I E S
Sample Return Fares Coachot Tourist
From Kelowna to Only* Sleeptnt
CALGARY............ . ....C.P. $15.70 $17.85
C.N. 23.55 26.75
EDMONTON............. ......... 23.55 26.75
SASKATOON......... .........  32.10 36.45
REGINA................. ......... 35.10 39.90
WINNIPEG........... ........ 48.10 54.65
'Good in redining . |Good in Tourist Steepen
Coach Seats, on payment of berth fares.
(Return Limit—25 dayt)
Children under 5 travel froo— Watch for Bargain
5 and under 12, half-fare. Fares Effective
Regular 150 lb. baggage allowance. July 21, 22, 23.
CANADIAN PACIFIC CANADIAN NATIONAL
Lewis Came As He Went, 
Via The Knockout Route
President Joe Cronin of the 
American League disclosed plans 
for the second game after two 
National League executives said 
the owners had voted for it at a 
meeting in Columbus, Ohio, two 
weeks ago.
At least six clubs — Boston, 
Washington, Cleveland, Chicago 
nnd Kansas City in the American 
League and Sifn Francisco In the 
National—are believed to be op 
posed to It,
One of the objectors was Frank. 
Lane, general manager of Cleve­
land Indians, . -
■ '.'Two all-star games make ns 
much sense ns two Kentucky
SPOKANE, Wash. (AD — Mas­
sive Terry Lewis teetered off the 
threshold of boxing fame Tuesday 
night in the same , manner , he" 
reached it—the • knockout punch.
Lewis, who had knocked out 16 
opponents in 17 undefeated fights, 
took three solid left hooks to his 
jaw from Pennsylvania heavy­
weight Earl Atley. The blows loft 
him flat on his back at 1:07 of the 
first round of a scheduled 10- 
roundor. It was scored as a tech­
nical knockout.
The fight wasi supposed to bo




a tuneup for the 237-pound Lewis 
before hitting the fi:,tie palaces in 
New York, Chicago and Miamj 
Beach.
His manager, Tommy O'Lough- 
lin, was also thinking in terms of 
the television circuit. After the 
fight O'Loughlin was pounding his 
hand on the dressing room table, 
pondering the sharp turn ol 
events, The 196 - pound Atley 
wasn’t given a ghost of a chance 
of beating Lewis.
"I told Terry before the .fight 
that this guy’s a converted south­
paw, that he signed the hotel reg' 
istcr with his' left, hand. I told 
my boy to keep his left hand up, 
You saw what happened," 1







The players may possibly usd; Derbies or two* World; series,” lu 
I their share of the. cash 'to set up,said, "It means a lot when it's 
a pension plan for, umpires nnd|only one game, You dilute It 
help former players not currently 1 when you linvo two games."
ibonofitted by. the pension plan,! -•••----- -----------------:—     
i.The players' 'share  of the first j 
! game to be played in Pittsburgh 
July 7 goes into their pension 
1 fund,




By TIIE CANADIAN PRESS 
American League,
Washington' 3 Cleveland 2, '
Baltimore 3 Chicago 2'1 
New York 0 Detroit 2 
Boston 3 Kansas City 5 
National League
Chicago n' \ ' MILWAUKEE <APt -  Catcher 
San V ranelscafl Milwaukee -L , D,i .Rico of Milwaukee, Braves 
St, Louis .1 Illtslnugh 1 Iroin- WIIS found Tuesday to have suf- 







,11, I .mils () Pittsburgh 3 / 
STANTON, Del, (AIM i~ An im- Los' 'Angeles' 4 Cincinnati, 5 
usual head-on■enlllsioij killed two; 1 aellle (oast League
HALIFAX, r CP 1
(Kid' Howard of Halifax knocked 
out Jackie Hayden of Westvllle, 
! n ,S,, with a vleions left hook In
horses taking .warmup1 runs af: -1 Salt Luke.,City 
Delaware Park Tuesday Just be- | rx’tlmKl •> him, I)i('K» •* 
Richard fore the s e v e n t h  race, Botii I hoenlx^.i Spokane .1
When he \yns hit hard by Willie 
I Mays of San Francisco Giants 
In a slide to home in Monday 
! night's game, A .club spokesman 
said lie would be out of the lineup 




k  .......till yM il k
Seattle 3 Sacramento 1
International League
Montreal 3-1 ‘Columbus 4j9
Jockeys escaped serious iiijury 
The accident happened when 
Die Valkyrie, ridden by'Paul Bo- , ,
the eighth round Tuesday night (lenko; and King's Chiijiul, with (Toronto at Richmond ppd, min 
to retain his Canadlan lightwelght jockey Sam lloulmetls aboard, I Buffalo 0 Havana 1 
boxing ehiup|)lonshl|), 'nm  Ipto each other, The horses Rochester 5 Miami 1
11 wiis!\Ilowni'd’.s fourth victory1 were entered In a 85,000 claiming
] In five binds Over tiu> 2<i-yenr-old Taco but no claims had been filed 
| Hayden, Three of the, wins were!on them,; 1




, CHICAGO VAIM - , A swarnV 
of gnalv chased Oieile pitcher 
Ilo.vt Wilhelm off the mound in 
the fUM tuning Tuosdav night 
and delayed the , BalUmore- 
'Chicago White Sox game fpr 16 
minutes 1
.Wilhelm, entering the game 
with a string of 22 consecutive 
scoreless innings, walked Nel­
lie Fox, the A-cbnd malt Hie 
faced Then Ik  began waving 
his an rs  as if bdlng attacked 
by'phantom 0nein|esj',
Wilhelm refused 4n 
the mound until the air Was 
cleared, , ,
The ground crew went 0u,t 
inui hi'newspapers, id no avail,, 
1 Eyentuallv; Hill. Vpoek 01- 
denm a 1 fireworks Uinil) ex- 
plmied on Hie mound, mid the 
gnats were, gope ' Ttfe , moiind 
Was' raked down, and Wilhelm 
continued. 1
■xr< "I thought I would catch up to henko 11 Jaw fracture
T ,r ' ~ ' hint' this tjmo," .llaydon said, broken teeth, 
return to ; "lint he Jilt me hard and l.Just.™— ........  ■ -----
American Association
Omaha 4 St. Paul ,5" 
Louisville 6 Fort-'Worth 3 
Charleston 0 Houston 3 
Denver 1 Minneapolis 9 .
InillanaiMills 4 Dallas 2
vii)» me
eouldnt get up,"
A left htsik to the Jaw '.ended 
ill'1 figlit at 1:13 of the eighth 
round, <»f t h e  selieihjled1 12- 
rounder, There were frequent 
Wins from llie; 5,400 fans,
Hayden cqmplilined 'm I I d 1 y 
alsiut the refereeing of Jack Mac­
intosh' but his in n m i  Hemv 
Fllsinger, said "M  \ lot li w 1
Aliptvnhtly' linnjWv'Wd by thd';(li.sgiistlng,'' FUsIumi <|d tin
bug warfare, Wilhelm walked 
Earl Torgeson, and hit Shertn 
dollar with a pitch,, filling thy,
ibSisex, ■, , 1 - i t ,
I,any llbby forced loll.ir' at 
sedond With Fox , scoring thq 
first run off Wilhelm in 23 in- 
inings. ;
referee allrwed 11 wmd to maul 
.Ills fighter throughout the fight.
I Hayden was ,altei d n jk tut tj 
,fqre llowSird, uncoiled the sizzling
I'll'fl tliilt ('lid,i’ll till' imvue, TTu'ie 
| were no other ^knockdowns,' How- 
nrd weighed 134** pounds,, Hay. 
idea 134',*. , ,




D A Y S
M«n> prop)* n«rrr ircni to {cl * |oad llcpllhy Idtlncjri' filter poiiont ami 
nijlit i rot. They Ion »nd turn in eireii adili Irom lh« Mood. II lliry 
bcil-Aqd llwn ire dull 'and Italic** ilow iloun «nd Impurltlea atay In the 
IlirouglMiil tbo dajr, pjilcm, diiturbcd rcit, tired leeling 
All al'wlikh nuy bo and hacbaclm often'follow, If jrou 
duo to a , tompofitf don't, retU well At ni|ht-ll you 
lode condition Wlikh liAeen'l lliAt opciflitly itrp ol IwaIiIi
caIIi lor lb* ui« of ' In tlio d«)tim».me Dodd'A Kidney
Dodd'a Kidnojr Pilla. Pill*. You con depend on Bodd’af 
’ , , , I ' u
At All 
Food Storap
Bocauia They /fra IfN IO N  
Y o u  Kndw  They A ro  G ood l






REGINA <CP'—Summer campsi 
and clothing for under-privileged! 
children . . . reading material for ; 
servicemen . . . hymn books in' 
large type for elderly people . . .  
equipment for instituitons and 
playgrounds . . . All this adds' 
home and abroad of the Imper-! 
up to part of the services at 
lal Order Daughters of the Elm-: 
pire.
Delegates to the order's annual 
convention today heard convener 
Mrs, R. C. Latimer of Toronto— 
review the work done by this de­
partment during 1958-59.
The order’s 984 chapters across 
Canada spent 5435,165 on services 
—75 per cent of it in Canada and 
the remainder abroad. !
Members tagging and canvass-j 
ing for worthwhile causes spon-| 
sored bv other organizations' 
raised $100,963 to put a total of, 
$536,128 on the department’s 
books.
LARGEST ITEM
Clothing and bedding ear­
marked for such groups as the 
British Save the Children Fund 
and the British Sailors Society j 
totalled $146,573, largest single; 
item. ;
Furnishings for hospitals, cou-; 
ntry and senior citizens' homes, 
! accounted for some of the $73,199! 




British Columbia has opened 
the first IODE guest home for 
elderly women, to be known as 
the IODE Emerson House, Mrs.! 
Latimer said. j
Other large expenditures were; 
for food—Christmas hampers, hot 
lunches, tod liver oil and vitamin 
pills for school children, treats 
for the elderly and milk for ba­
bies at clinics—which totalled 
$43,306.
VARIETY OF AIDS
Under recreation, funds for 
swimming lessons, camps for 
underprivileged children and or- 
i phanage parties totalled $20,438. 
i "Amenities V a general head­
ing covering items such as poc- 
ketbook editions for servicemen 
overseas, handicraft materials 
and home permanents for pati­
ents in mental hospitals, cost; 
$41,538.
Chapters spent $20,471 on serv­
ices ranging from donations for 
costly heart operations, artificial 
limbs, dentures, eye glasses and 
hymn books in large print for 
the elderly.
i The order’s work in memory of 
the dead of two world wars cost 
511.961. One Nova Scotia chapter 
spent $2,316 to erect a plaque! 
and cairn at the Loulsbourg Na-| 
tional Historical SSite comme­
morating the bicentenary of the | 
siege of the Cape Breton town, j
GLENMORE — A large num 
ber of Glenmore residents gath­
ered in the school activity room 
recently to honor two young 
brides-to-be with a miscellaneous 
shower.
Two beautifululy decorated 
tables were piled with gifts. One 
set was for Miss Judy Snowsell, 
whose marriage to Bill Horkoff 
takes place June 6. The other for 
Miss Marilyn Short, who will 
wed Ross Newman on June 22. '
Mrs. A. Moubray spoke for all 
the guests when she presented 
the gifts with the best wishes of 
the community. Both young 
guests of honor were the recipi­
ents of many useful and beauti­
ful presents. After everything 
had been opened and passed 
around, refreshments were serv­
ed.
HITHER AND YON
M ASSES OF FLOWERS AND VEILING ADORN M ILD A Y 'S  HAT
This year milliners and hair 
stylists" are in accord. They 
have worked together in de­
signing special hats to go with 
individual hairdos. Hats are
eye-catching swirls of veiling, 
masses of realistic flowers en­
twined with velvet ribbons. 
Shown at left is a togue with a I
cage veil showing about two- 
thirds of the hair. At right a 
mixed bouquet of flowers per­
ched on top of the crown.
Plenty Of Activity At Present 
On Peachland's Social Scene ,
PEACHLAND — A large! with 20 fish, 
crowd of enthusiastic square! Other guests at Trepanler Bay 
dancers attended the party night; Cottages for a week or more are, 
staged bv the Totem Twirlcrs, S Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Johnson, 
in the Athletic Hall. | Vancouver: Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Participants from Oyama to Steves of Dollarton.
Omak, Washington, made up] Mrs. A. M. Moore and daugh- 
the 19 squares and danced to; ter, Carol, are leaving today for 
the calling of Ed and Irene Ste- a visit with the former's son-in- 
bor, of Tonasket, Wash. • j law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Door prizes were won by Lou J. E. Melton, North Vancouver. 
White of Tonasket and Hume] Visitors at the home of Mr. 
Fowlcy of Kelowna. ' and Mrs. Chas Bullock recently
The lively evening concluded, were the latter’s mother, Mrs. 
with a turkey supper served by j J. Drewry and son Neil from Vic­
tim club.
On June 27 the club will cele­
brate its birthday with another
party night in the Athletic Hall, — . r-----
with popular Ray Fredrickson, of Sandersons.
Summerland ns emcee, and; Mr. and Mrs. William Keay 
guest callers will be on hand. ] from Chilliwack and the latter’s 
SOCIAL | cousins from Powell River spent
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Burns have the weekend with the former’s 
left on a two week holiday to the. brother, Mr. Oran Keay.
Cariboo and Peace River coun-j Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jeff 
try, spending some time at Grand; Todd are Mr. and Mrs. Steven 
Prairie. 1 Black and family from Oyama,
Mr. and Mrs. David Pritchard i ajid Mr. and Mrs. John Greig 
have moved to Kelowna for the • and family from Okanagan Mis- 
summer holidays, sion.
VISITS PARENTS . . .  Dr 
James A. Cousins has returned 
to Vancouver after spending the 
past few days visiting his par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Cou­
sins, Cadder Ave.
HOME SOON . . . Miss Eliza- 
beth Gates, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. J. R. Gates, and Miss Irene 
Oatman, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Ross Oatman, sailed from 
Liverpool last week, and after a 
visit with friends in Toronto ex­
pect to return home next week 
after a year’s absence.
GOOD INVESTMENT
By ALICE ALDEN
A finely tailored suit that is 
not too extreme in cut is a long 
term investment. Here is one 
such purchase that should pay 
good, long dividends. The easy
fit of the waist-long Jacket en­
compasses narrow rovers, 
double-breasted cut and tab 
pockets. It tops a slim shaft of 
a skirt. Pretty in blue, in beige 
or in a wool suiting.
GIRL GUIDE NOTES
Mother Can Find Mumerous Jobs 
For Small Fry Out In Sunshine
toria.
Mr. and Mrs. Mill Henecker of 
North Vancouver were here at 
the weekend visiting , the Gordon
ALICE WINSBY, Women’s Editor
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Visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs; R. A. Brown recently 
were Mr. arid Mrs. Russel Shier, 
and three children and 
Shier, of Seattle, Wash.
A large contingent of the Kok- 
anee Sports Car Club from Trail 
here for the Hill Climb at West- 
Miss j bank, made their headquarters 
„c, , u, gco.u,, I at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al-
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sidebo-lbert West, Trepanier. Included 
tham returned from Vancouver jin the list of visitors, besides 
on Saturday and had, as - their;their son, Bob, were, Mr. and 
guests at the weekend, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Brisco and daughter, 
Mrs. H. Gill and Mr. and Mrs.[Eunice: Mr. and Mrs. V. Tye;
C. Ball of White Rock. Mrs. Side-j Miss Eileen Marsh: Maurice;
botham’s 'brother-in-law'and sis-|Wadds; BOrt Corlett; Norman 
ter Mr. and Mrs, D. M. J. Con- Bradshaw and Allen Mawdsley. 
way stopped on route from North | Bert Corlott, placed fourth in the 
Vancouver via the Hope-Prince--Hill Climb.
ton, returning through the Fraser; , F
. Spending a few days with Mr., ^ vt,vv successful bake sale 
Can-'’on; t m , was heid on Friday afternoon
a n d ^  B ^ / Vlbv St. Margaret’s ^ .  A, The pro-
wero the lattei h ‘ ^ cccds of the sale will be sent to
Lei ch, her t-°usins ■ .and the Anglican Theological College
tsi’ f' 0m I” Vancouver for the Chapel
A. M. Moore lht' rJ Fund. This is an annual projecting in Okanagan Lake, m tMis ,
vicinity as very good. Ail their,______  ■ .
boats were busy during the, 
weekend with persons waiting;
theii turn, and reservations for. OKANAGAN CENTREboats, being made by telephone,; W IN nlN nvjniN  LLH I l\L
One fish, brought in weighed 4 ..—....— - ------- ------ -
pounds, . |
M r.'and Mrs. Oscar Johnson,| OKANAGAN CENTRE — Grn- 
their stm David and his wife, HuatlnK with the Class of ’59 
came from Now Westminster,for, from the Rutland High School 
weekend1 fishing and ^returned( wore two Oknmignn Centro girls, 
-----:------ —• — " " "  Jeannette Luknowsky and Louise
^ t a n p t t p  M e m b e r s 1 Louise received a Junior Red 
O I a y e  I IG  m o l M U V ' u  Cross award while Jeannette’s
p.1 '• >  T  ' extra curricular, work has been
P  a n  O U lT im e r  e a  on the K.H.S. year book.I IUM v JU H im v /i i y w  Mrs. Brian Cooney, us presi-
ReRular meeting of the Kel-. ciiint of the Okanagan Centre 
owna Stagette Club waa held at| Women’s Institute made the pro* 
the home of Miss Jo Stovons, I dentation of, the Women’s Instl- 
Prcaident Mi a s  Margaret!tuto trophy for proficiency in 
Hitch, gave a detailed report , llomu Economics, Additional 
the recent B..C, District Conven-| nawg of U.H.3, activities miide 
tiqn held at Hope, B.C., at whichj|)V Centre pupils during the year 
Kelownn was the hostess club, waf; the one-net drama ‘'Fog" 
Miss June Carter presided over | red In the High School 
the convention as District Gqv-, nramn l-Vstlvnl of the North Ok- 
ernor, with Mrs. Annie Alston| nniigitn • held'in Salmon Arm in 
ns soerolnry-treasurer, ,j which t wo of the'. 'three parts
, • Plans' were formulated for a were taken by Sandra I'lxlon and 
ten to lie held Saturday, June Ul EHznheth Snowdon; with a third 
at the'home of Mrs, T, F. Me-, ninth gntde pupil, Frances Sail 
Williams, 2072 Abbott St, from 3 0f KutliuKi. The play took see- 
to 5:39 p.m, Miss June Carter in (>ih1 In" the finals out of nine on­
to be, convener, Tickets mv • tries, 
available.from any of the mem-, .
bnSi , Mr, and Mrs, II, Macfarlane
' Next meeting is to be hold at , nCeompaiued by tludr house- 
' the home of Mrs', Annje Alston'guest Mrs, II,, Macdonald, Mrs, 
on Monday, June'8, Maefuarlime's .sister fronv Kan-
yn, motored to'Langley, via the 
Fraser canyon, this week for, a 
visit with Mrs, Muefarlano’s sis­
ter and family.1, They will also 
m ake1 visits', In Vancouver imul 
, 'leinity, ■. t ' I
Also1 motoring to the' coast
BETROTHED
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gray wish 
to announce the engagement of 
their youngest daughter, Kath­
leen Virginia, to Gerald William 
Geen, youngest son of Mr. and 
| Mrs. A. L. Geen of Ellison.
| The wedding will tak e . place 
; Saturday, June 20, at 7 p.m. in 
jthe Rutland United Church, with 
Rev. J. A. B. Adams officiating.
SCOTTISH LINEN
Fine linen, especially damasks, 
has been a leading industry in 




WINFIELD — The May meet­
ing of the Afternoon Branch of 
St. Margaret’s Guild, held at the 
home of president Mrs, J. Seat­
on, was attended by nine mem­
bers and one visitor. Also at­
tending were the presidents of 
the Evening and Okanagan 
Centre Branches.
Main business of the afternoon 
was making arrangements for 
the annual garden party which 
the three branches of the guild 
put on jointly.
It is to be held in the lovely 
garden of Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Konig on the Okanagan Centre 
Rd. and this year something 
new has been added.
A fashion show, when Mrs. H. 
J. Van Ackeran of Kelowna will 
show the latest in summer styles 
will be featured. These will be 
shown off to perfection in the 
beautiful garden setting. The 
date has been set for Wednes­
day, June 24, at 2:30 p.m. .
Okanagan Centre Guild will be 
in charge of the kitchen, and the 
Winfield Guilds, will be respons­
ible for preparing the tea tables 
and serving tea, ■
There will be needlework and 
home cooking stalls and a 
bran tub for the children.
The meeting was told that the 
redecorating of the Parish Hall
had been completed.
At the close of the meeting a 
social period was held and re­




Mrs. Catherine Fedrigo wishes, 
to announce the engagement of I 
her elder daughter, Rosemarie 
Elaine Welder, to Mr. Edward 
Rosaire Poirier, younger son of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Poirier of 
Winnipeg, Man.
The wedding will take place 
Saturday, June 27 at 12 noon, in 
the Church of the Immaculate 
Conception, Very Rev. R. D. 
Anderson officiating. __________
EAST KELOWNA—At the Inst 
meeting of the 1st East Kelowna1 
Brownie Pack, Adair Pooley hav-; 
ing passed her test, was present-; 
ed with her golden bar, by Mrs.! 
A. F. G. Drake, district commis-j 
sioner and Judy O'Reilly was en-, 
rolled, and presented with her; 
Brownie Pin.
PEACHLAND — Parents were; 
invited to attend the last regu-j 
lar meeting of the Brownie Pack! 
for enrollment ceremonies of the' 
three leaders, Brown Owl, Mrs. 
Jean Todd; Tawny Owl, Mrs. B. 
Pritchard: and assistant Tawny 
Owl Mrs. Helen Spackman, and 
three new Brownies. Guide Dis­
trict Commissioner, Mrs. Nora 
Koop conducted the ceremony.
Brownies enrolled were, Donna 
McDougall, Lillian Arak a n d  
Dolores Wiberg.
Flag drill, depicting the form­
ation of the Union Jack was per­
formed by the Brownie Pack, for 
the benefit of the parents and a 
“sing - song” rounded o u t  
the evening.
Three Brownies, Shirley Baw- 
den, Zandra Birkclund and El­
len Garrawav were awarded 
their dancers badges, during the 
evening. ________
By ELEANOR ROSS j
With the coming of fine spring! 
weather, youngsters kick up: 
their heels and head for the great t 
outdoors. As added spice to fresh; 
air play, boys and girls take tol 
outdoor chores with rare enthus­
iasm. ,
Simple jobs give the lady of 
the house a hand and the chil­
dren a sense of accomplishment.
AN EYESORE !
A bird bath full of dirt and 
leaves, for instance, is an eye-; 
sore that spoils the looks of a 
nice backyard. Let junior and! 
Sis take a hand in washing it. If 
back to nature is their object, 
they certainly can't balk at giv­
ing the bird bath a thorough sud­
sing. !
A good scrubbing with a stiff] 
brush and soap or detergent 
suds, both inside and out, will 
keep it gleaming. A hose rince 
will wash away all traces of the 
former feathered patrons of the 
bath.
Finally, have the children fill 
the bird, bath with cool, clear 
water and, presto, watch the 
birds descend and gratefully 
slake their thirst.
A weekly’ shampoo for family: 
pets is another job for small, fry. j
■And while they’re at it, it is a I
good time to scrub all of Fido’s 
equipment as well—his bed, food 
and water bowls, leash and the 
like.
Lots of hot, sudsy water is 
needed to rout dirt and insects 
from crevices and folds in dog­
gy's household goods. If done 
out of doors, these items can be 
hose-rinsed.
LOTS OF FUN
| If the kids happen to get a 
I little wet in the process, no mat­
ter. They will be doing a con­
structive job and one that is fun 
! in the doing.
Most children delight in help­
ing grownups: it is the adults* 
patience which frequently fails 
to meet the test. Naturally, the 
same caliber of work cannot be 
expected from youngsters as 
you would do yourself. Be grate­
ful for the energy expended, 
however, and realize that more 
important than the job at hand 
is the child’s will to be helpful 
and the knowledge he will gain 
only if opportunities such as 
these are made available to 
him.
CHANGED ROLE
Emmy Destinn. the famous so­
prano who died in 1930. bcRan her 







In streteh-to-fit cotton Knit.
Tailored sell bows add a smart 
’ fashion touch lo neckline.
Floral hand-print in 
Black, Rose, Blue, (.mould, 
32-38, JM.95*
* A p p r o x im a te  p r k t
k
EAST KELOWNA
EAST KELOWNA — George 
Biivlif s is u; piUicnt In the JCol- 
myiui General Hospital, Hisna vn-u i.u ■ •••» '  uinn in m  pimim
friends in the district, wish him through the,, canyon hint week 
« Mu'cdy recovery. , were Mrs. Gibson, \Mrs, ' dices-
,■ Mr, and Mm C. Uokij, »i*nt- man,,ami their nUter,’Mliut ChiM* 
the weekend fuhing at Sluntwap putt), Who Is enjoying a Mini- 
Lake, 1 liner'll vlait with them,
i*  I  Matching Beach 
Coat In hand-
S E A L  O F  S A T IS F A C T IO N
V / J S k .  1 ■ B I Bmmm mami.
IN LONG-LASTING, t fa
WRINKLE-RESISTANT BROADCLOTH! / MIF
FOR EXTRA COMFORT ROUND THE HOUSE 
ON THE BEACH ... TRAVELLING!
■ . ' z 'M  A
 ̂J fJJ ■>




1 .' <: ‘i
p :
N a w  e v a r g l a z a d  a n d  d r i p - d r y  g a y  
p r i n t a  , , .  b a a u t l f u l i y  a t y l e d . w i t h  
a l a a t l c  s h l r r a d  w a i s t *  a n d  b a e k a  
f o r  c o m f y  f i l l  W a a h - f a s t  c o l o r a  . . .  
m i l d e w ,  s o i l  a n d  p a r a p l r a t l o n  r e ­
s i s t a n t .  I n  R h u m b a ,  B l o o m a r  a n d  
B a l l e r i n a  a t y l a a ,  S i z a n  2,  3,  3x ,  
4,  5,  6,  6x .
each., | .9 8
LADIES'FOAMLETS
S - t - r - c - P c - h - y ,  w a s h a b l e  s l l p p e r e t t a a  t h a t  l i t  s o  s n u g  I  F o a m  ’  
r u b b e r  b e t w e e n  I n s o l e  a n d  o u t s o l e  a d d a  a x t r a  c o m l o r t .  
G a y  c o l o r a  —  R e d ,  C a n a r y ,  T u r q u o i s e ,  W h i t e ,  B l u e  a n d  B l a c k . 
—  w i t h  c o n l r B s t i n R  p o m - p o m s  a n d  g o l d  c o l o r e d  
e l a s t i c  t r i m .  O n e  s i z e  t l t s  B V j  —  11.  .
f t
Meiiihern of thc.lnciil PTA nt- 
tended the teii held In the South 
Kelownn School recently, which j 
wiix x|M>nM»red by the South Kvl-| 
ownn PTA, A very enjoyable af­
ternoon Wad-uncut,1 1 I 1
Members ,o( St. Mnry’n Pnrlah 
G u i l d ,  h e l d  A  M i c c e a a f u l  d a l e  o f  
home cooking in Kelowna nt (lie 
weekend. ,
Mr, and Mrs. E. Malon enjoy- 
rd n‘ flaldnB weekend at filuu- 
a»l> Lake. ;
Cnmnnhcrn for CARS lit the 
Centre have completed the enn- 
vasg and report the i|iiotn a* be­
ing ■ Wall over-Mibserlheil. I
Tim Lo'Grandeur family h«* 
moved from their winter homo 
on Iho first bench to the White- 
oaks’ house in tint 'Village.' , ,,
FLOWER CENTRE
Ghent in Belgium for centurhm 
wax fnmous foe its flowera, ck- 
ixnted all over, Europe.
\  M anyM odeh fo (JIioonc I ruin
1 , ; AIL Sl/e«
Glamour WEAR
■"Where'the l.ady Mccln Ftiuhlon!'
A




F u l l y  l u a r a n t e a d ,  w a s h ­
a b l e  f a b r i c *  o f  L u r e x  
L u i t r a  r a b r l c  —  w a a h -  
n - w o a r  B a n f o r l x a d  p r i n t - ,  
• d  c o t t o n *  - r  I n  B l u e ,  
R a d ,  B r o w n ,  I n  i l n u  
• m a l l ,  m a d l u i h ,  l a r g e .
Sals Price
2 - 9 5
That expansive look. . .  at low pricesl
BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS IN PLASTIC
DRAPES AND 
WINDOW CURTAINS
,  o l v e  y o u r  w i n d o w !  a  c u a t o n i  d e c o r ,  
n t o r  l o o k  ,  ;  .  w i t h  s t a i n  a n d  s p o t  
r e s i s t a n t  d r a p o a  a n d  c u r t a l n a .  
f a s l l y  c l a a n a d  w i t h  J u s t  a  w i n ®  o f  
t h e  c l o t h ,  M a n y  n l t r a c t l v o  p a t t e r n s  
l o  c h o o s e  f r o m ,  1
E a c h  p a n e l  36"  x  84" ,
Pair,....... I * ® ®
D o u h l a  W l r l ) h  P l a s t i c  
D r a p e s  I n  m a n y  h e a u t l f u l  
c o l o r *  a n d  p n t l a r n s .









Ask for Them by Name a(
Livery tiling for flic Beach
Giant Size-Reg. 1,98
Special
W H IL E  Q U A N T I T IE S  L A ST
t i . ■ i ,
i l J
i










Nutritious and ddivious. Flavors and varieties to please the most 
discriminating tastes.
f <\ . S N
Right now when family appetites are hankerin' for the wholesome 
goodness of rich, fresh Dairy Foods, we're featuring money-saving 
values on our top quality Dairy Products. It's a great time to let your 
family enjoy, to their hearts' content, fhese delicious, nutritious treats.
COTTAGE CHEESE
SsSS&m, ~ Vv * X ' ' l . '  <•.*
***
Lucerne, Fresh, Creamed, 
Pasteurized, 16 oz. carton .
Burns, 16 oz. jarCheezip
Cheddar Cheese “ “ 73c
v
*** Creem ûccrne’ °̂ps **** *ot’
v ■** i
Danish Blue Cheese Berkshire, lb, 89c
Dutch Edam Cheese B^kshi™, n. 75c 
Cheese Slices 2 , ,  67c





\A  Pint carton ........
Lucerne, Delicious on fruit, 
10 oz. carton .................
Lucerne, Fresh, 
8 oz. carton ....
Ice Cream
Snow Star Vanilla... Serve an ice cream float.... 
or serve stuffed in cantaloupe for a tempting 
dessert. . .  Vi Gallon Carton . - - - - - -
Lucerne, 
Creamery, 
1 lb. print f o r
Breakfast Gems,
Farm Fresh,
In carton ............  dozen
2 1 0  M i l l s  ^ucerne’ 2% Butterfat," IU  IVlIlK y t  ga|ion carton .........







Lucerne, Old Fashioned Flavor,
Quart Carton ..................  ........
Lucerne, for those on diets,
l/ 2 . Gallon Carton ............... ......................
Lucerne, Serve hot or cold,
Quart carton ...................... ..........
Lucerne, Coffee Cream,
Serve on fruit. Pint carton .............
Burns Shamrock, 0





Half and Half 
Lard
Margarine 5 * £ ! E S . . . 2  ,„r 59c
m m
** • ••' ' ’V * <>. \
Pineapple *nchanted l8le* 




5 99co*. tin ..................  J  for T 7 t
Taste Tells,
15 o*. tin ................
Town House Fey. 
48 oz. tin . . . ----
Piedmont,




Instant Coffee . ..... 
Grapefruit Juice r  , " : !
Margarine “ u .........
r - L -  M A p p l e  Chip, Ogilvle’a, 






4 i b , . 8 9 c
^  for 79C
59c
HAMS ’.1W
Imported, Firm and Juicy. . .  
Serve stuffed with
m m m H i •icecream - - v
Fust slice and 'serve. A  real warm weather favorite,
Whole or Piece - - . - w - - - - '
Fresh Pork Picnic Whole or Shank Half ~ lb.
w '■ I , <y
Record No. 16
Rerord No, 1(1 enmplrtei your net of records,1 burty and nee 
that your act ,U ,up to date a* this ot(cr, will W h be removed 
from nale. *
" ■ ' . ■ ' i : ' ' ' ' '
D A r il Hrandenherj, ('onrerto 
DM\.lT t'onipirte t.
c h o p in ^ r s i r - ’ l :.;
Bacon
RindlcNs in the piece . ............. . lb.
na
In' the piece ......, lb.
I , . ' t S
Have Your Groceries Delivered 
For Only
No. 1 Golden Ripe ........
Valencia, Fancy Quality, 
5 Ih. cello hag .............. .
Local Solid \  ,
Heads ..................................
2, ibs. 4 5 c  
5  ibs 6 9  c 
2  *bs. 2 5  c
Tomatoes Hothouse, Local,Big and firm ............... lb.
: > \ .■
NEW, California,
No. I >Vhitc,,,,...iM!,... 1 0  >bs 8 9  c
in the City of Kelowna
. ■" ' ■ '' : ' v ' v
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
S A F E W A Y




Alfa sweet, t  Q *
2 Ih. carton . ....... OOC
Hot Dog Relish
Or Hainhurgcr, Q L ~  
Heinz, 1̂ 2 oz. ujr .. OOC
i . ........... i ■■ ■!............ ........
Cadbury's Choco
Instant Chocolate /  r  _ 
Drink. 16 oz. |)kg. U J C
Nabisco
8 Pack, 8 Individual 
servings .........  ....  OOC
, Flii-iu t Colored
Paper Plates
6 ” or 9”, n  A Q r
Pkg. ........... An lor t̂Y v
FACE * KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. WED., JUNE 3. 1*>» |
B.C. BRIEFSB.C/s Interior Dairy Industry 
Major Importance To Province
Every man, woman and child ager. require 23.4 per cent This in- ^  vuu>vijmw „  .
in the interior has an important A breakdown of the sales dol* eludes the costly milk and de* | entjed delegates from 88
interest in the supply o( good lar shows that 74 per cent of the livery expenses on the five-day cjiap(ers 0( me organization in 
Q uality  milk and other dairy money received by dairy plants per week basis here, as compat* province, 
products. i in the Okanagan is returned to ed to the every-other-dav deliv-
The interior dairy industry is dairy farms, and in wages and ery basis in Vancouver. Depreci-i HOPE, B.C. (CPi—Highways 
one of the most important in- benefits to employees of the dairy jation to replace worn, out equip*; Minister G a g l a r d i  Saturday 
British Columbia. The yearly plants. Supplies and processing1 ment costs 2.6 per cent * *»-*~'*
value at the producer level is
PENTICTON, B.C. <CP>-More 
than 1,200 persons will attend 
the 48th annual British Columbia 
conference of the Order of the 
Eastern Star this week.
The convention is being at-
DAIRY  FOODS WITH STRAWBERRIES
There's no better eating ever sugar, and melted butter. Mix baby is born, there is an increas- international business c
than when you team up plump thoroughly; set aside r cup for ed potential demand of approxi- al Harvard University,
juicy strawberries with a variety topping. Press^remaining crumb mately 1,000 pounds of milk per "Business Responsibility in
of dairy fods. for June desserts mixture over bottom of a TO x b ycar during the life of that per- Action" will be the topic 6f dis­
and salads. This elegant dessert x 2 inch baking dish: chill until son_ .cussion. 1
features rhubarb too, and al- finn. To make filling, .soften gela- The most intensive dairy pro- y{r Clarke is a graduate of t 
though it's rather lengthy, don't tin in water.. Beat egg yolks thor- areas 0f the interior is Harvard University school ofi
let that scare you . . . it's worth (Highly in top of double boiler and North Okanagan and Shuswap business administration's ad-i 
every minute of preparation! add w  sugar and r“uDa,n,area. Here is the base of oper- vanced management program.I
-.yrup. took, stirring constant j ,  ptions of thc ShUswap Okanagan Ho is wcll known for the contn-j
until sugar dissolves and mifr Dairy Industries Co-operative bution he made to the develop-j
lure thic.tcns sli„htl>. Remot e Association. It is famous for its ment 0f the School of Commerce
1 pound rhubarb, cut in 1 from heat and add gelatin, btir N0CA branded dairy products. ' at the University of British Co- 
p ieces 'abou t 3 cups'; 1- cup until gelatin dissolves; cool. The accent annual meeting of lumbia. He was largely instru-
sugar: 1 cup fine graham crack- Sieve or beat cottage cheese; th(J association reported that a mental in organizing commit-
cr crumbs: >, cup sugar; '1 cup blend with lemon juice in large successfui year was had in all tees of the Vernon, Kelowna and
melted butter: 2 envelopes un- bowl. Stir in cooled, egg >'olk operations. Company has improv- pcnticton boards of trade to
flavored gelatin: 4  cup cold mixture, then fol di n strawber- ed plants at Kelowna, Vernon, sponsor the business administra-
water; 2 egg yolks: 4  cup sugar: lies and rhubarb. Beat  ̂ egg Penticton, Enderby, Salmon tion course which is now in its
sixth year in the Okanagan. Over
well over $2 million. Seventy 
eight per cent of all income of 
the co-operative organizations in 
the interior is paid out in the 
form of wages to help, for the 
purchases from the producers.
Dairy foods make up a sub­
stantial part of the Okanagan 
diet with total consumption of Evcrard Clarke, who has been 
more than 1,000 pounds of milk {.encrai manager and secretary 
per person per year. Everytime ^f NOCA for the past 34 years,
a new settler arrives, or another bas been invited to attend an
onference
General Manager Of NOCA 
To Attend Business Parley
Sm iN G  DESSERT ROYALE
'Makes 12 Servings'
bCOOPS FOR COOL REFRESHMENT
MERRITT, B.C. <CPl—A res-;
EVERETT CLARKE
nation was passed during thc
V, cup rhubarb syrup; 1 cup whites until  ̂soft peaks ^foiim Arm and Kamloops, 
creamed cottage cheese: 1 table ~ '
spoon lemon juice: 1 pint 
berries, halved; 2 egg white 
cup whipping cream, whipped;
strawberry halves and whipped ing crumbs around edge. ^..........  .......  ...... ^
cream for garnishing, if desired.- Chill several hours or until voluntary 'co^operatives-the lat-j‘̂ umnrATsociaUonr"...................Iheld in B°ston- "fill pull t o g e t h e r ' Bref*'Grower^Association""
Cook rhubarb with «a cup sugar firm. Garnish w 11 h whipped.ter accounting for about 80 per! ITV ;the actual ?xPenences of differ-; ^  association wiU urge that
until tender. Drain. Make crust ci cam and strawberry halves, if cent of the totai 50,000,000 pounds i BUSINESS RESPONSIBILITY ient companies on a large scale. !the servjce be continued and that
by combining crumbs, cup'desired. _______ ____ 0t niilk which is produced and Businessmen throughout North The theme of the conference was. brucellosis vaccination be made
'America are now hit by the de- demanded by the alumni then>; cornpldsory throughout the prov-
opened a new 3.200-foot airstrip 
alongside the Hope - Princeton 
Highway designed to help avert 
air tragedies in the surrounding 
mountains.
The ribbon of grass and gravel 
at Towers' Ranch on the eastern 
fringe of Manning Park, about 40 
air miles east of here, will serve 
as a haven for light aircraft in 
distress. ,
Vetcian flyets among the 250 j unc Dairy Month is an ideal IG cups boiling water: l ’j cups 
pe,sons the r  t5me tQ vc.create thc wondcr of milk; J* SCOops vanilla ice cream
E g ? a i S  r o r S d ^ ^ r e ! m j he old-fashioned ice cream par- and shaved chocolate for garnish 
an emergency l°r right in your own home, For- Strawberry Soda: 6 scoops
Mr. Gaglardi said the strip will,50™  swcct s>PPin* throu*h th* strawberry ice cream, l t s cups 
stand as another milestone in'.straw, get out the ice cream and-crushed strawberries, and large 
B.C.’s aerial h i s t o r y .  Jim flavorings, tall glasses and;whole berries for garnish. 
Meagher, president of the B.C.1 spoons . . . then give your artis-i Tropical Soda: 6 scoops lemon 
Aviation Council, said there is nojtrj’ free rein. Sodas tall and or lime sherbet, 6 tablespoons 
doubt that lives will be savedbe-'frosty, in a variety of flavors, lemonade concentrate and fresh 
cause of the strip. !will go over happily with the mint for garnish.
The council, co-operating with small fry, the teen towners and Maple Nut Soda: 6 scoops
Roy Towers, owner of the ranch jour adult friends. maple walnut ice cream, 1l*
who donated 160 acres, sparked! Ice cream is a real food you cups maple syrup and walnut 
construction of thc strip. The know, offering the fine flavor halves for garnish.
Towers family teamed with the and nutrition of milk, so plan to: Chocolate ice cream, l li cups 
Aero Club and members of thc|serve it in plenty of other ways:milk, a i cup chocolate syrup, 
Flying Businessmen's Club to;during this Dairy Month too . . . and crushed peppermint candy 
hack out the timber and -scrub'on strawberry shortcakes, with for garnish, 
brush. This year Mr, Gaglardi!pies and cakes, and "as is", To make each of these refresh- 
ordered some highway equip-; topped with colorful sauces and ing ice cream sodas, stir the in- 
ment working nearby to help.. I fruits. gredients together, fill with soda
ICE CREAM TALL FELLOWS water, and garnish according to
Coffee Soda: 4 tablespoons in- recipe instructions. Each recipe
uing calfhood brucellosis vacci-l
MOVIE COLUMN
Nicaraguan President Says 
He'll Annihilate Invaders
Singing Idol Says Marriage 
Likfilv Would "Kill Him^in every field, including process-! Harvard University conference is j School, Stanley Teele, is a per-|ment representatives r e a c h e d  #
ing, transportation. research,! a fresh attack on a . pressing j sonal friend of the co-operative; agreement after discussions at By BOB THOMAS hotel room. Sometimes if I meet
sanitation and merchandising, {problem and it is to be launchediform of business administration.;the meeting that the Stock! HOLLYWOOD (AP> — What'a girl, I have time for coffee
Rising costs of raw materialsiin a new and different way. Mr.jHe concurred arrangements for;Brands Act should be amended would happen to the career of a j after the show. That’s about all.”
and higher wages necessitate a Clarke says this conference may Mr. Clarke to come to this east-;to permit branding of cattle for singing idol if he got married? ■ Frankie’s the latest of the sing-
u: _i_ _*■%.# W«. t\f *Ue\ moct imrvrkr+ejnt Tt pm limvprsitv in 1949 at. a timo i iHontifir»a+irm in performance- «*T**rJ Irill iYiQ-" cave TPrnnlno 1̂ .- 4~ <-i..4.«
processed here each year.
The local dairy plants are con- mand for more "business re- 
stantlv striving for improvements; sponsibility.” The forthcoming
selves. The present 
Harvard University
Dean oLince 
Business | The association and govern-
Presidcnt
promised
Everard Clarke, general man-
be one of the most important. It 
will dig deep into living com­
pany cases where businessmen 
face tough problems in commun­
ity relationships.
It is expected that the interna-
j ,  , , -high degree of modernization of MANAGUA. Nicaragua 'AP*-|.attacked the second plane before I plants | nd equipment to make 
Luis Somoza has it could be unloaded and it ex';;i IV,qcih]p to brine milk to Oka-
annihilation in two ploded. Reports from San dose;nagan consumers at prices with-rinvc nf n two nl'ineloads of exiles said it was believed to have ear-:ilaS“n consumers ai prices wun
Ih o  invaded from a r;^l a load of arms and ammuni-ji? the reach of all, according to
neighboring Costa Rica. tton.
Somoza denied rebel claims 
Government communiques put dlat fighting had spread, 
the invasion force at about 75,. G o v e r n m e n t  communiques 
and S o m o z a  called them niade no mention of casualties on
“ traitors” and "mercenaries." .either side.
Rebel leader Enrique Lacayo Reliable sources predicted that 
Far fan declared in San Jose, the 37-year-cld president would
Costa Rica, that a revolution had appeal to the Organization of Am-| 
broken out against the Somoza! crican States to intervene as they I _____ • , • _■ . . , , ,
dictatorship with fighting at sev- did in Panama when a band of! OTTAWA (CP)—Interim meas-|adopted—unless they aie modi- 
oral iioints. Cubans unsuccessfully invaded-ures governing use of waters o£jfl0<d commission in the
\  Nicaraman rebel radio that country in April. j the Souris River have been ap-,mJlan ime' , .
broadcast he^rd in Costa Rica CLAMPED DOWN !proved by the # a  n a d i a n andj J Las'the°rlghl
claimed the re^.l figM'nR - ° • The unrest against Somoza ini United States governments, the. to divert, store and use waters
totalled 4.1 t ™ lls ' Nicaragua reached a boiling ooint fnternational Joint Commission'which originate in its portion of
- students ^ ° ‘n U-S-. Saturday when he proclaimed;has announced. 'the Souris River basin, provided
Latin Am e r i c a  nmmveroities.. martial 1rw to coutater a threat-1 ithat the annual flow of the river
There was mo , confirmaturn m encd general striUe. ,  | The interim measures will r e - j " ^  North Dakota is not reduced
Managua, however, that th.. 1 The Somoza- brothers inherited;main in effect until permanent,{o jesg ^ a-n the flow which
would have occurred in natural 
state.
ern uni e ity in 1949 at a tim e; identification 
when interest was growing in - testing 
the advanced form-of capitalism
It’d kill me;” says Frankie 
Avalon, latest of the rock ’n’ roll
Ing idols to be pressed into duty 
to aid the ailing box office, fol­
lowing Presley, Boone, Ricky
Interim Water Measures OKd 
By International Commission
western world. Iture.
The plan would be on an exper-'sensations to invade the movies. ____ _
now followed in marketing farm iimental basis and under the con-! His manager, Bob Marcucci, j Nelson and Paid Anka of Ottawa 
products throughout much of the!trol of the minister of agricul-agrees. 'Frankie is playing a frontier boy
"A big part of the appeal of 1 jn Guns of thc Timberlands with 
pop singers today is the fact thatjAlan Ladd, Jeanne Crain and 
thqy are single," says Marcucci.jGilbert Roland. He sings two 
"Every teen-aged girl likes to be-'songs in the picture.
lieve that she could be Frankie's]__ _  __ __________ _
girl friend.” |., „r 1 ' ..... . -■ j
Frankie, cited the example of J |
Eddie Fisher, whose popularity
British Lord Justices Say 
Wives Worth Only Tiny Sum
........ , . that the in'
t>al force had been swelled b.v ad- a clyna^tv set up bv.their father,'measures for apportionment of
clitional invasions or local re' Anastasio Sr., in 1936 after the the waters of the Souris and its
emits. U.S. iharines withdrew from Nic-'tributaries among Saskatchewan,
SAY REBELS FLED rragua. The elder Somoza ruled Manitoba and North Dakota are
The first airborne, landing came .for 20 years, until cut down by' ----- ;---------------------
Sundav'near Santo Tomas. A na- an assassin s bullet in 19o6.
tional'guard communique said the • Sum,ort for the rebels- was, hhC D D V  M E N A G E R IE  
force of about 50 was sent "flee- building up in Costa Rica, where, IVICI\I\ I IVltnHVJCIM E 
ing in disorder" into the moun-;ex-president Jose Figueres has! 1
tains. Another report said Niear-lbeen one of Somoza s sharpest, 
aguan air force planes attacked critics, 
again .Mondnv. causing "heavy
2. North Dakota has the right  ̂ ___________ ____
to divert, store and use wafers I because his wife proves un-
LONDON (CP>—Three senior 
justices of the Court of Appeal, 
all married for more than 30 
years, have decided -that a 
man’s wife was worth £300.
It was £200 less than the 
amount sought by Peter Fred­
erick Earl, a Sussex dairyman, 
in his claim against, the. man 
who ran off with his wife. But 
it was £300 more than Lord 
Justice Haman felt he really 
had coming to him.
To award a man damages
A Figuerist deputy, Rafael Cor-
'damage and slowing them down." Idcro, introduced a motion in the
„ . ,  _ __ , assembly calling on the govern-
Somoza said the so ;ment to take steps to guard
about -5 men fl ing S. ‘ 1 ‘ . e , against a possible invasion by 
stolen from the Casta ft can Arr;|Nlcnrnwan t r o o p s , .  Cordero 
line—was pi nctieally finu-hoti t.har)a;cd 1hat Nicaraguan forces
soon after it landed Monday 60 
miles northeast of the capital. have violated Costa Rican terri­tory during the present emer-The president said the second
crmip wouUt he !fi''th;!ti Students demonstrated in San
hdated -by this a so Mondnv. night in support of
day.
FLANE BLOWN UI*
The national guard, Nicarag­
ua's 3,200-man army, headed by 
Luis Somozn's brother, Anastasio
Jr., reported that air force planes tage there 1,500 years ago.
HOLYWELL
An ancient "holy well" at Bod­
min in Cornwall is named- after 
St. Guron, who founded a hermi-
~5L
j j-r-
“I love you, Toota! Let’s— 
p a r d o n  the expression—get 
hooked up!"
which originate in its portion of 
the basin and which cross the 
boundary f r o m  Saskatchewan, 
provided that, except during se­
vere drought, a regulated flow of 
20 cubic feet a second is permit­
ted to flow into Manitoba from 
June to October inclusive.
3. Manitoba has the right to 
use the waters originating in its] 
portion of the basin and the reg­
ulated flow from North Dakota.
4. In case of severe drought, 
North Dakota's responsibility to­
ward Manitoba will be limited to 
providing flows determined prac­
ticable by the international Souris 
River board of control.
■ The commission announced cre­
ation of the board of control. It 
will be responsible for ensuring 
compliance w i t h  the interim 
measures. In event of disagree­
ment within the board, the matter 
at issue will be referred to the 
commission for decision.
faithful seems to me to be quite 
illogical,” he said. “He is lucky 
to have got rid of her."
But he concurred with Lord 
Justice Hodson and Lord Just­
ice Sellers in allowing Earl’s 
appeal against dismissal of his 
damage action in a lower 
court.
All three justices offered 
their views on what a husband 
loses when his wife leaves 
him.
Lord Justice Hodson: "He
loses something. Just as you 
lose a horse or a cow. so you 
can also lose a wife."
Lord Justice Sellers: "When 
he comes down in the morning, 
he has to cook his 6wn break- 
last."'
Lord Justice Harman: "On 
the other hand, he does not 
have to buy his wife a hat now 
and again.”
nose-dived with the younger set 
after his marriage to Debbie 
Reynolds.
"The same thing would happen 
to Elvis Presley if he got mar­
ried,” the boy said.
ACCEPTED PAT’S MARRIAGE 
There remains one glaring ex­
ception to the rule: Pat Boone.
"But he was already married 
and had kids before he became 
a star," Frankie argued. “The 
fans accepted the fact."
Aside from the danger to his- 
career. Avalon hasn't time for 
romance.
"I figure I’ve been home to 
Philadelphia about , five or six 
days in the past three months," 
he said. "And when I’m there, I 
VANCOUVER (CP) — The en- don't have much time for dating, 
tire membership of 25 present at i  I like to spend as much time as 
a meeting of the Hollyburn Toast-; possible with my . family, 
mistresses’ Club d u r i n g  the “When I m on the road, I spend 
weekend pledged their eyes .to lrnost '■ .^e ^ime in a hot?*
the Canadian National Institute I room. The only time I leave is 
for the Blind's eye bank. |to to the place where I m ap-
'pearing. Then its  back to the





Kelowna P0 2-4444 
RUDY'S TAXI





It is produced daily in the Kamloops-Okanagan area of the 
B.C. M ilk Board, thus assuring you of fresh milk at all times, 
and IT'S SO GOOD FOR YOU!
JUNE IS
d a ir y  m o n t h [_s 0 W % 1 £ .  avaporcled milk,L ) <f / quick-mixing milk
cM M A . powdor, Parted
eheesa sandwich’**, Ice cream and 
milk, Cool and satisfying!
CompmĈ travellers 1
M A K E  
D A I R Y  F O O D S  
D A I L Y  F O O D S
V,
For daily delivery 
of quality NOCA 
products, phone
P0 2-2150
\  •: ' ■ ■ ■ '
MORE SERVICE
V I here.ufe live deliveries a \u*ek' in'thp Kelowna area,
, , compared to three deliveries
. • • ' ' > ' >. - ' in the Vanetniver area,1 ■> > ■ , . • . ' 1 ’ ( ' 1 ■ 1 1
, ' This convenient delivery service hy NOCA ^assures you
' of Ircxh products,
ADDED NOURISHMENT
. ■ ’ j 1 i (
Each quart of NOCA Milk'is. enriched wilh H00 International units 
ol Vitamin D, giving the energy required for growing children and
lor hefilthy adults,';' i
Free! Marl*
£.T-J<T *1 fra’ser's "Jun* 
is Dairy Month' 
tecipas, Will* 
today I
The merry month wlion lh' 
wonderful dairy foods we 
enjoy all year’round! 
are al their most delicious, 
most milniioiis peak, 1 
Serve tl • - often al! summei 
long,,, v,. . ';,er you go!
DAIRY PARMHRB OP CANADA 4 0 9  HURON ST„ TORONTO
DW
rr\\
In v i to  «
wAf-
colltg* ch**i« i*l*d, r,r»ck«r*
' butt*r, btrry parlail with 1 
«*hipp*d cr*»m, Caiy (o fial
1 . I
1
BIG SAVINGS <or YOU
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. WED.. JUNE 3, 1958 PAGE I
A y lm e r
TOMATO
JUICE
B p ’ S !
m i’
20 oz. 
tin . . 8  f o r  9 9 c
^  PINEAPPLE 
^CHOICE PEAS
CREAM CORN
Malkin's, Sliced, Crushed, 
Tid Bits, 15 oz. tins . . . .
Meddo,
15 oz. tin, Size 5
Malkin's Fancy, 
15 oz. tin . .
BEANS p o r k Malkin's,15 oz. tin . . . . . .
:in's, Choice, 
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7 for 99c 
4 for 99c
g v Stores '
V  ■; y
CK
Yarrow, Pure,
48 oz. tin . . .
g
Prices Effective 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
June 4, 5 and 6
PETTMAN BROS.
1302 St. Paul St. — Phone PO 2-3020
CROSSROADS SUPPLY
V. I. Fowler —  Phone PO 5-5114
NEWTON'S GROCERY
857 Ellis Street — Phone PO 2-2881
ED'S GROCERY
1271 Glenmorc Road — Phone PO 2-4280
J. D. DION & SON LTD.
Rutland — Phone PO 5-5152
BOB'S DELUXE MEATS
AND GROCERIES
2902 Pandosy Street — Phone PO 2-4022
GLENMORE STORE
Pete Sclzlcr — Phone PO 2-4367
CENTRAL STORE
1705 Richter Street — Phone PO 2-2380
HALL BROTHERS LTD.
Okanagan Mission —• Phone PO 4*4335
KLO GROCERY
East Kelowna — Phone PO 2-6964
99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c
PUREX SHORT RIBS „
T I S S U E S of BEEF... <5 bs 7 7  C
8  r°iis 9 9 c S A U S A G E 3  9 9 c
SWIFT'S COTTAGE ROLL r r1 . , 1 ; \ '' 69 c ,
P R E M
DEAL
1 \tin Swift's Beef Stew FREE with 
2 tins Prern. All for
COLD MEAT v *\1 ■ ’ ■ ' '  • 1 ■ '■ : ■ 1 ■'
29c
' . Better B uy  /vv - ^
M A R G A R I N E
1 lb. pkg., | L . _ 2  1b.
In quarters - 4 #  ™ g j  J r  %  pkg. J - J r
h 1 , x ■ ■; .' 1 1, 1' ." ' ■' ............  : v
Sunkist, Malko Mac,
5 lb. cello - - - _ . „ „
Malko Mac, 14 oz. tubes, each
1 i
Winesap, Fancy -
1 1 \ •.
2 lb. cello bag
CAULIFLOWER
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Your Words Work Wonders In Courier Classifieds - Dial PO  2-4445
Births Business Personal | Help Wanted (Male) Property For Sale
CUriTS — Horn to Mr. and Mr*.' EXPERT CLEANING 
Walter Curts on June 2 at the, Have your rugs, carpets and up- 
Kelowna General Hospital, asholstcry quickly cleaned in your 
girl. Rrenda Lee, 7 lbs., 9li ois.jhomc or office. No muss, no odor, 
A sister for Cathy. 253: no liquid touches the fabric, just
—--------------- -------- -------"‘soft dry foam that's immediately
T a r r l  O f  T lta n l/C  -rem oved. For more information 
VClIU V/l l l l a l l i l ?  . about this very convenient serv-
rr„ c  —... o-*.#.' r "  AsJn ice, free estimate, no obligation,MHb. W. F- SCHELL AND please phone po 2-4371 after 
family would like to thank Iheir . 2 5
many friends for their kind cards !■_—!-------------------- ---------- - ----
and letters of sympathy sentSTROHM’S BARBER A N D
CAR ESSENTIAL
Opportunity awaits ambitious ag-1 
gressive personality as assist- 
3qt salesman with a leading 
Canadian Company. Training and 
sales assistance will be given. 
Contact R. T. Warman, PO 2- 
4202 or R. Doeksen at PO 2-7425 
between 12 a.m.-l p.m. or 5:30- 
6:30 p.m. 256
P LA N  E R
them m their recent bereave-; Beauty Shop, 2974 South Pandosy. 
moot. Open all day Wednesday, closed
—Mrs. W. S. Schell and Monday. Hours 9 a.m.-7, p.m
258 EXPERIENCED
tailer and grader and also grader 
for work in yard. Contact Shel­
ley Sawmills Ltd., 1132 3rd Ave. 
Prince George, B.C. 258
family. 253 tf
Funeral Homes
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
‘SEWING — CUSTOM MADE 
diapes, guaranteed work. Com- 
. petitivc price. Joan Degcnhardt, 
Phone PO 2-3626. tf
Position Wanted
STENOGRAPHED REQUIRES 
A position. Have beekkeeping, fil- 
- ' ing and shorthand at 150 wmp and
I SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE j tvping at 60 wpm. Phone PO 2- 
„  , , , jtraps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 7065 • 253
Our aim is to be worthy of your [nt£rior septic Tank Service. ------------------------- -----------------
Phone PO 2-2674. tfconfidence
1665 Ellis St. Phone PO 2-2204 CEMETERY BRONZE TABLETS.1- For Rent
. EXCLUSIVE SUBURBAN HOME
This ideal home Is situated on a one acre lot only 250 feet 
from the lake. It is beautifully landscaped with plenty of 
lovely shade trees. The house is post and beam construction 
and contains 2.000 sq. feet floor area . . .  a large living room 
with stone fireplace, dining room, ultra-modern kitchen, den, 
three bedrooms, two bathrooms and large attached patio. It 
is heated with two General Electric low' pressure oil furnaces. 
FULL PRICE $31,000.00 WITH TERMS
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate




COMPACT Vacuum Cleaner 
complete with floor polisher 
good condition. 550.00 complete. 
KIRBY Vacuum with polisher.
Complete 550.00.
JOBLESS PAY
. Me & Me
353 Bernard Ave.
Continued From Page One
Mr. Argue observed this would in­
terfere w’th members’ “engage­
ment’’ with the Governor-General. 
— the annual ball at Government 
in House at 9 p.m.
Paul Martin <L—Essex East* 
led the Liberals out of the meet­
ing at noon after a 24-hour sit­
ting, saying they had to attend a 
party caucus. The walkout
the committee had proposed the 
dwindling fund be reinforced 
,'rom the federal treasury.
When Mr, Martin tried to chal­
lenge the chairman’s rule in a 
formal vote. Mr. Small started 
slamming his gavel so lustily that 
Robert Muir (PC — Cape Breton 
North-Victoria) clapped his hands 
over his cars ano moved to a 
scat further from the chair.
"The worst act of a committee 
c h a i r m a n since government 
started in Canada." snapped 
Alexis Caron (L—Hull).
. , I "You know nothing of the 
10 J  rules,” he yelled.
When Mr. Martin tried to get
Comint) Events
and memorial granites. H. ROOM FOR RENT — VERY
Schuman. 465 
Phone PO 2-2317.
, A. W. GRAY
Real Estate & Insurance 
Agencies Ltd.
(Paramount Building!
Morrison Ave. closo jn Lady preferred. Non‘347 Bernard Ave. Phone PO 2-3175
lowed a m o t i o n  by Ferguson!
I BnT „ ' PtCtu~  Vancouvcr-Kings-, i„,o"'tht.‘”figh? V gain‘ ‘ chaimuft lway) that the committee sit un- c,,,.,,, lv l W,Y,i,
253 Th° m°ti0n WaS car*! “Mr. Martin, you can’t bluffriea 0 to 5. >nH, Take it, to the House (of
" ♦ tW -. was no further work Commons) if you like."
Eventually, the chairman's lul*
BARBECUE BARGAIN
Hurry to Rexall Corner , ... „  ,,,, ,
[Only 5 left going at cost price, on th° Ml- Political cannonading
RUTLAND RUMMAGE SALE d r a PES EXPERTLY MADE
*f | drinkers. privileges if!
by the United Church will be p,.ee ostimates. Doris
Kitchen
'preferred. Call 595 Lawrence or 1 FULLY FURNISHED
held at the Rutland Fire Hall a t |p honc p o  2-2481.
1:30 Friday. June 5. Your a t- '----------------------------------------- -
tendance and your friends will , > 1 »
make it a success. Spread the HfilD W S IttC Q  (FGITISIG) 
word in your neighbourhood. ' •
Guest - phone PO 2-3873. 
tf
Steakmaster barbecue. Strong continued for about 20 minutes 
black metal bowl. Chrome g r i l le d  the meeting then adjourned.
. . . legs, rubber tired wheels. A,r - Argue, who remained after 
Only $6.39 i the Liberals left, said the coirt-
WILLITS-TAYLOR DRUGS LTD.’ mittee’s action was a sharp con- 
Bernard Ave. trast to that of the prime min-
253 , 255 , 256|ister who had agreed Tuesday to
i - i u u v v  T-r w iinf ar idelay extended sittings of the ACCORDION SALE A,r  ^HOLE-1H until ncxt week.
SALE prices. Several 120 Bass,
Accordions. All brand new and Pie- c o m in 11 t e e was doing
Three bedroom stucco bungalow only four: cascs at Paramount Music ^omethms: dnectly opposite to
ing was sustained on a vote.
433 Bernard i 'hat of the prime minister, liesaid
BRITISH
COLUMBIA
ROUNDUPIf (short blocks from Bernard. Has 220 v wiring to house, full 4 piece! Centre. PO 2-4525.
’ THE pFRMARn l/SPKE 1 plumbing, maple and tile floors, gas heating, etc. Nice grounds, i/^vc ' 254, __________________________ _
hrn r.k m ? W H  Bernard Ave exccUent buy. (Sewing Machine, carrying case- Mi. Brown countered that Con- to burn down the wholc o( Kam.
I Phone P02-22L). _____ Hi and attachments, like new. Set I servatives on the committee h a d 'loops -  tho firc chic{ said
clubs and bag. Reason-1 to forgo a party caucus and there| Hc said he had cC-idencc to
PO 2-4977. 253 was no y,ca'Tn why f ^ Lll)erals, suggest who was responsible forcouldn t do the same. TTicrc was ; the fire but laf
’>54 ;? 7 p e m ™ n m -----qTFNOORA-l LOVELY 2 ROOM UNFURNISH-j JUST LISTED. New 2 bedroom home on nice street just out of the.0f golf
---------  ---------- - f o r ^ ro f^ ^ io n a L E D  suite. Available June 1. Phone City in new subdivision. Has 220v wiring, full 4 piece plumbing, able. I
MAKE IT A DATE FOR THIS PHER requ red for_ professional po 2-8613 tf auto, oil heating, full basement, rock wool insulation, city water '
Sunday at the Guisachan Farm, I office in Kelowna. Reply *° ----------- * — ----- —  — • - fireplace and all modern conveniences. Large 85’ x 160
come and bring the family to'3722_ Daily Courier in own hand- SLEEPING ROOM. 453 LAWR- j0l will consider smaller home on trade. Priced at 
enjoy the Kelowna Riding Club’s ‘ writing, stating age. qualifica- EKCE Ave. Phone PO 2-2414. Item s available.
Sr r<‘.nan Gymkhunil- Evcnts sta«  tl0"S Thur.Vsat., tf — -T" • BUSINESS BLOCK ON ELLIS STREET JUST OFF BERNARD „  PORTABLE TYPEWRITE
at J:30‘ ........... ' 55 u rro n D P co p n  AMTirn------2 R00MLD, BURNISHED smite. p rescntly occupied by two stores. Oil heated. 220v wiring, concre’ - class condition. I hone IO
riv irnvririnv  WF! rnM F TO HAIRDRESSER WANTED — Private entrance. Apply 1660 
S ™  W’h c c S  squar^,Apply Box 3720 Kelowna Courier.; Ethcl gt. Phone PO 2-3670
dance, Saturday. June 6, at 
-8 p.m. in the Centennial Hall. Les 
Boyer MC. Buffet supper. _  255
AQUATIC” DINING” ROOM NOW 
open for the season. _______tf
— I    I   J   
il heated, 220v iring, concr
. foundation, city sewer and water. At the rear there is also a fully 
modern 8 room home that can be rented or used as living quarters
’ landscaped BOY S NAVY BLUE BLAZER, j nothing more important than to ; xhe de' tr0Vcd / ^ v a t e 'e a r '  
$18,375 with sizes 14 years, like new. Phone get the new insurance benefits l aee .,nd b‘ o h H  .K’, 
PO 2-2358 evenings. tf.out to the workers. L n w i r S u m S
----------------------------TER Mr. Argue maintained the com-. identiMod ns thoso stok>u
O 2-4426.' nuttee had made considerable icr h.onl a pnrl;cd delivery 




WANTED — TRANSPORT AT 
ION to Edmonton. B.C. and Al-1 
berta drivers license. Will drive 
for transportation. Phone PO 5- 
5568. 254
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS — 
Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna.
WANTED
Someone who is now
Wanted To Rent
iOwner has clear title. Lot is 46’ x 149', 
!S12.00C will handle.
Full price of $23,000 and;
254 p g e " 
----  and it was a " m i s t a k e "  to
| "force" a continuation of the
earl- 
truck.
TRAIL (CP)—Secretary J. P, 
Kobluk of the Knights of Colum-
WANTED -  LAKESHORE COT- „ oooc
TAGE with good sandy beach, 2jJ- F. Klassen PO-2-8885
bedroom, July 5 to 18. Forward;------------------------------
all particulars to S. Mulligan
Residence Phones: A. W. Gray PO 5-5169
A
Lost and Found
Box 370. Hope. B.C. 253. 255 ;
BY BUSINESS EXECUTIVE' 
and family, large 2 or 3 bedroom I 
home, close in preferred. 1 or 2; 
., i , ivear lease acceptable. Phone;commuting between jpo 2-7194. 254!
Kelowna and Vernon
HORN - RIMMED READING 
glasses, possibly in Pridham 
subdivision. Finder please phone 
Court House (Electrical Dept.)
254
by car





in new house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone PO.2-4831.
mon. wed. lri tf
Able to leave Kelowna 
at 2:30 p.m.
Phone P0 2-4445
i MAPLE RIDGE EQUITATION 
CENTRE
The Maple Ridge Equitation Cen­
tre is putting on courses in riding 
for all ages and standards of rid­
ing commencing June 29th — go­
ing right through to September. 
You can take one, two or more 
weeks or stay on for the two 
months. Accommodation f o r
r iD r i J I  ATION MANACiFR!k°archnff students in comfortable L.1KUULA 1KJIN M ANAUhK ^  near the stables. Chief In-
T h o  T l a ik /  f n n r i p r  structress is Mrs. April Mervedtj 
I l ie  L /dliy  vJJUl lei ! (ffrench-Mullen). B.H.S. Writej<
tf for programme and rates to: 
:32nd Rd.. Walnut Place, Haney. 
Phone INg. 3-9711 or INg. 3-9717.
"GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY"
Avenue hasThis successful subdivision — Bay 
ONE HOUSE LEFT.
For as little as $2,425.26 Down and 
Only $61.27 per month
. . you can be the proud owner of this lovely home.
SEE US TODAY.
Articles Wanted ! meeting on a narrow 6 to 5 vote.: bus in B.C. said here Tuesday
1 w ant  to  Rtiv HAND mcmbci called another the organization had voted to sup*
' S TZ  pV.} Saddle Phone and thcre werc >’d^ e l- ; port construction of an office in
E Johnson PO 2-4696 P02 3760 afte \  ^  h tf : lanfous char8*-’s f>f stalling, pol- Ottawa, to become permanentE. Johnson 1 U 2 4b9b PQ2-3760 aftei 5.____________ tf j itickingi a,jSU1.d behaviour and; headquarters of the Canadian
D/v*#. 0  C .m n K n r  steamroHcr tactics on the part of Catholic conference, 
r e i s  Ot s u p p l i e s  ,the Progressive Conservative ma-l
------------ ------ —----------------- joritv. I SARDIS (CP) — Chief Ritchie
SHELLY’S PET SUPPLIES Amid the crossfire, the com-1 Malloway nnd Mrs. Malloway 
(Puppies budgies gold and tropi- mittec studying government-pro-1will attend the Lieutenant - gov- 
cal fish, tame white mice andlPos*^ amendments to the Unem-.ei nor’s garden party honoring 
rats novelties pet books. Conv!P'°^mcn  ̂ Insurance Act accom-- Queen Elizabeth and P r i n c e
plctc line dog foods and supplies, I thls: . . . . . .
bird foods and supplies, aquar- R Bound out that the uncm-
256!,doymcn  ̂ insurance investment 
committee—headed by governor 
James Coyne of the Bank of Can­
ada—to find out why sale of fund
CARRUTHERS & AAE1KLE LTD.
364 BERNARD AVE. — PHONE PO 2-2127 - 
Louise Borden 2-4715 — Evenings — Geo. Gibbs 2-8900
jiums and equipment.
BOXER PUPS FOR SALE -  
Fawn, black masks, white mark 
ings. Males $100. Delivered after' securities in 1958-59 resulted in a 
July 1. Phone or write Green-; net loss of $10,115,000. 
acres Cattle Co., Pritchard, near; Mr. Martin contended the loss 
Kamloops. • (had come about through partici-
Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat., tLpation in last year's bond con-
of the federal
PINE GROVE ESTATES
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
AIR CONDITIONING
For all your heating, air conditioning and 
refrigeration problems contact the experts,.
ARCTIC REFRIGERATION 
1980 Pandosy St. Phone P02-2682
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
MOVING AND STORAGE
D. CHAPMAN & Co.
Allied \'an Lines. Agents Local. Long 
Distance Moving. Commercial and House- j as ONEY 






: Koolvent awnings. No down payment.
JUMBO ENTERPRISES 
1053 Pandosy St., Kelowna. Ph. PO 2-3041
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
TURNER BROS.
Major Appliance Repairs At 
Kelowna Service Clinic 
rhone PO2-2031 1569 Water St.
JIM'S AUTOMATIC 
Appliance Service
Recommended Westlnghousc Service 
rhone PO2-200I At Bennett's
FRANK'S NOVELTY & GIFT SHOP 
Harold Johnston, Prop. "
Hobby Supplies, Jokes, Tricks, Toys, 
Games, Fine China, Souvenirs.
213 Bernard Ave. Phone PO2-3302
pAiN TIN G~A IM D D  EC OR ATI NgT
TO LOAN, TO BUY, 
renovate or refinance. 
Reekie Agencies, 253 Lawrence: 
Ave. Phone PO 2-2346. . t f ’
AUCTIONEERS _ _
Ready Cash W a l l s  You for all house­
hold elfecls. Also goods taken in for 
auction. Phone P02-292I. 273 Leon Ave. 
CROWE'S AUCTION ROOMS
Equipment Rentals
j FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and polishers now available for 
e x p e r ie n c e d  painter. • decorator, sign r e n t  jn  Kelowna; also spray guns,
painter, also Disney cartoons for ehil. I .......  '
dren’s playrooms. Will do professional ] skill SdW , electUC disc, Vlbi atOl! 
.lob. c o n t a c t  h. Peter Kuehn. Phone sanders and roto-tillcr. B & B; 
p o  2-4963. (Paint Spot Ltd. For details phone
, M. W. F. tf
JUST COMPLETED
1.535 sq. ft.. .ultra modern 
throughout. Hardwood floors, 
panelled walls, ceiling-to- 
floor brick fireplace, gas 
furnace, full basement. In 
new1 subdivision. Only 200 
yards to fine beach.
. PIIONE J. W. StVAISLAND AT PO 4-4452
OKANAGAN MISSION
LOTS AVAILABLE
Philip in Victoria July 17. Chief 
Malloway will represent Sardis 
and other local tribes.
CHILLIWACK (CP) — Twcnty- 
onc-ycar-old Joseph Lcmp of 
North Surrey was remanded for 
two months when he appeared in 
Chilliwack police court today on 
a charge of common assault. 
Lcmp, who pleaded guilty, will 
return in August for a review of 
the ease, and a probation officer's
—----- -----—-----;— ---------—(version program
Gardening and Nursery; illcc hc said, !h0„ld;report.
YOU’LL POINT WITH PRIDE | VICTORIA (CP'—Thousands of
to your beautiful lawns by using; <*thc Jund^helped jdoUars -n damage was caused:by
fire which swept through athe fertilizer preferred by Golf R a state where-' fur-.
Courses everywhere . . . MILOR-|^e r ' l3Urdcns wcic to be im- C]l. ] dl...jng kdn ;d tile Smithcr 
GANITE . . .  The natural organic | l ^  “ > w o r ^ s  trough ^  ( Coda/ Co^ |)allv planl hcrc latQ 
fertilizer. Not a chemical. Can be Tuesday. Officials said no csti-
In this fine new suP-division, 
with access to beach, only 4 
miles from Kelowna. Natural 
gas and approved water sys­
tem available, good soil con­
ditions. School and commu­
nity hall nearby. .
View these lots today.
used on new or long established 
lawns with equal effect. Dry . . . 
clean . . . long lasting, obtainable 
in 40 lb. or 80 lb. bags at your 
building suppliers in Kelowna, i 
Wm. Haug and Sons. Water St.
cent increase in employer - cm-1 
ploycc contributions to the fund. mate could be made until - it was 
Labor Minister Starr said there! determined how many bundles'of 
had been a profit on. the conver- shingles wcic lost in the blaze.
sion deal and that losses came 
later.
■>AA 9W7 osn 9V3l “Mr. Martin is just stalling,” 
•’ 1 observed Bobbv McDonald (P C -
CHOICE IRIS ROOTS, 25c Each,]Hamilton South).
August delivery. Come choose “Deflecting politicking,’; threw
varieties now. Phone PO 2-8045. !in Howard Grafftey- (PC—Bromc-lof an upper storey. Hc was taken
253
..VICTORIA (CP)—Howard Elk. 
ington, 28-year-old construction 
worker, survived a 63-foot fall 
to the pavement from a building 
at HMCS dockyard Tuesday while 
cleaning point from the windows
Missisquoi). !to hospital in serious condition
orven t u  t tmc - • m m i r u r a r  When the committee decided to; with fractures of the thigh, right 
KUI.U iiL,L,UN(j, rb u u u n i . u ] cajj the investment committee on| elbow and nose, concussion and 
and sawing wood.- Phono..PO 2-|Mr>- , McDpnald’S motion, .Mr.ja possible fractured pelvis.
(3104, tf | Martin started an uproar by rc-
PIIOTO SUPPLIES IPO 2-3636.
CAR DEALERS
SI EG MOTORS
Borsvvnrd and Renault Sale* Is Service 
142 Bernard Ave. Phone P02-3452
Nlxht: P02-3418
RIBELIN S CAMERA SHOP . 
Photd FlnlshlnK. Color Films and Services I 





1569 Water St. Phone PO2-203I
Plumbing and .Heating
(BATTERIES FOR EVERY Type 
|transistor, portable1 radio. Barr, 
;nnd Anderson, 594 Bernard. tf|
AFRICAN VIOLETS, 
PLANTS and flower 
Phone PO 2-8239.





Aa low as *3,000, No down payment. 
Balance in 10 years,
- -  JUMnO ENTERPRISES
DUHACLKAN CLEANS furniture, ruga 3053 pandosy SI., Kelowna, Ph. PO 2-30il
and walls the scientific way. No satur- 
atlon. Heasonahle rates. Free estimate. 
RITE WAY CLEANERS 
P02-2973
DECORATIN(*
KELOWNA PAINT’ It WALLPAPER LTD. 
Your Monamcl Dealer
Phone P021320 , ’




239 Bernard Ave, Phone PO2-2110
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
Property Wanted
SHEEP OR CATTLE RANCH -  
buy or rent with option to buy. 
Have VLA, Wilfred Thornhill, 
Box 172, Grand Forks, P.Ci 260
PRICE REDUCED
Attractive 3 year old 3 bedroom N.H.A. Bungalow overlooking 
fairways of Kelowna Golf Club, large livingroom, wall to wall 
broadlqom, open fireplace, automatic oil heat, full basement, 
multiple listing.
: NOW ' $13,900
C. E. METCALFE REALTY LTD.
| BLACK MOUNTAIN TOP SOIL, 
> j gravel, light , loam, shale. Ernie 
1 ] Rojcm. Phone PO 2-8153. tf
defeated motion of his own that 
members of the unemployment 
insurance a d v i s o r y  commit­
tee also be called in.
Legal
253 BERNARD AVE. ,
or evenings call Bob Bailey
PHONE PO 2-4919 
PO 2-8582
Property For Sale
d e l iv e r y  s e r v ic e
WOODS LAKE MOTEL 
GOOD FISHING AND 
' SWIMMING
1 yvonne K nuS|[ H modern units with large living
1 Letters. • reports, ' clrculuri, hullctlns, I qumtors for owner plus 2 tent 
minrogrAphing He. |units, .8 boats, 2 outboard motors,
i Room 2 318 ncmsrd Phone PQ2-2317: a!K| 300 foot of Hike frontage with
RUBBER STAMPS I approximately acres of nice
A v e .---------- --------------------------------------------- (level grounds: An exceptional
buy at $59,000 with $35,000 down,
SCHROEDF.IUS 
SnusAges It, Dcllcntciscn 
Phone 1*02-213(1 623 llunr.v
All MUMges TOAdo ou the premise*. ; INTERIOR STAMP CO.
- 1449 F.lljs St, Phone PO2-2063
Cars And Trucks
TRAIL (CP)—Delegates to the 
British Columbia Arena^Managers 
Association convention hcrc Tues­
day decided to set up a commit­
tee to study provincial fire reg­
ulations.'
THREE RESIGNED ■ • They agreed a review of the
Three labor members of this [fire laws, particularity in respect 
committee recently resigned in to public buildings* is necessary 
protest at a government appoint- because some statutes date back
COMET DELIVERY SERVICE 
Phone P02'28.VS 
General Csrtmie
jri* Leon Ave, Kelowna. 14,0.
*" ' SPEEDY-  DELIVERY" SERVICE"
Delivery »nd Trunvlrr Service , 
II. E. (HermanI llanann 
1427 Elite St,
I'honee Dey PO 2-4023
Eve P4J 2-3111 _
~ ~  K<UJII’MENT RENTAI-S
' floor , Sanders’  - Paint Sprajers 
Rmo-Tlllera • Ladders • Hand Sander* 
*  II, li R. PAINT SPOT, LTD.
107 Ellis Si. ' Phone ' PO-l-3636
-, ’ -  FUNERAL HERVICES
—ki:lo'vNa funeral directors”
Phones
, Dey l*4» 1-3040
' Kve P<) 2-304(1 -, po moot -
Sntlsfactlnn and Speed on Your, 
Rnliher Stamp Need*
'SAND AND GRAVEli
Delivered stralkht from our pit.
For full details nnd Information 
call Mr, Hill PO 2-4960 or Reekie 
Agencies PO 2-234(5, 253 Lawrence 
Ave., Kelowna, A Multiple Ex-
11*11 m ai inm i ni w , i okjCrushed Roadiyay Gravel lor your drive-1 CIllMVc l.lstlng. 254
way . . f t n ™ ! 4,45” ’. CIIEAP̂  ̂ FOR QUICK SALEr'7
------- - n v i r  _ _  v --------1 loomed house, 3 bedrooms,
___ ^SERVILE STATIONS 1 close to Gyro Park, 220 wiring,
s u n s h in e  s e r v ic e  - full plumbing, automatic’ electric 
phone P02-3369 Kelowna w a fv r  heater, Few fruit- trees,
Brakes - Car Wash • Inne-lps vo()ni(.(, 0 Q lt llg 0  „ t r( ,a l- t)f ,o t .
Hig garage, $7,000 with $5,000
Tune.)
Spring Change O v e r 
DEWING SUPPLIES
Put "N ew  Pep" in your Old Car
’ with an 1
"ALLSTATE". REMANUFACTURED  
ENGINE
New Gar Guarantee — 00 dnys oi -1,000 miles. 
Guaranteed trade-in allowance regardless of condition, 
' NO CRATE DEPOSIT NEEDED 
, ; WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES
Delivery In approximately 72 hours,
• Inslnllcd in your car for ns little ns 
$16.00 Down $11.60 Monthly
T E N D E R
Tenders will be , received not 
later than June 15,. 1959 at 
the office of Sun-Rypc Pro­
ducts Ltd., 1165 Ethel St., 
Kelowna, B.C. for The haul 
ing and disposal of all .surplus 
FRUIT PULP from Kelowna 
Plants No. 1 and No. 2.
In order to comply, with regu­
lations contained in Trade In­
formation Letter No. 170 from 
the Department of National 
Health and Welfare, All Fruit j 
Pulp most be disposed of and 
not fed to livestock.
SUN-RVPi: PRODUCTS LTD.
. '244, 250, 253, 25(1, 262
mcnt .to the unemployment insur 
r.nce commission'.
Mr, Small ruled Mr. Martin out 
of order, and Mr, Martin charged 
he was putting the committee in 
an absurd position by turning him 
down after allowing a somewhat 
similar move by government sup­
porters.
"IL’s unfair that the commit 
tee shouldn't be called simply be­
cause ,lt recommended ngainst 
government policy,” Mr, Martin 
said in reference to the fact that
to 1926.
J. O. Evans, manager of the 
Vancouver Forum, was elected 
nresident lor the codling year, 
Les -Edwards of Penticton was 
named vice-president nnd Bill 
Oliver, Victoria, secretary-treas­
urer.
Directors are Joe Dubowskl, 
Victoria; Harry Atkinson, Van­
couver; Don Campbell, Kam­
loops; Jack Morgan, Nelson; Bert 





PHONE PO 2-3805 
262
"Y o u r
____  down or $6,000 unsli,, Possession
hevvlng sui'i'i.Y CENTgii j July! Phone Po 2-6116 before 
Phone l*()3-2o:i2 425 llerneril Ave. 8 n,m, or nfter' 6 p.m.
Singer Roll-A.Msgto V»cuum C.I*»tmr 139.931 ,) r ,|
Rrueh Vsviium Clehner 1109,03 * 1 ‘ . ___ ;...... ‘’..‘.L.'*®'’!.,'’1'"
- Sewing Service »- Sprclallly. ] ' , ~  ” ■ l 4f )X s '
SIIARPRNING ANI> REPAIRS j We have pn excellent .selection
--------“ 'tommy i'HAFT... ...~ 6<)(>d building lots at reason-
\  Sheiptniiig it liepeire able prices, Sec, us no\\\, Reekie
1133\Elite si. Phone P02-3000 Agencies, 253 l.awrciicc Ave,:
For Plch-Up end DelUery phone PO 2-234(5, 1 250GAS EQUIPMENT__
‘K m *  S d l t f  Vvt*'Ctnlrel,8Uhii,M ER U O T T A G E S —-P R E F A B
' Okenegen"
Phone I’G3-Uii free eillmelee 31* Rernerd
■ o k  *  **'*̂ .̂ *.̂ 1̂
Kvergrein*. hTewertn* ShDih*. I’erennlel*. 
PiHltd ptent* end C ul l'l»"er».
K, I1URNKTT Grrtnhou.r. 1 Nnrwry
•03 oi»n»o«)d A'*- I’Ui-MI*
11A RD W AR E ' ST6R 1*18 _ ̂ ,
, '■'r;''- T l L '> A I N T s " ‘ ' 
Reelly VlMtier*. Frig*. I**ep rrresrr*. 




- r V.I„A, HOME IN BANKHEAD,
No down payment •- 3-yMr 4erm«, 2 b e d ro o m s , full b n s e m e n t  w ith  
ju m b o  f.nti,:iu *hisf.!\ , ,| c e d a r  p a n o ll( '( | d e n , A p p ro x , I 
3033 Pepdney St., Kelowna. Ph, 1*0 J.J0U; RW. \Vlll Sell privately opt'R (DlOSel I* UCl fOV 
ttv Axire n A ir i rk  ' m a r k e t  o r  u n d e r  V ,L ,A , tet (Veto*;
_______ V  ANI> RAI),W .... ......  ran, Phone PO 2-2843, , 2 5 6 ,
"■ 1 ,!';!NU1 1 , b e duuom  h o u se  on ox . -  - '
III 4 Loin specl.llm K 0H D  A v|,mi(, | |u l)u ,d io „S |)oli. J050 GHEV,
'" :h\r , . M' session, ,$8,000, t<*
UPIIOUSTEIIERS \  461 Rose Ave. or p
Now Under New MaiinKcnilRnt
Crossromls 'I’KXACO Service 
1 nml Cafe «
Jnck Kaufman, Prop,
24 HOUR
Gar and Truck Service
For fineY.V
MUST SELL-~T>2 FARGO PICK- 
■jUP.. Gpoil condition, dnei tires. 
■ Well cared for, Phone PO 5-5505,
: " 1 , • , tf
Texaco Products ,— 
truck nnd cars,
Auto Financing
GAR BUYERSI OUiF f INANC- 
ING service at low cost will help 
you make a better (leal, Ask us 
now before you ,buy. Oarruthers 
fc.Mclklo Ltd.1 304 Bernard Avc,, 
Kelowna. ,
253, ii54, 255, 265, 206, 267
No Playoffs For 
Bluenose Gridders
HALIFAX (CP) -  the  Nova’! 
Scotia Football League, voted, 
Tuesday night not to enter Cm- 
nndliin Rugby Union playoffs tliLs
seakon. . ...................
A spokesman said the decision 
doc's not mean the league Is with­
drawing from tho, CRU, A (loci-, 
Sion on that would lie made'next 
year, , ,
The 1 hurt schedtiUi necessary to 
meet CRU playoff dates was c|lcd 
ns the main reason for the deci­
sion Jo stay Out this year.
Courier Want-Ads
, RATES■ 1 : , , . '
Standard Typo ,
It's So Easy
, - > .to profit by placing a -
DAILY COURIER AD ;
Just fill in this form and'mail it to:
THE DAILY COURIER WANT Al). DEPT,, KELOWNA




, ' rl"tUMi njiioi-sn;nv
ro.v.vaiv RUllainlI’hvHi* I’4)J 3IJT |0 1,| hmlilmg salisllrrt vuslomtl*
“ Fit* Horn* Lsiimalfs
Boats And Engines
imiu'diau* poll. 1 9 5 0 'C.OOD MKCil- i”r; puTERHORbUGl! CAHINL’i consecutive 
crms-l C a 11 at ANICAL coiMlltlon piid.tlrpH. hogtcrt,|scr \Whv 30, h.p. Kyliirudi' lipicrtions
iionc.l O -r7W(); ,Y.!!Y * L  ■ ‘‘V,'1:-’ Lurk clec\nc siarting uutoanrU*; 0 cohiiocutlvo
1 ->)■ ),"H I tnk*  ̂ small (fir 1 atul balaiici |»|H.S jecessorics', ,Kce 'it o rjn o rc
SMALL 3 ROQMEf) lioUSIiVON 1 W' 1,ll0n°
12 Alxait 5 mitds from,
Ml
FOR MOIUGAGF. MONBY 
amt N.H.A, lai-ans, r*n*uU ' 
CAIU4UT1IF.IU4 It MKIKIJK LTD, 
Il«rnar4 Av*. D «** POl-lltl
MOTO*CYCI.ia AND BICYCLES
WELDING
ian r. i:oi.UNsoN 
l IUJ IJlis 04,
i l
K«l<r*M I'huo* rOl-MM
GLNERAI. WKI.DING1 A HKI'AHIS 
i Ornanwimal Iron 
KtXOWNA MACH1NF. HIIOP 
I’hon* roi-KM*
To place an od |n U1I1 
i acctlon Phono
r o M m  ,
acripv..................... - .......  j
Kelowna. Priced Dw a quick sale, MUST ;i 
at $2500, Phone PO 2-2765. WAGEN, 'Very
, 1 255 -  • ----
y:
5 ATTRACTIVE LOTS AT HANK- 
HEAD. 10flftll8 ft. $2300 b) $2500, 
Phone P0 2j7U<>. , 255
ROOM HOUSE WITH HATH
761 Cloipcut Avcr ,257
< 1050 VOLKS- 
good value! 
Price $005.00. Phono PO 2-8659, ,
257




per word 2,l.i»f 
iiiscrlions
per woid ■ 2r
at the Yacht Club, float No. 3, , ( U»8llicd Display . , • • .
stall No, ±\ or Phono'P0>28(«1. q„0 ini,eilli)U ............ 51.12 Inch
f il l  in  t h is  fo rm  w ith  p e n c il INK WILL BLOT
256
FOR QUICK SALE -  1056 FQRD
Small Appliances
VANCOUVER PRICES -  OK 
Sunbeam kottlca, irons toasters; 
oxaihple (IE Fry Pans S14!05.Fairliuir, fully ('quipped, excel 
lent condition. Plionu PQ 2-6173, 'iBttVr’niuI Andum)i'i, fiOVUcrhard,
' - ■ -.r ' >■ - ,1, ' , tf




or more ,,05 inch
. Classified Cards
One Inch'dolly -----  17,50 month
Dally for fi montha , 8,50 |nonth
tnwnt!linos daily $ 9.W) month 
Ench additional llnq 2,00 nidnlh
1 1 ' •, 1
v ,1 (lay ( 3 days .
'I')' 10 words 1 1 .3(1 ■ ' '.75
tu 15'words . . . . . . . i . . . . . .......... -15 ( L13,
io 20 words ... ' ,60 l.Of)







THE OLD HOME TOWN By Startle.
LIKE THEY ALWAYS SAY- 
LOST A DAUGHTER1 -  BUT 
GOT BACK YOU® „
"T*E LE PH 0/4 E 1 i , / vi*/a «j»»*er..
r r x ~ ~ A L T V  h e e  : (JUNIOPa  l o w a n c e
^  h e e Y ^ ^  n o t  s o   ̂ HOORAY..
NOW L 
you can  >
DOUBLE
■5VWLEO (_s-TT'
- WEDDING BELLS -  AND AN ECHO "
« «• »'M wur»«* »»***•»• 6 -3
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
. <m+**~~* r?High ShoesTHAT BUTTON ON BOTH SlKS W 30 THEY CAN $t WOAN f*on trrutA poor J.
,SwUn.rr«A l*<
JANIT M A W cruir/'L 'rt-
K*%« Uti  ̂MtMTS { *■; tr,
I !■ !» ■ Whit* . 1m.  »* • ’«!« m
_ t i  J -T T  r  CA.
Trapper Has 'No Regrets' 
-Won't Trade For Money
TORCH RIVER. Sask , ICP'—I Trapping became his sole ea 
iscar Stromberg, 69, who lives [reer when he came here, and he 
i a one-room log cabin and1 is a booster of the . Northern 
vorks a 120-mtle trapline all Saskatchewan fur conservation 
ear. has no regrets. program.
“I’m a free man.” Oscar says1 * A trapper must ‘farm his 
rappily. “ I wouldn’t trade places trapline, he maintains. “ With 
vith a millionaire." every traPPer following this prac-
.. „ , . . in -i .tice we should have as much fur
&  5 U S V & ?  s™ti»  *»« " om ” w -  *c ha"
den, and sav they feci no need.
to get any closer. Beavers illustrate the value of
Always'a huntdr and trapper,i conservation, he says.
Stromberg came to Canada in; “ A beaver pelt has value, but 
1927 from his native Minnesota, i that’s only part of it.” Beaver 
’T d  read about Canada and itsjpondr form natural reservoirs for 
game,’’ he* said in a recent inter-; water, preventing flash floods 
view. He came to this area 50, and raising water levels in the 
miles northeast of Prince Albert; surrounding areas. They provide 
in 1934 and has lived here since.;habitat for mink, muskrat, water- 
Their two sons and one daugh-'fowl and other wildlife.
Iter, raised on the banks of the, “ I feel sorry for cattle owners 
| Torch River, now live away from in places where beavers have 
'home. been trapped out. and where
HEALTH COLUMN




Is little water for their cabin door. Fuel also Is, 
handy. “Sometimes I cut it my­
self,” says Oscar, “but mostly ij 
let the beaver cut it.” !
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., JUNE 3, 1951 PAGE 11
MORE MURDERS
LONDON < CP t—There were 12TRAVELS ON FOOTA sled dog pulls his load of ; , . . .  ,. * .. ..
supplies as he covers his trap- A warm welcome awaits a l l ^ ^ e r s  ln ^  l'rst three months 
line on foot. Small cabins at visitors to their cabin. *T!ospital-j?f th®. >ear “* the Greater Lon- 
strategic locations provide shel- ‘ty never made anyone poor,” he jf  P°llcc annals. The annual av- 
ter T says. don area, five more than the
same period of 1958, and a recordHis wife, Inga, is an authority
on wildlife. She says she doesn’t Norwegian and British whaling 
miss modern conveniences. i fleets in the Antarctic use ship- 
“We have running water.” she j based helicopters to aid their 
says, pointing to the river nearloperations.
erage is 22.
exchanging cheques and bills, 
and settling balances, was set up 
in London in 1T7Q.
CLEARING HOUSE
A bankers' clearing house for'the year.
MOSTLY ICE
The Kara Sea, an inlet of the 
Arctic Ocean in northeast Rus­
sia, is icebound for 10 months of
T T P v 7 NURSE—WOULD YOU I 
GrvETHlSTOMfSSEVE 










WE'RE GOING TO GET A COUPlE OF PATS Of ^  
INTERCEPTS PROM A CARRIER, Tut'GETTYSBURG* I 





WAS LEASED BV 
LAUNCESTON, ENGLAND, 
IN 1522 FOR USE AS A 
CEMETERY AT AN ANNU/L 
RENTAL Of 93 CENTS 
• AND THE PRICE HAS 
,  NOT BEEN CHANGED 
IN  417 YEARS
,*T THE AGE Of ID BECAME THE FIRST 
PERSON TO CLIMB MT. MAOELEGABEL- 
8,600 FEET HIGH - 
AMD A m m o  H IS FEAT 7  TIMES EACH 









Thursday’s, vibrations indicate 
the possibility of unusual trends 
which should” benefit your busi­
ness or profession. Personal re­
lationships continue to be gen­
erously influenced, so you should 
have an all-around pleasant day.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
' If tomorrow ,is vour birthday, 
your horoscope holds out some 
very pleasant prospects for the 
coming year. Within the next 12 
months, you should find your 
energies at a highly constructive 
peak, and the outlook is excellent 
for job advancement, business exr 
pansion and financial gain. You 
. Will have to take advantage of 
opportunities to benefit by such' 
good influences, of course, but 
the stars are on your side. De­
spite a notable rise in your 
status by October, don’t be foolish 
and offset gains by going on a 
spending spree or speculation 
during the latter part of that 
month or in November. Adverse 
influences discourage all risks 
then.
Domestic and social activites 
are generally favored for the 
balance of the year, ’and romance 
is governed by fine influences all 
of this month; also in October 
nnd December. You could be 
faced with a complex personal
situation in late November, but 
you can avert it by being alert— 
and understanding of others’ 
feelings. Look for some good bus­
iness news late in December.
A child born on this day. will 
be artistically inclined and en­
dowed with a subtle, but brilliant 
sense of humor.
By Herman N. Bundesen, M. D .1
Although streptococcal disease 
generally does not have to be re-' 
ported to health authorities, it; 
can be fairly contagious. j
As a matter of fact, when one, 
child in the family develops a ’ 
strep infection, the chances are) 
from 25 to 50 per cent that at j 
least one of the other children j 
will contract it, too. ,
YOUNGSTERS SUSCEPTIBLE |
Most likely to catch the dis-j 
case from a brother or sister! 
are youngsters of three or four. j 
Those under two and over tenj 
arc much less likely to become 
ill.
Three Rochester, New York, 
doctors who are finishing up a 
10-year grass-roots investigation 
of streptococcal infections, say 
the attempts to protect brothers 
and sisters from the disease by 
medical means generally are not 
recommended. Nor should the 
activities of these children be 
limited unless they become ill 
themselves.
MOST COMMON INFECTIONS
The most common strep in­
fections occur in the throat. 
Among these are tonsillitis and 
scarlet, fever. The streptococcus 
may also cause some ear infec­
tions and swollen neck glands.
It is important to check with 
your doctor if your child has a 
sore throat for more than a day 
or two. Cases of sore throats 
somethimes develop into rheu­
matic fever. And this, of course, 
might mean damage to the 
heart.
PENICILLIN INJECTIONS
Doctors might recommend in­
jections of penicillin for a pe­
riod of about ten days to pre­
vent a strep throat from becom­
ing a case of rheumatic fever.
Such a precaution is especially 
advisable for youngsters between 
the ages of four nnd eight who 
come down with sore throats any 
time during the months of Janu­
ary through June.
STUDY IMPORTANT
This latest study by Drs. 
Frank A. Disney, Burtis B. 
Breese and William Talpey is 
especially important bacause it 
is being conducted at the level 
Where most patients are seen— 
the doctor's office or 'the pa­
tient’s home.
The vast majority of strep 
cases arc treated in one or the 
other of these places, not in 
hospitals. Completion of this 
study should give us valuable 
information.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
C. W.: What causes red spots 
in the corners of my mouth? I 
was told to take vitamin C but 
it doesn't help.
Answer: There may be many 
causes for this condition. Among 
them arc lack of vitamin C, a 
virus infection and poor den­
tures. It is advisable to consult 




VANCOUVER (CP) -  Two 
teen-aged girls arc among the 22 
contestants who have reached the 
British Columbia finals in the 
teen-age safe - driving roadeo 
scheduled here June 6, officials 
have announced.
They arc Pat Nora, a Rossland 
athlete, and Claudia Wyllie of 
Ruskin, who entered the Maple 
Ridge competition. E a c h  de­
feated several male contenders 
to win their regional titles.
The winner of the B.C. compe­
tition will go to Galt, Ont,, for 
the national final. '
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKEE,





4  AK3 
V A9632 
4  65 
* K J 3
WEST EAST
A 82 4Q 65
VJ10 87 V Q 5 4
A Q J 10 3 4 9 7 4 2
A 105 2 4 Q 87
SOtTII 
A J 109 7 A 
VK 
A A.K 3 
A A 9 6 1
The bidding:








should keep ln reserve the club 
finesse, if it later becomes 
necessary.
All these potentialities can be 
combined in an orderly line of 
play. South wins the diamond 
lead, cashes the king of hearts, 
and enters dummy with a spade. 
He ruffs a low heart in prepara­
tion for eventually building up 
an additional heart winner.
Another spade to dummy re­
veals the spades are divided 3-2. 
Again a low hear is ruffed and 
the 4T3 hear break becomes cer­
tain. The slam is now in the bag.
The king of diamonds is cashed 
and a diamond is trumped. The 
A-9 of hearts are both tricks and 
South discards two clubs on 
them. The only trick declarer 
loses is the queen of spades.
ACROSS 5
1, Fibbed 














17, Cry of' an 
owl
















■ sent , :
41', Slight color 
42, Wrath









4. t’oloi, ns 































30, Previously 1 
(archaic),
31, 'Re-form a 
point upon



















































Opening lead—queen of dia­
monds.
Another hand from the Inter- 
collegintc Bridge Tournament 
was this one. Par consisted of 
reaching six spades' and then1 
making it. I
"b f the two, It strikes us that 
the more difficult tack was td bid 
the slam., One possible sequence 
of bids is shown above,
The chief interest of the deal 
centers in the piny, It is not a 
difficult hand to make, ns hands 
go, but there arc so many factors 
for declarer to consider that the 
real hazard is the use of.faulty 
judgment,
Among the things for declarer 
to think about are the spade 
finesse, n 3-2 spncle break, a 4-3 
heart break, the ruff of a dia­
mond Id dummy, a club finesse,;
Of these,; probably the most 
Important conclusion to be reach­
ed is 'that there is little to bo 
gained by attempting a spade 
finesse and much that can be 
Inst, The chlbf reason for tills 
is that dummy's small trump 
can be utilised to ruff a dia­
mond nnd -should not be used 
UP as part of a finessing trick, 
South should piny Instead for 
the spades to divide 3-2 (which 
glyes lilm a reasonable', change 
t<(, eateli (lie doubletoi) spade 
queen), lie should also play for 
the normal . 4-3 heart break, Hc| 
should plan'to ruff a diamond in 



















4 RYPTOQUOTE -  Here's (unv to Work III
A X V I) I. B A A X R 
is I. O N C. F E I. I. O W
One luticr simply stands lor another In; this sample A 
for thy thfev l.!# ,X for the two O'at etc, Single letters
tin' U i\,Mh and formation ol the words are all hints, 
Cod* letters live different. ’ , ,
i , K l1 W X K Q G T I...I U W M B 1. V 
X P W X Q G V C ,11 W X II (’ X P W',M 




I ij M T 
7. Q M T -
V rsierdp's 4,r>|iln*iuotc: NEW OPINIONS AHE ALWAYS :U'S- 









WHAT Y  SWTTIMD TUUNDSR- 
KiNO OF \  STORMS, A FRW U6HT 
WEATHU? V SOUALLS... KOTTOO 
ARE WR BAP, C0MMAHDER, 
GOINS BUT THERE MAY BE 





A COUPLE PAYS 
OF IT.
I KNOW WHATS 
ON YOUR MIND, 
But...PONT YOU 




THE CAPSULE P/UFTS PO,UN 
6EXTLY TV WARP EARTH...
WE MI6HT BE 
FALLIN6 INTO A 
HBAVYSSA!
-HE RAPiO
lr WE C4N CONTACT 1 
PR. EASTLAND, A\AS9E 
HE HAS RECOVERS:? THE 









WE CAN CONTACT 
ANY'Or THE MISSILE- 
TRACKIN® STATIONS f STRINS OF THEM 
THEY' GAN6ETA /CM  THE ISLANDS.* 
‘ FIX ON US/ r-dk> LOOKS LIKE ITS 




A H -T H A T S  A  
R E A L  S H IN E "  
I’LL SET T H EM  
^ON THE PORCH  
l TO DRY OFF
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cr T BLO N D IE--W ILL  YOU P L E A S E  
H A N D  ME  
MY S H O E S , 
FRO M  THE  
PORCH ?
PAGWOOD-YOU'RE 
GO IN G  TO NEED  
A  N E W  FA IR  
„  , BEFO RE  
LONG
DID TH’ LEMONADE 
STAND THAT WAS 





O H .N O /T H ’ KIDS 
SOLD SEVERAL | 
CLASSES,,
...DECLARED A DIVIDEND 
AN’CLOSED UP SHOP//
THEY'RE OVER A T  T H ’ 
C A N D Y ’ST O R E  NOW, 
SPEN DIN ’ TH' L O O T /
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HEARING FUNNY LITTLE J  
RUSTLING ■
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witpwoop/ j  smi V t  s a m p l e r ; 
you FROM THE HOTEL • WHO « 
WINPOW/ WHAT WAS ALL THE/ CHEATEP 
SHOOTING if UNCLE/
X FIRE'P IN THE AIR' . 
STOP. HIM/ PUT HE
MAYBE HP CAME . 
pOWN THIS FIRE | 
ESCAPE FROM 
ONE OF THE 
HOTEL ROOMS'
WE CANT TAKE A CHANCE „ 
ON YOU MEETING THAT GAL' 
SHARPSHOOTER AGAIN, 
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Bennett Says He'll Fight 
Next Ballot Against Pressure
VICTORIA (CP) — Premier 
Bennett says the next provincial 
election—in 1960 or 1961—will be 
fought on the issue of democratic 
government versus the "pressure 
groups."
And he made it clear at a press 
conference that in referring to 
pressure groups he referred not 
only to labor but to "other groups 
as well."
"The government that yields to 
pressure groups is not %vorthy to 
eovern.” the premier said. "It
1
g ,"
listens to them but does not yield 
to them.”
"And • we will welcome that 
battle when it comes," he added.
All pressure groups had rights, 
Mr. Bennett said, but not the right 
to "dictate to the government 
what laws will be passed. . . ."
"That comes from the people 
as a whole.’
The people had the opportunity 
at election time to pass judgment
on their government, the right to 
approve it or reject it.
WILL OBEY LAW
Premier Bennett said he be­
lieves labor will obey the laws 
of the province like everyone 
else, including the provisions of 
the government’s controversial 
new labor legislation. Bill 43.
That was his answer at a press 
conference when reporters asked 
for comment on the decision of 
the B.C. Federation of Labor to 
support continuation of informa­
tional picketing in labor ̂ disputes 
in defiance of the provisions of 
the new act.
"We have one of the best labor 
forces in the country," the pre­
mier said. "They’ll ’ obey the 
law, I’m sure of that.”
Mr. Bennett added he believed 
the announcement by the B.C. 
federation might have .been mis­
construed.
LET’S SEE Jacques Plante 
. knit one of these, Billy Harris, 
left) tells Bob Pulford and
Gary Aldcorn (right). The trio 
of Leaf hockey players, enjoy­
ing an off-season holiday in the
Bahamas, are browsing through 
a native straw market.
Singapore City-State Faces 
Severe Population Crisis
SINGAPORE (Reuters)- - Sing-;months of life as medical treat- 
apore is fast approaching a pop-!ment improves. In 1920 there 
ulation crisis. I were 265 deaths in the first year
Britain is to give this city-state, *° ,fvery
covering an area of some 24 miles j By 1953 the number of deaths 
by 14 miles, self - government h « |u»»en reduced to 67 per 1.000
later this year—140 years after 
It was founded on an uninhabited 
island.
At present Singapore has a 
population of 1,500,000. and the 
highest standard of living in 
Southeast Asia. Its cosmopolitan 
population, middlemen for half a 
continent.
births and today it is down to 
43. Singapore’s population den­
sity, with 1,634 people per square 
kilometre (five - eighths of a 
square mile), is the highest in 
Southeast Asia. The next highest, 
| Ceylon’s, is only one-twelfth of 
that figure.
More than half the populationenjoy luxuries which is undcr 21 and as more of these
housing, schooling, medical fa- j 
the biggest problem is to find 
jobs for these people."
FUTURE SEEN DIM
Emigration is no remedy, Ben- 
ham said, because living stand­
ards here are so much higher 
than in surrounding countries 
that people will not leave. In fact 
Singapore is getting 5,000 new 
people a year from outside.
Benham believes that Singa­
pore’s two major aims should be 
to increase the amount of capital 
invested here and to improve the 
efficiency of the colony as a trad­
ing centre.
"In any event, the nightmare 
growth of population is bound to 
have a downward effect on stand­
ards of living. Unless this is 
countered by increased efficiency, 
to give customers better value for 
their money and thereby bring
Japan To Build Asia's First 
Commercial N-Power Station
By TAKESHI SATO
TOKYO (Reuters)—The stage 
is set, except for details of a 
formal contract for Japan to start 
building the first commercial nu­
clear power station in Asia during 
the latter part of this year.
The 150,000-kilowatt generator, 
to be •imported from Britain, is 
expected to b e g i n  producing 
power bv the end of 1963. 
Situated at Tokai, a village on
uranium.
The Japanese Atomic Power 
Generating Company, a firm es-* 
tablished in 1957 for this purpose 
by Japanese power companies, 
already has issued a letter of in­
tent to the British Nuclear Indus­
trial Group. A formal contract is 
expected to be signed in July. 
Following trials, the power sta
scale operation will begin In De­
cember of that year under the 
present plan.
To r e a s s u r e  the Japanese 
people, who are extremely sen­
sitive to radioactivity after the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki wartime 
blasts and fallout from nuclear 
tests, elaborate measures will be 
taken to safeguard against any 
spread of radioactive gas and 
other waste materials from the 
station, and also against the pos 
sibility of big earthquakes. The 
waste fuel itself will be returned 
to the British Atomic Energy 
Authority, at least during the in­
itial stage.
Careful meteorological surveys 
have been made to confirm that 
the atmospheric pollution by the 
gas to be discharged from a 25- 
foot high chimney of the station 
will be far below the limits con­
sidered permissible by the Inter­
national Commission on Radi­
ology Protection. A special ex­
periment has been made to es­
timate the "effects of earthquakes 
on the graphite core of the re­
actor. Changes in specifications 
required for protection against 
earthquakes have increased con­
siderably the price of the reactor. 
NEW POWER NEEDED 
Japan’s power needs have been 
increasing by at least six per 
cent a year as a result of rapid 
expansion . of the national econ­
omy. Steady development of new 
power sources thus is necessary 
to increase the power generating 
capacity, which was estimated at 
12,000.000 kilowatts at the end of 
March, 1958.
It is expected that the initial 
cost of power generation by the 
nuclear generator will be about 
the same as the cost of thermal 
power generation at some plants 
built here recently. Atomic power 
generation thus has a great fu­
ture in Japan, and also will help 
Japanese scientists to gain val-
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Cleveland Flood Damages 
Estimated In Multi-Millions
CLEVELAND (AP)' — Floods 
caused damage estimated in the 
millions of dollars on Cleveland’s 
south side.
Torrential rains turned many 
streets into muddy lakes and 
rivers at the start of the after­
noon rush hour. The storm lasted 
about an hour and in that time 
one suburb, University Heights, 
recorded 3.9 inches of rain.
Dozens of marooned motorists 
and occupants of two flooded 
buses were rescued. The buses 
were a l m o s t  completely sub­
merged. Thirty - three persons 
were treated for exposure.
Mayor Anthony J. Celebrezza 
said damage to city property 
alone might exceed $1,000,000.
SCOTTISH BANFF
The town of Banff in Scotland 
received Its first charter from 
King Malcolm IV in 1163,
SPEEDY DOLPHINS
A dolphin can swim faster than 
vessels travelling at 30 knots.
RARE BUSINESS 
O P P O R T U N I T Y  
MEN O R  W O M EN
(CAN START PART TIME)
Senrielng our Beautiful Dl.play 
C u a ,  In Drux, Food. Hardware 
and Appliance Stores, includ­
ing numerous other outlets — 
collecting for merchandise pur­
chased and replenishing Inven­
tory. AU accounts established 
by us In pour area. NO WAKK- . 
HOUSE FACILITIES -  NO 
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 
(We train you.) CASH IN­
COME STARTS Immediately,
them may not get this century.
But whether Singapore, can re­
tain this standard depends on its 
ability to provide a livelihood for 
60,000 r.ew people every year. At 
the present rate of growth the 
population of the island will reach 
2.000,000 by 1966 and 3,000,000 by 
1978.
DEATH RATE DOWN
Each year more and more chil-
young people marry the popula­
tion is increasing ever more 
rapidly. Dr. F . C. Benham, eco­
nomic adviser to the present gov­
ernment, has d e s c r i b e d  this 
growth as "by far the greatest 
threat to Singapore."
In fact, he said in .an article 
published here, "in this crowded 
island, with little land and no raw 
materials, it is a disaster.
“ It creates serious problems of
dren are surviving their first 12 eilities, traffic congestion . . . but
Peter Bakonyi Works Hard To 
Make British Empire Games
tion is expected to start generat­
ing a small amount of power in I liable experience in nuclear phys 
Japan’s'eastern coastline 70 miles I August or September, 1963. Full-Ucs. 
northeast of the city, the power | 
plant will supply electricity to the 
greater Tokyo area.
The total cost of construction 
is estimated at 33,100,000,000 yen 
( a b o u t  $86,060,000),. including 
4,600,000,00 yen for initial fuel
U N L I M I T E D  P O T E N T I A L
A MODUCT O f THE WO HID FAMOUS
W ALTHAM W ATCH CO M PA N Y
NO KNOWLEDGE OE THE WATCH OH CtOCK 
INDUSTRY NECESSARY
«hu«  of Inventory nnd B onn 
Plan.
A pplicant! will be acctpU d 
after a local pcraonal interview 
w ith  a Com pany E xecutive. 
Write today liv ing  name, ad- 
dreaa, phone number and back- 
• ground. Do not apply unleaa 
you can meet all requirementa.
Applicant! that can qualify are 
being appointed aa Local Dis­
tributor!. Mutt be rteponelble, 
permanent reeldent, have uae of 
a  car, devote a t least 6 hour* 
weekly to thle dynamic mer­
chandising plan, Teferencea and 
$1196.00 cash available immedi­
ately, protected by our repur-
TIME INDUSTRIES, 651 Nofrs Damo St. W., Montreal, Que.
Singapore more business, the fu-! supplies, to be provided by th& 
ture of this great city is depress-1 British Atomic Energy Authority, 
ing to contemplate." 'The generator will use natural
By JIM PEACOCK
Canadian Press Staff Writer,
VANCOUVER (CP) — Peter 
Bakonyi is working for the pres­
ent but his eye is on the future. 
To be more exact, it is on the 
1962 British Empire Games.
The 26-year-old Hungarian im­
migrant is a fencer. He was 
among the top 10 epee men in 
his homeland before he left it 
during the 1956 uprising and al­
ready he . has become the best in 
his adopted country.
In his future, Jan. 5, 1962 looms 
large. That is the day when his 
five-year residence qualification 
for Canadian citizenship will be 
complete.
Citizenship Is the first qualifi­
cation he must have in order to 
represent Canada in major inter­
national games,
With that and a continuance of 
his present desire and ability to 
fence, the 1962 Empire Games
Canadian Wheat Exports Dip 
Through Current Crop Year
the first eight months of the cur- from 548,000,000
CANADIAN
GLANCES
TB CASES DECLINE 
OTTAWA (CP)—The extent of 
tuberculosis in Cnnada fell to a 
record low level in Cnnada last 
year, with the TB death rate less 
thnn half what it was in 1953. 
A total of 1,027 persons died from 
the discn.se—-n death rate of six 
for each 100,000 population, the 
i bureau of statistics reported. The 
rate compared with 7,1 in 1957 
and with 12.5 in 1953,
TRUSTEES GATHER 
OTTA'VA (CP) — Delegates 
from all parts of Canada gath­
ered here for the first national 
convention of the F r e n c h - 
Language Catholic School trus­
tees Association of Canndn, The 
convention, which ended Friday, 
had been called to discuss the 
problems facing French-language 
school trustees in Canada, Guest 
speaker at a banquet was 
most Rev. Maurice Baudoux, Ro­
mani Catholic Archbishop of St. 
Boniface, Man,
ORKNDA PRESIDENT
TORONTO (CP) -r End K; 
Brownrldgo h«s been appointed 
president of Orenda Engines Ltd., 
subsidiary of A. ,V, Roo Cnnada 
Ltd. Mr. Brownrldgo, who has 
been executive vice-president nnd 
general mnnngcr, will continue to 
act ns general munager, Ho sue 
cceds Walter McLaughlin, who 
resigned recently.
will afford him his first opportun­
ity to realize his ambition to com 
pete for Canada.
"After that will be the 1964 
Olympic Games,” he said in an 
interview here, “and after that 
maybe two or three more chances 
to represent Canada in Olympic 
fencing."
By the 1972 Olympics, Bakonyi 
will be approaching 40 years of 
age, but he said that in his field 
this is the age when many reach 
their prime. "Many of the best 
international fencers are past that 
age;” he said.
Bakonyi became’Canadian epee 
champion earlier this year, win­
ning the title in Toronto where in 
1958 he was runner-up.
“STATELESS" ENTRANT
Last y e a r  in Philadelphia, 
where the world fencing associa­
tion allowed him to compete as 
a "stateless" person, he reached 
the epee quarter-finals.
In Hungary he was a member 
of his country’s pentathlon team, 
contesting h o r s e b a c k  riding, 
swimming, shooting, cross-coun­
try and fencing. Five years ago 
he began concentrating on fenc­
ing, continuing swimming and 
cross-country running to keep 
himself in condition.
"In Hungary," he said, "you 
have maybe 35 first-class fencers, 
35 second-class fencers and 35 or 
more third-class fencers. Here in 
B.C.. we have no first-clnss fenc­
ers and about three or four good 
second-cla.ss fencers,
"I have to keep up running and 
swimming to keep in shape for 
a tournament."
LIMITED PROSPECTS
His 1 m m e d l a t c  competitive 
prospects nre limited because he 
does not qualify to represent Cnn- 
ndn in this year's Fnn-Americnn 
Gnmes nor in next year’s Olym­
pics, but he Is hoping he may be 
able to compete in the Olympics 
ns a representative of the Free 
Hungarian sports committee in 
Europe, .■ ;
His "stateless" cortipetition in 
Philadelphia last year stlrrecl 
headlines thero bccnusc the of­
ficial Hungarian tenm refused to 
participate lp events Bakonyi had 
entered,
"They thought I should go back 
home so I could once again be-, 
come n member of the Hungarian 
team," he said, But he has no 
thought of returning to Hungnry 
now, . : 11 ■
, He has lenrned the English 
language well nnd has become 
established as a successful real- 
estate salesman here,
rent crop year while shipments by 
the other three major wheat ex­
porting countries have picked up.
Canadian wheat and flour ex­
ports in the August-March period 
dropped to 188,100,000 bvfshels 
from 197,600,000 a year earlier de­
spite a nine-per-cent gain in the 
total market of the big four wheat 
shippers, the United States, Can­
ada, Argentina and Australia, the 
bureau of statistics reported to­
day. ■ .
Because of a below - average 
crop last year, Canada had whit­
tled down its wheat stockpile at 
April 1 to 632,100,000 bushels, 
compared with 734,100,000 at April 
1, 1958. But supplies in the four 
major exporting countries re­
maining for export and carry 
gained 21 per cent to 2,279,800,- 
000 bushels.
Biggest gain in wheat exports 
by the olher three major shippers 
was marked up by the United 
States, whose exports during Aug­
ust-March jumped to 298,200,000 
bushels from 255,500,000 a year 
earlier. Argentina’s exports rose 
to* 62,000,000 bushels from 48,500,- 
000 and Australian exports in­
creased to 50,400,000 from 46,- 
400,000.
at Barr & Anderson's
INCLUDE SEED WHEAT
For the first time, Canada’s 
wheat - export figures included 
figures for seed wheat exports, 
a business which Canada has de­
veloped since 1955. This country 
exported 4,000,000 b u s h e l s  of 
bagged seed wheat in the first 
eight months of the current crop 
year.
Estimates of seed wheat ex­
ports in the three previous years 
have been made for comparison 
purposes.. • ••
Canadian wheat' exports in 
March, totalling 22,600,000 bush 
els, were seven per cent below 
the 24,200,000 bushels shipped a 
year earlier although they were 
25 per cent above the 10-year 
average for March.
The 21 - per * cent gain in the 
world wheat stockpile was due 
mainly to a marked increase in 
the United States, where supplies 
for export and carryover rose to 
1,404,400,000 bushels at April 1 
compared with 992,400,000 a year 
earlier. Australian supplies rose 
to 131,100,000 bushels from 48,500,- 
000 and Argentinian supplies de­




Toronto Economics Expert 
Urges Higher Bank Rates
By ALAN DONNELLY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Government Crisis,
Threats Confront Indonesia
JAKARTA, Indonesia (Reuters) 
A government prhls nnd tin; 
Ihrcnt of n military take-over con­
fronted Indonesia .today after the 
opposition In the constituent as­
sembly blocked for the third time 
President Sukarno’s request for n 
return to th revolutionary con­
stitution of IMSi
Tho final vote today again fell 
short of the two thirds maj irlty 
needed tp approve the cuistltu- 
tinned change
Before leaving on a world tour 
In April, Sukarno asked (or n re­
turn to tho ol î constitution which 
would give him tho near-dictator­
ial powers he said ho needed to 
rule tho scattered Indonesian Is­
lands "without Interference or op­
position as conceived the sys­
tem of liberal democracy, 
TAKEOVER WARNING 
In 'Monday!* debate, Premier
OTTAWA (CP) — Removal of 
the six-per-cent interest ceiling 
on bank loans and National Hous­
ing Act mortgages is suggested 
by a Toronto economics profes­
sor in a massive study prepared 
for the now-defunct Gordon eco­
nomic commission,
Professor William C, Hood also 
called for a clear statement of 
interest costs to consumers \Vhcn 
they buy on an instalment plan 
or borrow from finance com­
panies, ,
The proposals are contained in 
a 700-pnge book Financing of 
Economic Activity in Canndn 
made public today, It is tho Inst 
of 33 separate studies prepared 
for the Gordon commission on 
Canada's economic prospects, The 
commission's final report was 
made In November, 1957,
INVESTMENT FREEDOM
Removal of the interest ceil­
ings on bank loans and NIIA 
mortgages was among several 
steps proposed by the 37-year-old 
University of Torohtc) professor 
In the interests of Improving the 
operations of the capltnl market, 
lie also suggested:
1, Greater freedom for trust 
companies' and Insurance com­
panies in selecting Investments.
2, Freedom' to banks to lend on 
conventional .mortgages qiitsldc 
tho National Housing Act,
3, Encouragement to t)ie de­
velopment of a secondary, mar* 
kot for Investments in , mort­
gages, ,
4, Efforts to rpdliee the costs 
of floating new securities Issues'
companies and municipalities.
Dealing with borrowings by 
consumers, Prof. Hood said "ig­
norance of the costs of funds is 
very widespread,” Lenders did 
not usually state clearly the costs 
of the funds.
Here's An Opportunity For 
Tremendous Savings on These 
Deluxe 15 and 20 cu. ft. Models
New Super Wall Design Means Increased Performance
q
. . .  Greater Freezer Satisfaction Economically.
Your KELVINATOR Chest Freezer is as dependable and 
free from defects as engineering skill and precision manu­
facturing can make it. Thoroughly factory tested to give 
you many years of trouble free operation.
Regularly $349. 
For this event . - *309
SIMPLE COMPARISON
There should be action, by 
Parliament if necessary, "to en­
sure thatindividuals are informed 
of the rates of interest they are 
required to pay and informed 
in such n way that they may 
easily, without using slide rules, 
compare the rate charged nt 
one source with the rate charged 
at others,"
The thesis of Prof. Hood’s book 
is that some of the "deficien­
cies' In the c a p i t a l  market 
'should bo removed "In pursuit of 
the objective of allowing eco­
nomic decisions to be made in 
the market place,"
It concludes tlint Cnnndn’s cap­
ital market cannot be grossly 
deficient ”or wo should never 
have recorded such stupendous 
achievements, in these post-war 
years,"
Dealing with capltnl lonns to 
farmers, p r o v i d e d  mnlnly 
through government ngencles, 
Prof, Hood said there Is a feel­
ing that loans should be, for 
longer terms nnd In some in­
stances In larger nmounts, 
Concerning bond I s s u e s  by 
smaller municipalities;,, he said 
"the enso for assistance from the 
senior levels of government Is a 
strong one,"
, Tin- fundamental problem of 
municipal flnnneo was to match 
allocation of functions wlt(i the 
distribution of taxing powers
Djunndn gave assembly members 
wiiat they Interpreted ns n warn 
ing of a possible' mllitidy as­
sumption of power If they did not
approve Sukarno's proposal.
The final vote was 263 for the 
203 against. , ' ,
The measure whs unnble to get 
a twO-thlrds majority by 47, yotes 
on the first ebunt, 48 on the see­
ped nnd 49 on the third.
Political bbservera said that lo ­
calise a stroilglyunited front was 
shown by 
thought I
ldent\ or the army would take
costs which operate as a barrier jnmong the different levels'of gqv- 
to ;public borrowings by smaller eminent, . ' ;
nab
 the Moslem parties they 
t unlikely that tho pres* 
n < 






take time out to enjoy new
BEV ER A G ES 
'the naturally good soil d u n k . , buy a codon today I
15 cu. ft. 
Model
Remember!
The QUALITY is GREATER 
in a KELVINATOR




of these KELVINATOR Models.
•  LARGE STORAGE COMPARTMENT , . , offering 
dry, zero temperatures for safe storage of your 
frozen foods,
•  SEPARATE FREEZING , COMPARTMENTS , . ,
, no need to place warm food on stored foods Whilst
freezing,
•  DIVIDERS , . . |n the bottom kection of freezers.
Can be shifted to suit any food storing require­
ments, ,
•  ■SLIDING BASKETS , removable , . . these
baskets provide Ideal storage space for baked 
goods, leftovers, prepared lunches and Irregular 
shaped packages, ; ,
•  LID LIGHT . . .operates when the lid'Is opened.
Regularly $439
For this 
event . . .  -
BARR &
594 Bernard Avc.
\ , (INTERIOR) LTD.
Tile Business that Quality and; Service Built 
O P E N  F R ID A Y S .'t il 9:<)6 P.M .
I
Phone PO 2-3039
